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Abstract 

Often, the structure of fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment examined in 

outcrop indicate such fault zones should behave as hydraulic barriers, but 

hydrological observations indicate they behave as conduit-barriers. This thesis 

investigates the hydrogeological structure of fault zones cutting poorly lithified 

sediment to better understand the observed conduit-barrier behaviour.  

The macro- and micro-structure of fault zones was investigated at outcrops of five 

fault arrays cutting syn-rift sediment of the rapidly extending Gulf of Corinth rift, 

Central Greece. Fault zone evolution was interpreted from these observations and 

changes to sediment hydraulic characteristics in fault zones estimated. Based upon 

the field data, characteristic fault zone hydrogeological structure was represented in 

two-dimensional numerical fluid-flow models in order to assess likely hydraulic 

impacts.  

Fault zone structure is found to be dominated by a mixed zone and differs to those 

previously reported. Two models of fault zone evolution are proposed for faults 

cutting: 1. Only poorly lithified sediment, in which beds are rotated and smeared in 

the mixed zone, where these can mix at the grain-scale through distributed, 

controlled particulate flow. 2. Sediment of contrasting competency, with mixed 

zones comprising blocks and lenses, and fine-grained smears in which strain 

localisation and fault-tip bifurcation are central to their evolution. Both models apply 

to fault zones that juxtapose fine and coarse-grained sediment.  

Numerical models show that the majority of these fault zones will behave as barriers 

to fluid-flow due to a reduction in hydraulic conductivity. Fault zones of all sizes 

influence fluid-flow, but hydraulic impact increases with fault throw. Conduit-barrier 

behaviour can be explained by anisotropies, particularly from slip-surface 

cataclasites, in fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment only. Fault hydraulic 

behaviour is strongly dependent on structural hetereogeneities and their geometry in 

the fault zone. The cumulative effects of these faults will be significant for sub-

surface fluid-flow. 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis investigates the hydrogeological structure of fault zones in poorly lithified 

sediment. It uses outcrop studies and numerical modelling to bridge the fields of 

structural geology and hydrogeology.  

In this chapter the topic of fault zone hydrogeology is introduced. Implications of the 

ways in which fault zones impact fluid-flow are first presented, providing a rationale 

for the thesis. The thesis aim is outlined in this context and a hypothesis proposed, 

together with three main research questions through which the hypothesis will be 

addressed. This is followed by an overview of the current understanding of the topic, 

and concluded with an overview of the thesis structure.  

1.1 Rationale 

1.1.1 Faults and fluid flow 

Geological faults are planar discontinuities within a volume of rock, across which 

there has been displacement of two tectonic blocks by lithospheric stresses (Kearey, 

2001; Wibberley et al., 2008). A fault zone describes the total volume of rock 

deformed either side of the discontinuity (e.g. Caine et al., 1996). Fault zones occupy 

a small volume of the Earth’s crust, yet they have a significant impact on subsurface 

fluids, influencing both their location and transport pathways (Bredehoeft et al., 

1992; Faulkner et al., 2010).  

The influence of faults on fluid-fluid flow has impacted society since early 

civilisation. Faults have long been known to control the locality of springs, which 

were key to providing fresh drinking water for ancient and historical civilisations 

(Alfaro and Wallace, 1994; Crouch, 1996). Faults are also considered the most 

important pathways for fluids flowing in hydrothermal systems (Yang et al., 2004; 

Barnicoat et al., 2009), causing thermal hot springs, such as in Bath, England 

(Andrews et al., 1982), and concentrations of valuable metal ore deposits such as 

gold, zinc and lead, from circulating deep waters (Sibson et al., 1988; Yang et al., 

2004; Barnicoat et al., 2009). 
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The role of faults on subsurface fluids is also important in modern society; for 

natural resources such as hydrocarbons (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; 1995; Knipe et 

al., 1998) and geothermal energy (Lambrakis and Kallergis, 2005; Younger et al., 

2012), and the security of carbon dioxide sequestered underground (Shipton et al., 

2004; Chadwick et al., 2009; Kampman et al., 2012). Faults can also influence the 

quantity and quality of groundwater supplies (Bense et al., 2003; Minor and Hudson, 

2006), and complicate environmental challenges such as the safe burial of 

radioactive waste (Bredehoeft, 1997; Flint et al., 2001).  

The fluid flow properties of faults remain one of the greatest sources of uncertainty 

in many fields of subsurface fluid research due to their range of potential hydraulic 

behaviours (Do Nascimento et al., 2005). Faults can focus fluid-flow, acting as 

conduits (Brown and Moore, 1993; Ferrill et al., 2004), hinder fluid flow, acting as 

barriers (e.g. Gibson et al., 1998; Mohamed and Worden, 2006), or a combination of 

both, termed conduit-barriers (Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Caine et al., 1996; Bense and 

Person, 2006).  

1.1.2 Faults and groundwater 

The conduit, barrier or conduit-barrier behaviour of faults can impact water resources 

in a number of ways (Figure 1.1). Compartmentalisation of aquifers by fault barriers 

can limit the extent of accessible groundwater, or prevent the spread of contaminant 

plumes (Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Mohamed and Worden, 2006; Sternlof et al., 2006). 

Fault conduits can allow preferential recharge into aquifers (Sigda and Wilson, 2003; 

Ferrill et al., 2004), act as sources of groundwater from deeper aquifers (Bense et al., 

2003), or provide pathways for salt water intrusion, or other contaminants, into 

freshwater aquifers (Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003). An understanding of these 

processes is important for securing and protecting water supplies in an age of ever-

increasing pressures on groundwater resources (e.g. Wada et al., 2010). 
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual diagram of possible impacts of faults on groundwater in an 

unconfined aquifer (brown unit). Black arrows indicate faults and the direction of 

hangingwall displacement. Thick blue arrows indicate water flow direction. Blue line with 

triangles indicates the groundwater hydraulic head. The thick black vertical line is a borehole 

with a limited water supply due to aquifer compartmentalisation by adjacent fault zones. 

Faults at the coast could provide a barrier, preventing saline intrusion into the freshwater 

aquifer, or allow leaks or along-fault fluid-flow. Grey unit represents low permeability rock 

that could be used to store high risk waste adjacent to a fault zone, along which fluid-flow 

could occur.  

 

Whilst there is now a reasonable understanding of how faults in crystalline or 

lithified rock impact fluid flow (e.g. Wibberley et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010), 

less is known about how faults in poorly lithified sediment impact fluid flow. These 

sediments accommodate major aquifers in the USA (Grauch et al., 2004; Minor and 

Hudson, 2006) and Europe (Voudouris et al., 2005; Magri et al., 2010), and are 

commonly primary targets for investigation in the search for groundwater (Davies 

and DeWeist, 1967; Mathers et al., 1993). Widespread faulting in these aquifers is 

common (Heynekamp et al., 1999; Grauch et al., 2004) though is frequently 

overlooked in regional hydrogeological studies, at least in part due to the difficulties 

identifying faults resulting from poor preservation of fault scarps and traces in highly 

erodible sediments (e.g. Carter and Winter, 1995; Wilson et al., 2003). Nevertheless, 

over the last two decades there has been widening recognition of the potential for 

faults in poorly lithified sediment to have significant hydrological impacts (e.g. 

Henyekamp et al., 1999; Sigda et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Rawling and 

Goodwin, 2003; Bense et al., 2003; Bense and Person, 2006; Minor and Hudson, 
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2006; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Balsamo et al., 2008; Bense et al., 2008; Caine 

and Minor, 2009; Balsamo and Storti, 2010; 2011), and crucially, the considerable 

risks associated with inaccurate prediction of fault zone hydraulic behaviour (Bense 

et al., 2008).  

Current understanding of fault zone hydrogeology has been established through a 

combination of investigation techniques. The most direct method is through analysis 

of hydrogeological data. Analysis of hydraulic head either side of a fault zone can 

infer the seal capacity of a fault (Bense and Van Balen, 2003; Mohamed and 

Worden, 2006) although additional data such as temperature (Bense et al., 2008) or 

geochemistry (Gumm, 2011) is necessary to delineate flow paths within fault zones 

(Bense et al., in review). Whilst hydrogeological studies provide tangible evidence of 

fault zone hydraulic behaviour, the availability of such data is often limited and 

rarely reveals the physical basis behind specific fault behaviour.  

A more deterministic insight into fault zone behaviour is afforded by investigations 

of fault zone permeability (or hydraulic conductivity) structure (Caine et al., 1996; 

Rawling et al., 2001). These studies can reveal the physical basis behind fault 

hydraulic behaviours, and enable elucidation of factors that might contribute to 

controlling these; such as crustal stress conditions, fault age or size, seismicity, fault 

zone and protolith/protosediment (original undeformed rock or sediment) 

petrophysical properties, and fault deformation mechanisms (e.g. Antonellini and 

Aydin, 1994; Rawling et al., 2001; Balsamo and Storti, 2011). Fault zone hydraulic 

conductivity structure can be inferred from field observations (e.g. Heynekamp et al., 

1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Caine and Minor, 2009; Balsamo and Storti, 2010), 

laboratory experiments on fault core samples (Evans et al., 1997; Bense et al., 2003; 

Balsamo et al., 2010), shear deformation experiments (Zhang and Tullis, 1998; 

Sperrevik et al., 2000), seismicity (Do Nascimento et al., 2005), and analytical and 

numerical models (Haneberg, 1995; Yang et al., 2004; Bense and Person, 2006; 

Anderson and Bakker, 2008). 

Examination of flow tracers, contemporary hydrological data, and numerical 

modelling of groundwater flow show evidence to support the conduit (Flint et al., 

2001; Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003; Giurgea et al., 2004) or conduit-barrier (Person 

et al., 2000; Bense and Van Balen, 2003; Heffner and Fairley, 2006; Bense and 
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Person, 2006; Bense et al., 2008) behaviour for faults in poorly lithified sediment. 

Yet outcrop studies of fault zones generally predict that faults in poorly lithified 

sediment behave as hydraulic barriers, and will prevent cross-fault fluid-flow and 

potentially compartmentalise regional aquifers (Heyenkamp et al., 1999; Rawling et 

al., 2001; Barnicoat et al., 2009; Caine and Minor, 2009; Balsamo and Storti, 2010). 

In outcrop, conduit-barrier behaviour has only been predicted from fault zone 

structure in low porosity sediments (Balsamo et al., 2010), and conduit behaviour in 

the early stages of faulting (Bense et al., 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008).  

The discrepancies between the expected hydraulic behaviour of faults in poorly 

lithified sediment, as determined from outcrop studies of fault zone structure, and 

those ascertained from hydrological data, cause uncertainty in understanding their 

hydraulic impacts. Heffner and Fairley (2006) suggested that further outcrop 

investigations could lead to identification of a greater range of possible fault zone 

hydrogeologic structures than so far reported, which could explain these 

discrepancies. Indeed, the greater range of fault zone structures reported from 

outcrop studies by Balsamo and Storti (2010; 2011) supports this position. 

1.2 Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to examine the reasons behind the discrepancies in predicted 

and observed fault hydraulic behaviours. The following hypothesis is proposed for 

investigation:  

“The structure of fault zones in poorly lithified sediment can explain the model 

of conduit-barrier behaviour derived from hydrogeological observations” 

Three objectives are used in order to address this hypothesis: 

1. Identify the structure and deformation processes of fault zones in poorly lithified 

sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift.  

2. Ascertain the changes to the hydraulic conductivity of poorly lithified sediment 

in fault zones.  

3. Establish the ways in which fault zones in poorly lithified sediment influence 

fluid-flow.  
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Outcrop investigations of syn-rift sediment are used to deduce fault zone hydraulic 

conductivity structure. The hydraulic impacts of these structures are explored using 

numerical fluid-flow models. The Gulf of Corinth rift, a rapidly extending basin in 

central Greece (Figure 1.2), was chosen as the field area for this investigation. 

Voluminous deposits of poorly lithified syn-rift sediment on the southern flank of the 

Gulf of Corinth rift form important aquifers and confining units, which are locally 

highly faulted. The syn-rift sediment (<3.2 Ma) (Leeder et al., 2012) is characterised 

by coarse gravel delta and alluvial conglomerates overlying lacustrine and delta 

bottomset finer-grained sediment, that can be locally inter-bedded with sand to 

cobble-sized conglomerates from submarine debris flows (Rohais et al., 2007). Syn-

rift sediment has been undergoing uplift along the south rift flank since deposition 

(Ori, 1989; Vita-Finzi, 1993; Ford et al., 2012), thus has only experienced shallow 

burial depths (<200 m) and very modest lithification. Incision of cross axial-drainage 

channels along the southern flank (Figure 1.2) has resulted in excellent exposures of 

a number of fault arrays cutting syn-rift sediment. The geological setting is described 

in greater detail in Chapter 2.   

The structure of faults cutting poorly lithified syn-rift sediment of the Gulf of Corinth 

rift has not previously been examined. This setting provides a novel insight into the 

structure of fault zones cutting different lithologies, and under different crustal stress 

conditions to previous outcrop studies, which have been conducted in predominantly 

sandy continental sediments from a handful of sites in New Mexico (Heynekamp et 

al., 1999; Sigda et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; 

Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Minor and Hudson, 2006; Caine and Minor, 2009), 

Germany (Bense et al., 2003; Bense and Van Balen, 2003; 2004) and Italy (Balsamo 

et al., 2008; Balsamo and Storti, 2010; Balsamo and Storti, 2011). Faults exposed in 

the Gulf of Corinth syn-rift sediment are likely to be analogous to those where basin 

subsidence is continuous, but less well exposed (e.g. Maltman, 1988). Furthermore, 

these faults may have important hydrological impacts on the valuable groundwater 

resources of the Gulf of Corinth rift region (e.g. Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003; 

Giurgea et al., 2004; Micarelli et al., 2006a).  
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Figure 1.2 Topographical map of the Gulf of Corinth rift, with active and inactive faults (Rohais et al., 2007; Bell et al., 2008; Leeder et al., 2012); West and 

East Eliki (WEF and EEF); Aigion (AIG); Akrata (AF); Derveni (DER); Xylokastro (XYL). Mamoussia-Pirgaki (M-Pi); Valimi (VAL); Lower Loutraki 

(LLF). CRL shows the location of the Corinth Rift Laboratory. Outcrop locations used in this work are shown by solid boxes; 1. Loutraki; 2. Akrata; 3. 

Voutsimos; 4. Mentourgianika; 5. Pirgos. Boxes with dashed lines show regions covered by the geological maps in Figure 2.2. Inset map shows Gulf of 

Corinth rift setting in mainland Greece and its regional tectonic setting, from Leeder et al. (2003). 
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1.3 Hydrogeological structure of fault zones 

Arguably the primary reason that faults impact sub-surface fluid-flow is the change 

to bed configuration resulting from displacement across a fault, which can result in 

rocks with contrasting hydraulic properties being juxtaposed either side of the fault 

zone (Allan, 1989; Haneberg, 1995; Knipe, 1997; Mailloux, et al., 1999). Fault 

displacement (Figure 1.3a), commonly used to describe fault size, is the separation 

distance of two initially adjoined points either side of the fault. Groundwater flowing 

in a hydraulically conductive unit encountering a low hydraulic conductivity unit 

juxtaposed across a fault zone, will generally get diverted along the fault to another 

aquifer, or to the surface as a spring (Davis and DeWeist, 1967) rather than crossing 

the fault. “Allan diagrams” can be used to map juxtapositions of key hydrogeologic 

units and assess the hydrological impacts if fault displacement and stratigraphy (bed 

composition and thickness) are known (Allan, 1989; Knipe, 1997).  

However, faults do not require the juxtaposition of differing hydogeologic units to 

impact fluid flow, since deformation of rock/ sediment by faults introduces 

heterogeneity and anisotropy into aquifers by altering their structure (Bredehoeft et 

al., 1992; Caine et al., 1996). The specific heterogeneities and anisotropies resulting 

from fault zones arise from the particular fault zone stucture, often described in terms 

of its architecture (Caine et al., 1996; Rawling et al., 2001). Conceptual models of 

fault zone architecture typically comprise two architectural elements; a fault core and 

damage zones (Figure 1.3b) (Caine et al., 1996). The fault core comprises structural 

elements (discrete geological units in the fault zone with similar petrophysical 

properties) that have accommodated the majority of fault displacement. Damage 

zones flank the fault core and are comprised of structural elements that are 

mechanically related to the growth of the fault (Sibson, 1977; Caine et al., 1996). 

The structural elements comprising a fault zone vary depending on the mechanism of 

deformation, i.e. the mechanical process by which a rock or sediment accommodates 

strain in response to applied stress (Table 1.1). Fault zone structural elements 

generally alter the protolith or protosediment hydraulic conductivity, as summarised 

in Table 1.1. 
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Figure 1.3 Fault zone hydrogeological structure. A) Illustration of fault zone thickness, 

displacement, throw and length. B) Conceptual models of fault zone structure. Fault zones in 

crystalline and siliciclastic rocks typically comprise a fault core (FC) and damage zones 

(DZ). Fault zones in poorly lithified sediment also typically have a mixed zone (MZ). C) 

Conceptual model of the hydraulic behaviour of fault zones in brittle rocks based on the 

relative proportion of fault zone structural elements, from Caine et al. (1996).  
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Table 1.1 Fault zone deformation processes and structural elements (product) with impact on permeability and occurrence. Dark grey and light grey boxes 

indicate common and uncommon elements for the lithology respectively, with examples found in the literature. Structural elements are thus far not reported 

where boxes have no fill. Adapted from Bense et al. (under review).  

Process Product Description
Poorly lithified 

sediments

Clastic 

sedimentary

Carbonate 

sedimentary
Crystalline rock

Brecciation
Fault mega breccias, breccias, 

microbreccia

Rock that has been broken into angular clasts as a result of applied 

tectonic stresses.
Hippler 1993; Eichhubl 

et al.  2009

Roberts and Stewart 

1994; B illi 2005; 
Bruhn et al.  1994; 

Fracturing Shear fractures, joints
Discrete, roughly planar discontinuity across which there has been rock 

separation. 
Laubach 1988; 

Eichhubl et al.  2009

Roberts and Stewart 

1994; Ferrill et al . 

2004

Caine and Tomusiak 

2003; M artel 1990

Disaggregation bands, dilation 

bands 

Tabular zones of grain deformation a few mm in width, up to tens of 

meters in length, each band may accommodate a few cm of slip (Aydin 

1978). Grains are neither crushed nor compacted but sediment 

structure is disaggregated (Du Bernard et al.  2002) formed by grain 

rolling and sliding. Porosity increase is greater in dilation bands.

Du Bernard et al . 

2002; Exner and 

Graseman 2010

Sediment smear
Entrainment and smear of sediment beds into the fault zone and along 

the fault zone.
Bense and Person 

(2006)

Brecciation/ 

cataclasis
Fault gouge

Fracturing of grains into smaller constituent parts forming fine grained, 

incohesive rock with > 30 % visible fragments surrounded by matrix .
Engelder 1974; 

Gibson 1998

Ferrill and M orris 

2003; Benedicto et 

al.  2008

Chester and Logan 

1987; Schulz and 

Evans 2000

Shear/cataclastic deformation 

bands

As disaggregation bands above, in which grains are also fractured 

(cataclasis) and/or compacted as a result of shear stresses.

Sigda et al.  1999; 

Cashman and 

Cashman 2000

Aydin 1978; 

Antonellini and Aydin 

1994 and 1995

Rath et al.  2011

Cataclasite, ultracataclasite
Cohesive fault rock formed from grains fracturing (cataclasis), 15-20 % 

fragments in finer grained matrix (Kearey, 2001).
Balsamo and Storti 

2010

Labaume et al.  2001; 

Tueckmantel et al. 

2012

Agosta and 

Kirschner 2003;  

M icarrelli et al.  2006; 

Chester and Logan 

1987

Phylosilicate band
As disaggregation bands and deformation bands above, in which a 

significant proportion of clay grains are entrained and aligned along 

the band.

Antonellini et al. 

1994; Knipe 1997

Clay smear
Smearing of clay-sized material along the fault plane, or into the fault 

zone for which the protolith must have a high proportion of clay. 

Rawling et al.  2001; 

Bense and Van Balen 

2004

Lindsay et al.  1993; 

Egholm et al.  2008

Ferrill et al . 2004;  

Bonson et al . 2007

Frictional melting Pseudotachylite Glass-like fine grained rock formed by heating from shear displacement. Rowe et al.  2005 Craddock et al.  2012 Lin 1996; Sibson 1977

Particulate/ 

granular flow
Zone of mixed sediment Zone in which sediment from different beds are mixed at the grain-scale. 

Heynekamp et al. 

1999; Rawling and 

Goodwin 2006

Slip surface
Localised zone, often a plane along which significant displacement is 

focused. 

Heynekamp et al. 

1999; De Boever et 

al.  2011

Antonellini and Aydin 

1994 and 1995

Roberts and Stewart 

1994; Bastesen et al. 

2009

Bruhn et al.  1994; 

Walker et al.  2012

Lenses or blocks Blocks of largely undeformed sediment bound by localised shear zones.
Heynekamp et al. 

1999
Lindanger et al.  2007

Bastesen et al. 

2009; Lindanger et 

al.  2007

Lee and Kim 2005

Shear localisation

Fault processes that enhance permeability

Fault processes that reduce permeability

Fault processes that may increase or reduce permeability

Phylosilicate 

smearing

Cataclasis

Particulate/ 

granular flow
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Fault zone hydraulic properties are strongly dependent on fault zone structure; the 

specific structural elements (and their particular hydraulic properties) (Figure 1.3b; 

Table 1.1), and their geometry and spatial distribution in the fault zone (e.g. 

Antonellini and Aydin, 1995; Caine et al., 1996; Knipe, 1997; Heynekamp et al., 

1999; Lunn et al., 2008). These properties can vary significantly throughout the three 

dimensions of the fault zone (Aydin, 2000; Childs et al., 2009).  

Fault cores in brittle rocks can comprise a combination of fault gouge, cataclasites, 

breccias, mylonites, discrete slip surfaces, and relatively cohesive lenses or blocks of 

sediment (Sibson 1977; Caine et al., 1996; Faulkner et al., 2003; Bastesen et al., 

2009) (Figure 1.3b, Table 1.1). In siliciclastic rocks strain is often accommodated by 

single or anastomosing deformation bands in both the fault core and damage zone 

(Aydin, 1978; Antonellini and Aydin, 1995) (Figure 1.3b; Table 1.1). If there is a 

sufficient proportion of clay in the protolith of siliciclastic and carbonate rocks clay 

can be smeared through the fault core (Yielding et al., 1997; Ferrill et al., 2004). 

Damage zones comprise subsidiary faults, veins, breccia, folds, shear deformation 

bands, and most commonly fracture networks (Sibson 1977; Caine et al., 1996; 

Figure 1.3b).  

Caine et al. (1996) proposed a method to categorise the hydraulic behaviour of faults 

in brittle rocks from conduit through to barrier, based on the relative proportion of 

low hydraulic conductivity fault core elements to high hydraulic conductivity 

damage zone elements (Figure 1.3c). However, the specific fault zone architecture 

and structural elements are influenced by factors such as petrophysical and 

rheological properties of the protolith and crustal stress conditions – in particular 

burial depth (Wilson et al., 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008), therefore, fault zones cutting 

poorly lithified sediment that are usually deformed at <1 km in the crust exhibit 

considerable structural and architectural differences to brittle rock (e.g. Heynekamp 

et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Caine and Minor, 2009) (Figure 1.3b).  

Previous studies of faults zones in poorly lithified sediment have reported fault cores 

comprising a continuous clay smear, slip surfaces, or a cluster of deformation bands 

(Heynekamp et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Bense et al., 2003; Rawling and 

Goodwin, 2003; Minor and Hudson, 2006; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Caine and 

Minor, 2009; Balsamo and Storti, 2010) (Figure 1.3b, Table 1.1). In contrast to brittle 
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rocks, shear deformation bands commonly replace fracture networks as the basic 

structural element in damage zones (Heynekamp et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001; 

Bense et al., 2003; Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Minor and Hudson, 2006; Rawling 

and Goodwin, 2006; Wilson et al., 2003) (Figure 1.3b, Table 1.1). At shallow burial 

depths in extensional settings (<1.5 km) disaggregation bands, or even dilation 

bands, can form in damage zones (Du Bernard et al., 2002; Bense et al., 2003; Minor 

and Hudson, 2006; Balsamo et al., 2008) (Table 1.1).  

Importantly, in poorly lithified sediment a third architectural element, the mixed 

zone, separates the fault core and damage zone (Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; 

Heynekamp et al., 1999; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006) (Figure 1.3b). Its name refers 

to the mixed structural nature of these zones (Rawling and Goodwin, 2006), and is 

distinct from the structural element of a zone of mixed sediment in which sediments 

are mixed at the grain-scale (Table 1.1). Beds are commonly rotated consistent with 

fault dip at the mixed zone boundary, and can form smears in the mixed zone, in 

which initial sedimentary bed characteristics are progressively modified with 

increasing fault displacement. Bed definition can eventually be lost entirely where 

fault displacement exceeds bed thickness, resulting in a largely homogenised zone of 

mixed sediment (Table 1.1) (Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; Heynekamp et al., 1999; 

Rawling and Goodwin, 2006). Lenses or blocks of relatively undeformed sediment 

can also be found in mixed zones (Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Caine and Minor, 

2009). Localised shear zones or deformation band shear zones can sometimes 

separate the mixed zone from the undeformed sediment (Rawling and Goodwin, 

2006; Caine and Minor, 2009). More recent studies by Balsamo and Storti (2011; 

2010) have recognised a wider range of fault zone structure in poorly lithified 

sediment, in which some architectural or structural elements, such as deformation 

bands and mixed zones, may be absent.  

The processes by which sediment is deformed in fault zones cutting poorly lithified 

sediment control the fault zone structure, but also influence grain-size distributions, 

porosity and grain shape-preferred orientation of clasts, and thus sediment hydraulic 

conductivity and anisotropy (e.g. Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Bense and Person, 

2006; Exner and Tschegg, 2012). The dominant deformation mechanism in fault 

zones cutting poorly lithified sediment is particulate flow (Rawling and Goodwin, 
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2003; Bense et al., 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008; Caine and Minor, 2009). This can 

occur because grains in poorly lithified sediment are able to slide or roll individually 

along their boundaries (Borradaile, 1981) (Table 1.1). Grain-scale mixing and clast 

rotation are widespread products of particulate flow in fault zones cutting poorly 

lithified sediment (Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002; Rawling 

and Goodwin, 2006). Particulate flow can be accompanied by varying degrees of 

cataclasis (grain fracturing). Particulate flow without cataclasis is known as 

independent particulate flow. In controlled particulate flow, the rate of grain sliding 

is controlled by the deformation (i.e. cataclasis) of grains (Borradaile, 1981); this is 

the most common type of particulate flow accommodating shear strain in poorly 

lithified sediment (Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; 

Balsamo et al., 2008). Nevertheless, cataclasis itself may the dominant deformation 

mechanism in some fault zones (Balsamo and Storti, 2010; 2011).  

The degree of cataclasis occurring during fault zone deformation is dependent upon 

lithology, confining pressures and deviatoric stresses (e.g. Heynekamp et al., 1999; 

Wilson et al., 2006; Balsamo et al., 2008) (Figures 1.3a; Table 1.1). Fulljames et al. 

(1997) present a model showing the increase in proportion of cataclasis with 

deformation depth and sediment porosity, in which significant amounts of cataclasis 

only occurs at depths >1.5 km. Thus the hydraulic impact of grain-size reduction 

would increase with depth. However, evidence of cataclasis has been found in fault 

zones cutting poorly lithified sediments at very shallow burial depths (e.g. Cashman 

and Cashman, 2000; Cashman et al., 2007; Balsamo and Storti, 2011), leading to 

suggest that it can be associated with co-seismic rupture. In these sediments the 

Fulljames et al., (1997) model would under-predict hydraulic impacts of fault zone 

deformation. Other possible controls on the degree of cataclasis includes grain size 

(Balsamo and Storti, 2011), mineralogy (Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Wilson et al., 

2003; Exner and Tschegg, 2012), porosity (Fulljames et al., 1997; Balsamo et al., 

2010), degree of lithification (Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Balsamo et al., 2008) or 

grain contact area (Wilson et al., 2003; Minor and Hudson, 2006).  

Other mechansims of deformation can also occur in fault zones cutting poorly 

lithified sediment, such as phylosilicate smearing, forming phylosilicate bands 

(Fossen et al., 2007) and clay smears (Rawling et al., 2001; Bense and Van Balen, 

2004; Minor and Hudson, 2006) in faults cutting sediment with a high proportion 
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clay grade particles. Induration of sediment from diagenetic processes can facilitate 

the localisation of shear along planes (Heynekamp et al., 1999; Balsamo and Storti, 

2010). 

Outcrop studies infer a barrier behaviour of faults cutting poorly lithified sediment 

due to the frequent occurrence of clay fault cores and shear deformation bands, both 

of which reduce sediment grain-size, sorting and porosity, and therefore hydraulic 

conductivity in the fault zone (Rawling et al., 2001; Caine and Minor, 2009; 

Balsamo and Storti, 2010). The hydrocarbon industry use empirical equations such as 

the Clay Smear Potential (CSP) (Bouvier et al., 1989), shale smear factor (SSF) 

(Lindsay et al., 1993) and shale gouge ratio (SGR) (Yielding et al., 1997). These 

algorithms predict the occurrence of low permeability clay smears over a fault plane 

based on variables such as fault displacement, protolith composition and likely 

juxtaposition. The resultant estimates of fault hydraulic conductivity can be 

combined with estimates of fault zone thickness either explicitly (Bense and Person, 

2006; Tveranger et al., 2007), or implicitly as transmissibility multipliers between 

grid cells for fault zones in reservoirs, to predict the seal capacity of a fault zone 

(Walsh et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999; Sperrevik et al., 2002; Childs et al., 

2009; Manzocchi et al., 2010).  

Bense and Van Balen (2004) found that the SGR could be applied to shallow fault 

zones cutting sand and clay in the Lower Rhine Embayment. However, these 

algorithms do not account for the possibility of along-fault fluid flow that is 

necessary for assessing the conduit behaviour of a fault zone. A modified algorithm 

developed by Bense and Person (2006) that can account for along-fault flow 

resulting from fault zone anisotropy due to clay and sand smears and grain rotation, 

was able to demonstrate conduit-barrier behaviour in numerical models of faults 

cutting poorly lithified sediment. Nevertheless, the role of deformation band damage 

zones and mixed zones was not accounted for. A more recent development that has 

the potential to represent all these features in fault zone hydraulic models is the Fault 

Facies approach, in which fault zone structural elements are categorised as facies. 

These can be empirically linked by field observations to protolith petrophysical 

properties and fault zone displacement and strain distributions. Fault Facies are then 
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stochastically generated from these input parameters and used to populate fault zone 

volumes (Fredman, 2007; Tveranger et al., 2007; Braathen et al., 2009). 

The hydraulic impact of a fault zone is proportional to the volume of rock deformed, 

and therefore its thickness and length (fault-perpendicular and parallel extent of the 

fault zone respectively) (Figure 1.3a). These attributes have been found to be 

positively correlated with fault displacement across a wide range of lithologies and 

tectonic settings, over seven orders of magnitude (Childs et al., 1996a; Childs et al., 

2009; Torabi and Berg, 2011). Therefore fault size is potentially a major influence on 

the impact of faults on fluid flow (Walsh et al., 1998; Sigda et al., 1999; Bense and 

Person, 2006; Balsamo et al., 2010; Childs et al., 2009; Manzocchi et al., 2010), and 

as such it commonly believed that only large scale faults have significant impacts on 

fluid flow at reservoir scales (Walsh et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 2010). However, 

since even shear deformation bands, with millimetres to centimetres of displacement 

(Table 1.1), can reduce permeability locally by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude 

(Antonellini and Aydin, 1994), the cumulative impacts of many deformation bands 

(Sternlof et al., 2006), or small faults, may be significant. 

Fault interactions, controlled by fault size, density, and the orientation of faults in a 

population, can influence the potential for aquifer compartmentalisation and 

connectivity of preferential fluid-flow pathways (Gibson et al., 1998; Mohamed and 

Worden, 2005; Needham, 2006; Childs et al., 2009; Torabi and Berg, 2011). 

However, knowledge of fault population characteristics in a region is often 

incomplete due to the limited scales of investigation techniques. For example, small 

faults are difficult to identify in the field, and therefore may not be mapped (Sigda et 

al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2003; Grauch et al., 2004), borehole studies sample a very 

limited extent of a region, and the resolution of seismic surveys is generally too poor 

to identify faults with displacement <~30 m (Long and Imber, 2010; Torabi and 

Berg, 2011). To compensate, numbers of faults of certain sizes in an array can be 

predicted using characteristic fault size population distributions for the particular 

geological setting (Needham et al., 1996; Torabi and Berg, 2011). This can be 

particularly important when using seismic data, in order to attribute resolvable bed 

displacement to the correct number of faults and throw magnitudes and avoid over-
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simplification of juxtaposition effects (Childs et al., 1997; Knipe, 1997; Finch et al., 

2004; Huang and Johnson, 2010; Long and Imber, 2010; Manzocchi et al., 2010).  

Fault zone hydraulic impacts are often transient due to a variety of secondary fault 

zone processes. Over time, mineral-saturated fluids can precipitate cements in pores 

and/ or fractures, and form significant barriers to fluid-flow (Knipe, 1997; Micarelli 

et al., 2006b; Eichhubl et al., 2009). In active fault zones, subsequent episodic fault 

rupture can increase the hydraulic conductivity of faults previously sealed with 

cement (Woodcock et al., 2007). In soluble rocks such as carbonates, the flow of 

mineral under-saturated fluids through fault fractures can cause dissolution, leading 

to potentially significant increases in fault zone hydraulic conductivity (Roberts and 

Stewart, 1994; Micarelli et al., 2006b; Kim and Sanderson, 2009).  

The specific hydraulic impact of a fault will also depend on additional factors 

including the properties (buoyancy and viscosity) of the fluid under consideration 

(e.g. Hiscock, 2005) and the hydrogeological boundary conditions (Haneberg, 1995; 

Gudmundsson, 2000). The hydraulic behaviour of fault zones may reverse depending 

on aquifer saturation, for example, Sigda et al. (2003) found that fault zones with 

reduced porosity and permeability that would behave as barriers in phreatic 

conditions acted as preferential flow conduits in vadose conditions.  

1.4 Thesis structure 

This thesis has been constructed in seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides background to 

the subsequent chapters, and provides background to the tectonic, sedimentological 

and hydrogeological setting of the Gulf of Corinth rift. The geological settings 

specific to each of five outcrop locations, established through field mapping and 

combined with published literature, are also presented. Chapters 3 to 6 address 

Objectives 1 to 3:  

1. Identify the structure and deformation processes of fault zones in poorly 

lithified sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift.  

Chapter 3 is an in-depth case study that identifies the structure and deformation 

processes of faults in an outcropping fault array exposed to the north of the Loutraki 

town, at the eastern boundary of the Gulf of Corinth (Figure 1.2). Micro to macro-
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scale fault zone structure and deformation mechanisms of minor (1 to 10 m throw) 

faults cutting heterogeneous syn-rift sediment were deduced through observations 

from hand samples, thin sections and grain-size distributions and measurements 

taken in the field. A model of fault zone evolution is proposed for faults cutting 

consistently poorly lithified sediment and those cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency. This Chapter is based on a paper that was published in the Journal of 

Structural Geology (Loveless et al., 2011). Additional data has been added, including 

data on fault zone structure for Faults 3 and 4, and the text has also been modified in 

places.  

Chapter 4 constrains the models of fault zone structure and evolution proposed in 

Chapter 3 using data from across all five outcrops. This enabled investigation of the 

structure of fault zones with throws ranging from 0.01 m to 80 m, and in a wider 

range of lithologies. A third fault zone type was identified in which fine and coarse-

grained sediment are juxtaposed across the fault zone. Fault size population 

distributions and array characteristics are also considered in this chapter.  

2. Ascertain the changes to the hydraulic conductivity of poorly lithified 

sediment in fault zones.  

Chapter 5 investigates the impact of fault zones on sediment hydraulic conductivity. 

Porosity was estimated from fault zone thin section samples using image analysis, 

and hydraulic conductivity estimated using empirical equations. The hydraulic 

impact of fault zone heterogeneity identified in Chapters 3 and 4 was also 

investigated using a combination of thin section image analysis and grain-size 

distributions with empirical equations to estimate hydraulic conductivity. Hydraulic 

anisotropy is also estimated based on flow path tortuosity. The impact of fault throw 

on sediment porosity and hydraulic conductivity was assessed. 

3. Establish the ways in which fault zones in poorly lithified sediment influence 

fluid flow.  

In Chapter 6 numerical fluid-flow models of fault zones are presented. These models 

are developed using fault zone structure and evolution identified from Chapters 3 and 

4, combined with estimates of hydraulic conductivity from Chapter 5. Characteristic 

fault zone hydrogeological structures are represented for three model sets: 
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homogeneous gravels (1m and 5m throw), sediment of contrasting competency (1 m 

throw) and faults juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment (5m throw). Fault 

zone structures, hydraulic conductivity, thickness and anisotropy are varied in each 

model set within the ranges determined in the previous chapters. The most common 

hydraulic impacts for each model set, and the most hydraulically significant fault 

zone parameters are identified for each model set. Evidence of fluid-flow from 

outcrop is also presented in order to verify the numerical fluid-flow model outputs.  

Chapter 7 provides a summary of Chapters 3 to 6 in terms of the objectives, and 

subsequently addresses the thesis hypothesis. The wider context of the findings is 

then discussed, with the limitations of this research. Recommendations for further 

work are made and a concluding statement presented.  
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2. Geological and hydrogeological setting of the Gulf of 

Corinth rift  

This chapter describes the Gulf of Corinth rift, the setting for this research. It sets the 

scene for the subsequent chapters and provides additional information on the 

research locations, including sediment characteristics and tectonic settings, which 

may contribute to an understanding of fault zone hydrogeological structure and 

impacts. The geological structure and evolution of the Gulf of Corinth rift is first 

summarised, with a description of the key syn-rift lithological facies. This 

description focuses the southern rift flank and the Lechaion gulf – the areas in which 

the five outcrop sites are located. Current understanding of the hydrogeology of the 

southern flank and eastern margin of the Lechaion Gulf is described in this context. 

Lastly, the five outcropping fault array locations chosen for investigation are 

described in greater detail.  

2.1 The Gulf of Corinth rift  

The Gulf of Corinth rift is a rapidly extending (about 5-15 mm yr
-1

) half-graben ~100 

km long by 30 km wide, trending ESE-WNW, in Central Greece (e.g. Bell et al., 

2009)(Figure 1.2). The 800 m deep Gulf is connected to two sub-basins at the eastern 

boundary – the Alkyonides and Lechaion Gulfs, and the Ionian Sea to the west, 

beyond the shallow Rion sill. Crustal-scale normal-faults, with throws up to 1500 m, 

accommodate the north-south orientated rift extension, trending parallel or slightly 

oblique to the basin axis (Ford et al., 2012). Uplift of the fault footwalls produce the 

characteristic fault-controlled topography of the southern rift flank (Figures 1.2 and 

2.1a) not found on the northern rift flank (Ori, 1989). Throughout the majority of the 

southern rift flank, Mesozoic basement rock is overlain by voluminous poorly 

lithified syn-rift deposits (e.g. Rohais et al., 2007; Leeder et al., 2012) cut by small to 

medium scale intra-crustal faults that are the focus of this research. 

2.1.1 The Gulf of Corinth rift evolution 

The Gulf of Corinth rift is a forearc basin resulting from slab roll-back of the African 

tectonic plate that subducts beneath the Anatolian tectonic plate at the Hellenic 

collision zone, approximately 200 km to the south of the Gulf of Corinth rift (inset in 

Figure 1.2) (e.g. Jovilet, 2001; Leeder et al., 2003). The westward propagation of the 
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Northern Anatolian fault (Armijo et al., 1996; 1999; Pik et al., 2009), and/ or 

gravitational collapse of regionally over-thickened lithosphere from the Miocene 

Hellenide Orogeny (Le Pichon and Angelier, 1979) may also contribute rift structure 

and evolution. Nappes emplaced during the Miocene Hellenide Orogeny provide the 

highly deformed alpine Mesozoic carbonate, radiolarite and clay pre-rift basement 

rocks of the present day Gulf of Corinth rift (Doutsos et al., 1992; Doan and Cornet, 

2007). Rift extension rates are believed to have increased from east to west over time 

as the rift is “unzipped” from anti-clockwise rotation of a rigid Peloponnesus tectonic 

block about a vertical axis pole (Goldsworthy et al., 2002; Mattei et al., 2004; Leeder 

et al., 2012). Today, extension rates increase westwards from 5 mm yr
-1

 at the 

eastern edge of the gulf to 10-16 mm yr
-1

 in the western gulf (Clarke et al., 1998; 

Avallone et al., 2004).  

Distributed deformation formed multiple half-grabens with shallow continental and 

lacustrine depositional environments across the initial, early Pliocene (~5 Ma) rift 

(Ori, 1989; Rohais et al., 2007; Leeder et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2012; Leeder et al., 

2012), of which the Lechaion Gulf is believed to be a part (Leeder et al., 2005) 

(Figure 1.2). The Exochi and Valimi Formations, characterised by alluvial and 

fluvial facies, comprise the earliest Lower Group syn-rift sediment (Rohais et al., 

2007) (Figure 2.1b). The upper Lower Group deposits of the Aiges Formation 

comprises silt and marl interbedded with fine to coarse-grained sand, representing 

distal fan delta and debris flow depositional systems, which either correspond to the 

distal Valimi Formation or pro-delta deposits of Middle Group Gilbert-type deltas  

(Rohais et al., 2007) (Figure 2.1b).  
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Figure 2.1 Geology and hydrogeology of the central-west southern flank of the Gulf of 

Corinth rift. A) Conceptual cross section interpreted from Rohais et al. (2007; 2008) and 

Ford et al. (2012), with major aquifers (blue and grey units) and hypothesised fluid-flow 

pathways, after Giurgea et al. (2004). Lithology corresponds to (B). Red squares indicate 

possible, but not actual, locations of Outcrops 1 to 5 (Figure 2.2). B) Summarised log of syn-

rift sediment, after Rohais et al. (2007). Unit thickness, characteristics and ages vary 

spatially.  
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Between 3.2 – 3.0 Ma (Leeder et al., 2012) rift strain became focused on a few 

block-bounding normal faults. Subsidence of the hangingwalls of these block-

bounding normal faults subsequently outpaced rates of sediment deposition, resulting 

in a single, deep (300-600 m), lake. Deposition of Middle Group Giant Gilbert-type 

fan delta fluvial and alluvial topset and foreset sediment ensued at the Gulf margin. 

This fed sub-lacustrine fans with debris flow and hemipelagic sediment of the Aiges 

Formation (Ori, 1989; Doutsos et al., 1992; Doan and Cornet, 2007; Rohais et al., 

2007; Leeder et al., 2012) (Figure 2.1b). Rift strain was initially focused along the 

most southerly rift faults, and migrated northwards in two main stages; first in the 

early Pleistocene (0.8 to 1.8 Ma), then to its current offshore and shoreline-proximal 

location at least 0.5 Ma (Keraudren and Sorel, 1987; Ford et al., 2012; Leeder et al., 

2012). Bell et al., (2009) estimate 60 - 80% of rift strain is now accommodated 

offshore. 

Concurrent uplift of the southern rift flank, with rates of up to 1.5 mm a
-1

 (Stewart 

and Vita-Finzi, 1996), is believed result from shallow slab subduction of the African 

plate under the Peloponnesus Mountains (e.g. Leeder et al., 2003) coupled with co-

seismic footwall uplift (Vita-Finzi, 1993). This uplift has resulted in syn-rift 

sediment at elevations >1000 m (e.g. Ori, 1989; Vita-Finzi, 1993; Ford et al., 2012). 

Giant Gilbert-type delta deposits thus decrease in age and elevation from the 

Peloponnesus Mountains towards the Corinth Gulf (Ori, 1989). A flight of coastal 

terraces are also cut into uplifted sediment along the southern rift flank, attributed to 

a combination of Pleistocene sea level change and uplift (Armijo et al., 1996).  

Subsequent north-south fluvial incision by rivers flowing perpendicular to the 

structural grain of the rift, across the southern rift flank, reveal numerous fault arrays 

cutting syn-rift sediment. Outcrops in which these arrays are exposed provide an 

ideal opportunity to investigate the hydrogeological structure of faults cutting poorly 

lithified syn-rift sediment. Faults cutting the poorly lithified Gilbert-type delta and 

Aiges Formation sediment are the focus of investigation at Outcrops 2 to 5 (Figures 

1.2 and 2.1). The Exochi and Valimi Formations are also exposed in certain areas but 

tend to have a greater degree of lithification, therefore have not been considered in 

this work. Outcrop 1 is located in the exhumed margin of the Lechaion Gulf, east of 

the Gulf of Corinth rift itself. The isostatic uplift rate of this basin (0.2 mm a
-1

)
 
is 
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much lower than the southern flank of the Gulf of Corinth rift, and has a maximum 

sediment elevation of 400 m. It is considered to no longer be part of the active rift 

(Turner et al., 2010). Sediment exposed in this area originates from a smaller-scale 

delta system with predominantly beach and alluvial facies, which overlie fine-

grained Pliocene basin fill.   

2.1.2 Hydrogeology of the Gulf of Corinth rift 

As part of the recent Corinth Rift Laboratory (CRL) project, a 1 km deep borehole 

was drilled through the Aigion fault zone in the west of the southern rift flank 

(Figure 1.2). This, and associated projects, has considerably improved conceptual 

models of the hydrogeology of the southern flank of the Corinth rift. It has allowed 

hydrogeological characterisation of the major aquifers and confining units, fluid-flow 

pathways, and the impact of major faults (Figure 2.1) (e.g. Cornet et al., 2004; 

Giurgea et al., 2004). 

The southern flank of the Corinth rift comprises three major aquifers (Figure 2.1a). 

Basement limestone of the Pindos nappe provides a continuous and largely confined 

lower aquifer across the region that has long been a regionally significant source of 

fresh water (Crouch, 1996; Micarelli et al., 2006b). High pressures and flow rates (50 

m
3
 h

-1
 over three days) (Giurgea et al., 2004) measured in this aquifer indicate a 

hydraulic conductivity upwards of 1.1 x 10
-5 

m s
-1

 (Cornet et al., 2004; Giurgea et al., 

2004; Doan and Cornet, 2007), probably due to karstification of the carbonate rocks 

(e.g. Roberts and Stewart, 1994). Gilbert-type delta conglomerates provide an upper, 

unconfined aquifer, with a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10
-2 

m s
-1

 to 1 x 10
-3

 m s
-1

 

(Giurgea et al., 2004) across most of the southern rift flank (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). 

Holocene coastal and inland alluvial sediments form the third, unconfined aquifer, 

and are the primary source of water north of the Peloponnese Mountains (Voudouris 

et al., 2005). The dominantly fine-grained Aiges Formation of the Lower Group 

(Figure 2.1) is a major aquitard unit between the upper conglomerate and lower 

carbonate aquifers (Cornet et al., 2004; Micarelli et al., 2006b), though Giurgea et al. 

(2004) suggest that leakage upwards through this unit could be forced by artesian 

pressures in the lower aquifer, thereby providing a hydraulic connection between 

these two aquifers.   
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Figure 2.2 Geological setting of outcrop locations in the southern flank of the Gulf of Corinth rift basin (large map) and the Corinth Isthmus/ Gerania range 

(small map), after IGME (1972; 1989; 1993), Rohais et al. (2007) and Bell et al. (2009). Faults; Akrata (AKR); East Eliki Fault (EEF); Mamoussia-Pirgaki 

(M-Pi); Dervei (DER); Valimi (VAL); Xylokastro (XYL). 
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The geochemical composition of groundwater in the southern rift flank is dominantly 

Ca-HCO3 (Total Dissolved Solids <0.7 g l
-1

), neutral to slightly alkaline and has a 

positive Eh (redox potential), thus should be oxidising (Pizzino et al., 2004). Calcite 

cement and iron oxide precipitates often found in sediment pores reflect these 

geochemical characteristics and can be used to delineate fluid-flow pathways. Based 

on geochemical and isotope data, Pizzino et al. (2004) suggest a dominantly meteoric 

origin of the groundwater. Recharge to the limestone aquifer occurs high in the 

Peloponnese Mountains to the south of the Gulf of Corinth, by direct rainfall, during 

the November to March wet season (Pizzino et al., 2004; Voudouris et al., 2005). 

The Giant Gilbert-type delta gravel conglomerate aquifer is predominantly recharged 

by river flow (Voudouris et al., 2005). Groundwater of marine origin has been found 

in coastal conglomerates (Cornet et al., 2004). Pizzino et al. (2004) hypothesise two 

topographically controlled circulation pathways; a quick, shallow circulation with 

local recharge in conglomerate and upper carbonate aquifers, and a longer, deeper 

circulation (flow path 5 to 10 km) in alkaline artesian aquifers (Pizzino et al., 2004; 

Giurgea et al., 2004; Micarelli et al., 2006b).  

Unusually for such a rapidly rifting zone, no evidence has been found for 

hydrothermal activity across the southern flank of the Gulf of Corinth rift (Pizzino et 

al., 2004; Doan and Cornet, 2007; Pik et al., 2009). This anomaly has been attributed 

to masking of the expected thermal gradient by the strong topographic flow (Cornet 

et al., 2004; Pik et al., 2009), or extensive re-plumbing of the hydrogeological 

system caused by propagation of the Northern Anatolian Fault at ~5 Ma (Pik et al., 

2009). However, groundwater geochemistry around several fault zones indicates 

flow of deeper waters (Pizzino et al., 2004; Pik et al., 2009). 

Warm springs do exist in the Loutraki area, though geochemical data indicate that 

this is part of a waning, low enthalpy, geothermal system (Dotsika et al., 2010). 

Stamatis and Voudouris (2003) identify two aquifers across this region; an 

unconfined aquifer corresponding to delta conglomerates and recent alluvial 

sediment (up to 15 m thick), and sand beds of the Pliocene succession inter-bedded 

with, and confined by, marl. These have a total maximum thickness of 1000 m.  

Topographic flow is less significant across the more subdued topography of the 

Corinth Isthmus, east of the Lechaion Gulf (Figure 1.2).  
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Evidence from the CRL reveals paradoxical hydrogeological behaviour of major 

basement faults. Regional aquifer connections allowing topographic flow from the 

Peloponnese Mountains to the coast are necessary to sustain the high water pressures 

experienced in the coastal aquifer (Figure 2.1a). However, the significant differences 

in measured pore pressures across the Aigion fault zone, and the separation of 

groundwater of marine origin in the hangingwall, from fresh groundwater in the 

footwall, indicates that these faults behave as major barriers (Cornet et al., 2004).  

This interpretation is supported by the presence of low permeability clay smearing 

and cementation along and adjacent to the fault zone (Cornet et al., 2004; Giurgea et 

al., 2004; Micarelli et al., 2006b; Doan and Cornet, 2007). Hydraulic connections 

could result from spatial variations in fault zone properties, potentially enhanced by 

the high pressures in the lower aquifer (Giurgea et al., 2004), or by fluid-flow 

through relay zones at fault tips (Micarelli et al., 2006b). Evidence indicative of the 

hydraulic behaviour of fault zones in the syn-rift sediment is limited, though 

geochemical evidence for mingled marine and meteoric groundwater in gravel 

conglomerates suggests fault zones do not prevent fluid-flow across them (Giurgea et 

al., 2004) (Figure 2.1a). 

Voudouris et al. (2005) report a significant decrease in groundwater levels and saline 

intrusion since the 1980s due to over-abstraction of groundwater; demonstrating the 

sensitivity of groundwater resources in this arid climate. Nitrate contamination into 

aquifers from agricultural sources is also an issue across the region. In particular, 

there are concerns over the role of faults and their potential to behave as preferential 

fluid-flow pathways to contaminants (Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003; Giurgea et al., 

2004; Voudouris et al., 2005).  

2.2 Geological settings of outcrops 

The specific geologic evolution of the Gulf of Corinth rift provides an excellent 

opportunity to investigate the hydrogeological structure of fault zones in poorly 

lithified sediment in outcrop. Five outcrop locations were chosen for this research, 

each characterised by a high frequency, or array, of normal-faults. All five outcrops 

are proximal to crustal-scale faults (Figure 2.2), suggesting a probable tectonic origin. 

An initial case-study was carried out at Outcrop 1, north of Loutraki town, at the 

eastern margin of the Lechaion Gulf (Figure 1.2) because it offered a particularly 
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well exposed and accessible three-dimensional fault array in a cutting for a new, and 

at the time, unopened road. The remaining four outcrop locations (2 to 5) are 

exposed in the voluminous syn-rift sediment of the central-southern rift flank 

(Figures 1.2 and 2.2).  

Local geological settings were established for each outcrop location to identify their 

geological and hydrogeological context, including factors such as crustal stress 

conditions, lithology and fault array characteristics. These are summarised in the 

following section.  Fault data are presented in Chapters 3 to 5 and Appendices 1 and 

3.  

2.2.1 Outcrop mapping methods 

Through reconnaissance exercises across the southern and eastern flanks of the Gulf 

of Corinth rift the five best exposed and accessible fault arrays cutting poorly 

lithified sediment were identified for detailed outcrop studies of fault zone 

hydrogeology. Exposure conditions varied across the outcrops; for example, the 

Voutsimos and Pirgos outcrops (3 and 5) were partially concealed by marl washed 

down from overlying beds. The local geological setting was established for each 

outcrop from a combination of field mapping and published data.  

The extent of mapped outcrop areas was delineated by fault density diminishing to 

background levels (i.e. 1/ 100 m
2
) or by the limit of the outcrop exposure. Mapped 

areas ranged from 0.01 to 4 km
2
. Hellenic Military 1:10 000 topographic maps were 

used as outcrop base-maps. Crustal-scale through to medium sized (>50 m 

displacement) faults, and stratigraphy were correlated with 1:50 000 IGME (1972; 

1989; 1993) geological maps and published literature, and in particular the 

stratigraphic maps of Rohais et al. (2007; 2008). Stratigraphy and tectonic structures 

were recorded, including fault and bed strike and dip, fault throw, fault zone 

structure and mixed zone thickness (Appendix 1). Photographs were taken of key 

features. Fault size was identified using fault throw rather than displacement because 

the exact sense of shear could rarely be elucidated from fault zones cutting poorly 

lithified sediment. Lithology was classified based on the Wentworth grain-size scale 

and mineralogy from hand samples and thin sections collected from outcrops. The 
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occurrence of fluid-flow indicators such as cement, precipitate and springs occurring 

at the outcrops were also documented.  

Geological maps were constructed for each outcrop location, using European 1979 

grid system co-ordinates (included with outcrop descriptions). The cross sections 

accompanying the geological maps were constructed using the map data for Outcrops 

2 to 5, and whole-section scaled photographs for Outcrop 1. Stratigraphy is presented 

following classifications proposed by Rohais et al. (2007), described in section 2.2.1 

(Figure 2.1). Photographs of key fault array sections are presented for each outcrop 

location.  

2.2.2 Outcrop 1 – Loutraki 

The 0.01 km
2 

Loutraki study area is the focus of the case study in Chapter 3. The 

area is located immediately north of Loutraki town, to the NE of the Lechaion Gulf 

(Figures 1.2 and 2.2). A minor normal-fault array is exposed in a road cutting on the 

outskirts of Loutraki. Three near-parallel sections, two either side of the road, the 

third tens of meters to the south (Figure 2.3), provide a quasi-3D view of the fault 

system.  

The minor-fault array is in the hangingwall to the crustal-scale E-W trending Lower 

Loutraki normal fault, approximately 150 m to the south of the main fault scarp 

(Figure 2.2). The Lower Loutraki fault separates the relatively flat Loutraki plain on 

the hangingwall and the topographic high of the Gerania Range on the footwall to the 

north. Based upon local topography it is likely that the minimum throw across the 

Lower Loutraki fault is greater than 600 m. A highly irregular and eroded Lower 

Loutraki fault scarp (Leeder et al., 2005) and limited displacement of Holocene fan 

breccia and colluvium (Turner et al., 2010), suggest a lack of Holocene activity 

along the Lower Loutraki fault.  
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Figure 2.3 Geological map of the Loutraki outcrop (Outcrop 1) and mapped graben structure 

of the exposed fault array. Faults F1 to F5 are discussed in Chapters 3 and 5. AA’, BB’ and 

CC’ indicate locations of cross sections in Figure 2.4.  

In the Loutraki outcrop, Pliocene to early Pleistocene shallow basin sand and marl is 

unconformably overlain by a sequence of Pleistocene deltaic sediment typical of 

uplifted basin margin sediment along the coastline of the Lechaion Gulf (e.g. Collier, 

1990; Dia et al., 1997; Turner et al., 2010). Marl is either cohesive fine-grained (silt-

clay) carbonate or less cohesive silty-carbonate inter-bedded with sand. This 

sequence is cut by small-scale (throw <1 m) conjugate faults, not discussed in this 

study. The overlying Pleistocene sediment is part of a small-scale deltaic system, and 

comprises alternating beds of coarse sand, bladed beach pebbles, alluvial gravel and 

cobbles and very poorly sorted talus. Bed thickness ranges from 0.1 m to 5 m, with 

considerable lateral variability. Hand specimens from this section show sediment to 

be approximately 60% limestone, 20% chert, 15% quartz and 5% serpentinite 

fragments, probably sourced from the Gerania range.  
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Figure 2.4 Cross sections of the Loutraki fault array, sections AA' and BB’ (reflected) are along the Loutraki road cutting, and CC’ is exposed in the 

cemetery wall (Figure 2.3). Faults 1 and 3-5 (F1 and 3 to 5) are described in Chapter 3. The lower half of coarse sand Bed D is cemented with micritic calcite 

and can be traced through most of sections AA’ and BB’. Colours correspond to discernible cement and precipitate in the section. Photographs show possible 

fluid escape structures in the fault zone of Fault 3, and footwall of Fault 2.  
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The normal-fault array forms an asymmetric graben bounded by Faults 1 and 3, 

which probably formed in response to activity on the Lower Loutraki fault (Figure 

2.2). Faults 1 and 3 have throws ~7 m, and the remaining faults record between 1 and 

4 m throw. Fault 1 is exposed in all three sections, AA’, BB’ and CC’. On the east 

side of the graben faults strike approximately NE and dip to the NW, and faults in the 

west side of the graben strike approximately NW, and dip approximately NE; in 

planform these faults should converge towards the south of the outcrop (Figure 2.3). 

Slickenlines on localised shear surfaces plunge obliquely on normally separated fault 

surfaces, indicating a SE motion on the NE dipping fault, and a SW motion on the 

NW dipping fault.  

The Pleistocene marine and beach sediments are at an elevation of 80 m above 

present day sea level such that with the estimated uplift rate of 0.22 mm yr
-1

 (Turner 

et al., 2010) the maximum burial of these sediments is likely to be equivalent to the 

maximum thickness of the succession, 50 m, and are therefore largely unlithified. 

However, some beds are slightly lithified due to localised cementation by iron oxide 

or micritic calcite (Figure 2.4). An irregularly shaped smear of fine sand in the mixed 

zone of Fault 3, and crevices filled with pebbles from the overlying bed in the 

hangingwall sand of Fault 2 (Figure 2.4), can be interpreted as fluid escape structures 

indicative of liquefaction, probably as a result of seismicity. This suggests that 

sediments were water-saturated at the time of deformation, which is further 

corroborated by the presence of extensive bed-parallel calcite cementation (Figure 

2.4), a feature of sediment in the intertidal zone (Rey et al., 2004). Fault zone 

characteristics are detailed in Chapter 3. 

2.2.3 Outcrop 2 – Akrata 

The 0.7 km
2 

Akrata outcrop is exposed along the edge of a perched fan delta (Rohais 

et al., 2007) forming a cliff 200 m above sea-level and the present day Akrata delta 

(Figure 2.2). The fault array cuts gravel and coarse sand conglomerate exposed along 

the road that traverses the cliff front. The thickness of the perched delta sediment is 

not known, but it probably overlies Middle Group Gilbert-type delta deposits (Figure 

2.2). The main focus of this outcrop was a small quarry on the SW margin of the 

perched delta that reveals a series of minor (<5 m throw) and a larger (>7 m throw) 

faults (Figures 2.5 and 2.6).  
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The Akrata outcrop is in the footwall of an along-strike splay of the East Eliki Fault, 

which splits from the primary fault as it trends offshore, just west of the Akrata delta. 

The splay fault trends SE along the perched delta front, east of the Akrata outcrop 

(e.g. Bell et al., 2009). The steep cliff face of the perched delta, and apparently large 

faults striking roughly parallel to its trend, could be the vertical expressions of this 

splay fault (Figures 2.2 and 2.5). The structure of these faults suggests a possible 

relay zone stepping back into the footwall to the west. Estimated uplift along the East 

Eliki Fault footwall is 1.25 mm a
-1 

over the last 200-300 ka
 
(De Martini et al., 2004). 

Coastal terraces cut into the perched delta at 110-120 m and 100 m, immediately 

west of the Akrata outcrop (Figure 2.5a) therefore probably correspond to Marine 

Isotope Stages 5e (125 ka) and 5a/c (70-90 ka).  

Medium-grained red sand, classified as a red mantle (IGME, 1993), and could be a 

Holocene soil, is apparently down-faulted from the top of the delta across a number 

of faults exposed along the road to the east. Therefore it is possible that these faults 

were active relatively recently. Similar to the Loutraki outcrop, the sediment burial 

depth is likely to be the maximum depth of the succession, probably no more than 50 

m (Figure 2.5). Sediment exposed in the outcrop is not cemented, but iron oxide 

precipitate coats clasts in coarse-grained beds. This precipitate is strongly focused 

close to fault zones, suggesting that the sediment has been saturated at some point 

after fault formation (Figure 2.6). 

Perched delta sediment exposed in the Akrata outcrop comprises poorly sorted, 

pebble to gravel clast-supported conglomerate foresets that dip to the north (Figure 

2.6). Delta topsets are exposed towards the top of the road section, in the quarry 

(Figure 2.5). These comprise clast-supported, poorly sorted, pebble to gravel fluvial 

conglomerates with a coarse sand matrix, and occasional well-sorted clast supported 

gravel channel deposits. Above and below these beds is a unit (exposed in the 

hangingwall and lower half of the exposed footwall of Fault 3) of coarse-grained 

sand to fine-grained gravel conglomerate, interspersed with laterally discontinuous, 

relatively thin (<0.25 m), silt beds (Figure 2.6). Clasts are dominantly sub-spherical 

and sub-rounded, and comprise approximately 70% limestone, and 15% chert and 

quartz, probably sourced from the Peloponnese Mountains to the south.   
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Figure 2.5 Geology of the Akrata outcrop (Outcrop 2) in perched delta sediment. A) 

Geological map with major splay fault from the East Eliki Fault. Section AA’ in (B). Fault 

array exposed in the quarry shown by black box. Faults 2 to 4 (F2 to 4) are discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5. B) Interpreted cross section AA’.   
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Figure 2.6 Photograph of the Akrata outcrop (Outcrop 2) quarry exposing the fault array 

cutting delta topset sediment. Fault throws increase SW to NE from 0.5 m (F1) to >7 m (F4). 

F2 to 4 discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Orange colouring highlights the distribution of iron 

oxide precipitate across the exposure (Chapter 6). Seg is Segmented Fault and SF is small 

fault (Appendix 1). 

The four largest faults exposed in the Akrata outcrop quarry (F1 to F4) have apparent 

strikes NW-SE (Figure 2.5a), and dip to the NE. Fault throw increases from faults in 

the SW to NE, from 0.5 m (F1) to >7 m (F4) (Figure 2.6). F2 and F3 also have 

subsidiary antithetic faults in their damage zones and a number of small faults (<0.2 

m throw) cut the coarse-grained sand in the section between F3 and F4, in which 

sand beds can be seen dipping steeply to the north (Figure 2.6).  

2.2.4 Outcrop 3 – Voutsimos 

The 0.9 km
2
 Voutsimos outcrop is exposed along two roads that traverse the steeply 

incised valleys between the villages of Voutsimos and Kalamias, 10 km south of the 

Akrata outcrop. In this outcrop, sediment is exposed from throughout the syn-rift 

succession (Figure 2.7). The cliff face to the south of the road provides vertically 

extensive exposures of fault zones with throws up to 23 m. Faults investigated cut 

either the Aiges Formation or foreset to topset deposits of the Middle Group Gilbert-

type deltas.  

Syn-rift sediment of the Voutsimos outcrop lies in the immediate hangingwall of the 

locally E-W trending crustal-scale Mamoussia-Pirgaki fault (Figures 2.2, 2.7 and 2.8). 

This fault, which has accommodated up to 1000 m vertical displacement (Malatre et 

al., 2004), is exposed at the southern edge of Voutsimos village. It tips out ~1 km to 

the east of this exposure, close to a N-S orientated gorge incised 30 m into basement 

rocks (Figure 2.2). Activity along this fault pre-dates the marine terraces cut into 

uplifted delta sediment to the south (Malatre et al., 2004). 
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Relatively well lithified fluvial and alluvial conglomerate of the Exochi and Valimi 

Formations directly overly basement rocks west of the gorge (level with the 

viewpoint of the photograph in Figure 2.8). Overlying these is a ~100 m thick 

succession of massive, thick-bedded (>5 m), medium-graded sand of the Aiges 

Formation. Localised lignite beds exposed in this sediment indicate deposition in an 

endoheric depression typical of early rift distributed deformation (Rohais et al., 

2007). The Aiges Formation is overlain by another 100 m thick succession of foreset 

and bottomset Middle Group Gilbert-type delta deposits of roughly planar marl and 

fine-grade sand beds (0.1 m to 1 m thick) inter-bedded with coarse sand to cobble 

debris flow deposits that are laterally variable in thickness and extent. Middle Group 

Giant Gilbert-type delta topset and alluvial fan deposits comprising loosely bedded, 

coarse gravel conglomerate, caps the bottomset deposits 2 m from the top of the 

northern-most edge of the cliff, and are subsequently down-faulted to the south 

(Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Sediment is comprised roughly 70 % limestone, 18 % quartz, 

10 % chert and 2 % serpentinite fragments.  

The two largest faults, Big Faults 1 and 2 (17 and 23 m throw, respectively), cut syn-

rift sediment, and trend approximately E-W; parallel but antithetic to the Mamoussia-

Pirgaki fault, forming a local half-graben (Figure 2.7b). Across these fault zones 

fine-grained Gilbert-type delta foreset and bottomset sediment is juxtaposed against 

coarse-grained topset and alluvial conglomerate (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Two springs 

that produce large quantities of water, and feed abundant vegetation, originate at 

these fault zones. A number of other faults are exposed in the footwalls and 

hangingwalls of Big Faults 1 and 2. Faults BD 2 and 3 (~5 m throw) cut sand and silt 

beds of the Aiges Formation, lower in the succession (Figure 2.7).  

Sediment exposed in the Voutsimos outcrop is older than sediment exposed closer to 

the coast (Ori, 1989), and it is possible that the succession was previously thicker. 

Nevertheless, lithification of sediment remains minimal, particularly higher in the 

succession, with the exception of localised cementation by micritic calcite cement 

around fault zones.  
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Figure 2.7 Geology of the Voutsimos outcrop (Outcrop 3) in hangingwall of the Mamoussia-

Pirgaki fault. A) Geological map with Big Fault 1 and 2 (BF1 and 2) juxtaposing fine and 

coarse-grained sediment. DB (Disaggregation Band Fault) and BF Anti (BF1 Antithetic) are 

discussed in Chapters 4 to 6. AA’ shows line of cross section in (B). B) Interpreted cross 

section AA’. 
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Figure 2.8 Overview photograph of the Voutsimos outcrop (Outcrop 3). Big Faults 1 and 2 

(BF 1 and 2) and location of springs (red dots with tail). DB (Disaggregation Band Fault), 

BF Anti (BF1 Antithetic) and DB are also shown. Photograph shows approximately 1 km 

across the front cliff face.  

2.2.5 Outcrop 4 – Mentourgianika 

The 4 km
2
 Mentourgianika outcrop is exposed along three roads immediately south 

of Mentourgianika village, 10 km east of the Akrata outcrop (Figure 2.2). Perched 

delta sediment is exposed along roads traversing the east and west sides of the 

Mentourgianika valley and one orientated N-S along the valley floor (Figure 2.9). 

Fine-grained sediment of the Aiges formation (Rohais et al., 2007) is exposed in the 

south of the valley. A high density fault array extends through most of the outcrop 

area, with exposed faults with <0.2 m to 80 m throw.  

The Mentourgianika outcrop lies between the crustal-scale onshore Xylokastro and 

offshore Derveni faults (Figure 2.2). Six of the faults cutting syn-rift sediments have 

throws from 20 to 80 m (Faults A to F in Figure 2.9). Faults B, C and E correspond 

to the West-big Fault, Gravel-marl Fault and Terrace Fault respectively (Appendix 1). 

This area might be a transfer zone between the Xylokastro and Derveni faults, or 

related to the oblique transfer segment between the Valimi and Derveni fault (e.g. 

Rohais et al., 2007). Pleistocene marine terraces cut into the perched delta sediment 

have been uplifted to 80 m and 200 m on the east side of the valley, and 200 m on the 

west side of the valley (Figure 2.9). The 80 m terrace on the east side of the valley 

might result from displacement of the hangingwall of Fault E (Terrace Fault), the 

near-linear scarp of which is exposed at the back of this terrace (Figure 2.9). 
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Figure 2.9 Geology of the Mentourgianika outcrop (Outcrop 4). A) Geological map of the 

outcrop. Lettered faults have throws > 20 m. Fault D, Gravel-marl Fault, and Fault E, 

Terrace Fault, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. AA’ shows line of the cross section in (B).  

Red box shows location of the outcrop section in Figure 2.10. B) Cross section AA’ in (A).  
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Perched delta sediment of the Mentourgianika outcrop comprises crudely bedded, 

poorly sorted, clast-supported pebble to gravel foreset conglomerate. The extremely 

poorly lithified nature of this sediment is demonstrated by the actively eroding cliff 

faces, creating hollows and caves (Figure 2.10). Perched delta sediment comprises 

roughly 50% limestone, 40% Quartz and 10% chert fragments. These perched delta 

conglomerates overlie, and are juxtaposed against, the thickly bedded marl, silt and 

sand of the Aiges Formation, across fault zones A to D (Figure 2.9).  

 

 

Figure 2.10 Photograph showing faults cutting perched delta sediment at the 

Mentourgianika outcrop. TF indicates (location of) Terrace Fault (Fault E in Figure 2.9). An, 

CF 1 and CF 2 are discussed in Chapters 4 to 6. M F11 An is discussed in Chapter 5.  

The majority of faults exposed in the Mentourgianika outcrop have 1 to 10 m throw, 

and cut perched delta conglomerate (Figure 2.10). Exposed faults are particularly 

clustered in the hangingwall of Fault D, on the west side of the valley, and between 

Faults C and D on the east side of the valley (Figure 2.9). Burial depth of the perched 

delta sediment is probably minimal, and equivalent to the maximum depth of 

succession (200 m). Cementation with micritic calcite cement causes fault zones to 

protrude from the outcrop face since the remainder of the outcrop is largely free of 

cement (Figure 2.10).  
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2.2.6 Outcrop 5 – Pirgos 

Exposed in the 1.5 km
2 
Pirgos outcrop are two sets of faults, separated by a shallow 

E-W orientated valley. Both sets of faults are exposed along the road between 

Derveni and Pirgos, 5 km south of the Mentourgianika outcrop. North of the valley 

faults with <2 m throw cut sediment of the Aiges Formation, to the south, larger 

faults cut foreset gravel conglomerate of the Middle Group (Figures 2.11 and 2.12).  

The Pirgos outcrop is in the hangingwall to the crustal-scale onshore Xylokastro fault, 

the western tip of which is exposed across the valley to the SE. Several intermediate-

sized faults have been mapped in syn-rift sediment across the region (e.g. Ori, 1989; 

Rohais et al., 2007; IGME, 1989;1993), though the exact locations of these are 

ambiguous. However, a steep scarp, 250 m in height, trends NE-SW between the two 

exposures and to the SE, is probably a NW dipping fault (Figure 2.11a).  

Faults exposed to the north of the shallow valley, at 360 m elevation, cut planar beds 

of marl and silt (0.1 to 1 m thick) of the Aiges Formation, that are inter-bedded with 

sand and gravel-grade debris flow deposits of laterally variable thickness and extent, 

and dip NE (e.g. Rohais et al., 2007) (Figure 2.11). These faults are relatively small-

scale (throw <2 m), and relatively discrete (Figure 2.12a). A number show evidence 

of syn-depositional formation, and therefore were probably fluid-saturated at the time 

of deformation.  

Faults exposed to the south of the shallow valley, at 300 to 540 m elevation, cut 

apparently massive, poorly sorted, coarse sand and gravel foresets of the Middle 

Group Giant Gilbert-type delta (e.g. Rohais et al., 2007). This unit is juxtaposed 

against bedded, moderately-sorted, coarse sand and gravel topsets of the Middle 

Group across the fault zone of Fault G1 (>40 m throw) (Figure 2.12b). No further 

faults are exposed in the topset gravels west of Fault G1. The prevailing exposure-

parallel strike orientations of faults in the gravels prevented analysis of their fault 

zone structure, with the exception of Fault G1. Nevertheless, fault throw appeared to 

be >7 m.  
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Figure 2.11 Geology of the Pirgos outcrop (Outcrop 5), with both sets of exposed faults. A) 

Geological map of the outcrop. G1 and M4 are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. AA’ shows 

line of cross section in (B). Red boxes show locations of photographs in Figure 2.12. B) 

Interpreted cross section AA’.  
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Figure 2.12 Photographs of faults exposed in the north (A) and south (B) of the Pirgos 

outcrop (Figure 2.11).  

Apparent fault orientations are similar for faults exposed in both outcrops, between 

E-W and NW-SE, dipping north or south. Sediment of the Aiges Formation appears 

somewhat better consolidated than the very poorly lithified sediment of the Gilbert-

type delta deposits to the south. However, the syn-depositional growth of these 

sediments indicates that they were shallowly buried at the time of formation. 

Cementation is only found in fault zones – in the form of micritic calcite cement in 

fault zones of the conglomerates, and precipitates of red iron oxides in small 

disaggregation band zones adjacent to faults in the fine grained sediment. 

2.3 Summary 

The specific tectonic evolution history of the Corinth rift basin provides an excellent 

opportunity to study fault zone hydrogeological structure in poorly lithified sediment, 

due to the high frequency of exposed faults cutting uplifted sediment. In addition, the 

value of groundwater in aquifers in poorly lithified sediment makes the question of 

fault hydraulic behaviour a particularly pertinent question for this region. The five 

outcrops at which investigations of fault zone hydrogeological structure have been 

conducted provide access to faults cutting a range of lithologies and with a wide 
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range of fault throws, thus enabling collection of a substantial amount of fault zone 

data.   
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3. Fault zone structure and evolution – 
Loutraki case study 

3.1 Introduction 

The primary focus of the case study at the Loutraki outcrop is the influence of 

lithology and stratigraphy on fault zone structure and evolution. The outcrop 

provides a good opportunity to assess these factors because the high sediment 

heterogeneity occurs in a small area (Figure 2.3), providing a natural control on the 

influencing factors of burial depth and deviatoric stress. Details of the fault array, 

sediment cut by it, and tectonic evolution of the outcrop have been described in 

section 2.2.2.  

Fault zone macro and micro-structure described in this chapter have been used to 

elucidate a characteristic fault zone structure and evolution from this well-exposed 

minor (<10 m) normal fault array that might be applied across the Gulf of Corinth 

rift. Investigations into fault zone structure were carried out for four faults considered 

representative of the faults exposed in the Loutraki field area; Fault 1A, B and C, and 

Faults 3, 4, and 5 (Figures 2.3 and 2.4).  

Fault zone microstructures, including; fragmented grains, grain shape, grain fabric, 

and grain-scale spatial distribution of different source beds, were identified from 

hand samples and thin sections of sediment from four of the fault zones. Grain-size 

was sampled across three fault zones and adjacent undeformed footwall and 

hangingwall beds. Fault zone deformation mechanisms are inferred from the 

microstructures identified in hand samples and thin sections following previous 

studies (Bense et al., 2003; Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Rawling and Goodwin, 

2006; Balsamo et al., 2008), as well as differences in grain-size distributions between 

fault zone and protosediment samples (e.g. Balsamo and Storti, 2010; 2011). Grain 

orientations were compared for fault zone and protosediment because grain rotation 

can be indicative of particulate flow in fault zones (Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; 

Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002).  

Two models of fault zone evolution emerged based on fault zone macro and micro-

structure and inferred deformation mechanisms, and aided by trends of fault throw 

and thickness at the outcrop; 1, for faults cutting only poorly lithified sediment, and 

2, for faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency.   
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3.2 Fault zone structure data collection  

3.2.1 Fault zone structure characterisation 

The fault zone architecture; fault core, mixed zone and damage zone (Figure 1.3b), 

was ascertained for each mapped fault. Mixed zones are identified as the regions of 

mixed nature within fault zones that are structurally analagous to those reported by 

Rawling and Goodwin (2006). Because these zones accommodate most of the fault 

displacement they could also be termed fault cores. However, the absence of 

architectural elements commonly found in fault cores, such as clay smears and 

deformation band clusters, would be misleading for the purpose of fault zone 

hydrogeology. Due to the ambiguities in classifying fault zone architecture, a greater 

emphasis is placed on identifying fault zone structure and structural elements. 

Mixed zones were easily identifiable across the exposures as having accommodated 

most fault strain. Structural elements are identified following definitions in Table 

1.1. The thickness of the mixed zone was taken to be the fault zone thickness. 

Minimum and maximum mixed zone thickness was measured from a combination of 

direct field measurements and from scaled photographs. The average mixed zone 

thickness for each studied fault was determined from the mean of ten equally spaced 

locations along the dip of the fault. A damage zone was identified where any damage 

zone structural elements (Figure 1.3b) could be attributed to a particular fault (e.g. 

Childs et al., 2009). Damage zone structural elements did not necessarily cut all 

beds. Unless damage zones are identified it is assumed that the footwall and 

hangingwall protosediment are undeformed.   

3.2.2 Measurement of clast orientation  

Two-dimensional clast orientation was first visually identified, as illustrated by the 

manually defined clast outlines of elongate clasts in Figure 3.2a. Subsequently three-

dimensional pebble plunge, plunge orientation, and pebble dimensions, were 

measured in the field at 0.1 m intervals along horizontal transects across the footwall 

and mixed zone of the same fault. Before pebble orientation analysis, results were 

filtered to remove spherical clasts, identified if both the intermediate axis length: 

long-axis length, and short axis length: intermediate axis length >0.68 (cf. Perry and 
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Taylor, 2007). The orientation data were plotted on equal area stereonets using the 

GEOrient mapping software (Holcombe, 2010). Long-axis trend direction was also 

plotted against distance across the fault zone, to examine the spatial pattern of clast 

orientation. 

3.2.3 Hand sample collection and thin section preparation 

Impregnation of sediment with a low viscosity resin was required before collection 

of poorly indurated mixed zone hand samples. Blue dye was thoroughly mixed with 

approximately 25 ml of low viscosity epoxy resin and resin hardener in the field. The 

mix was poured into a divot excavated into the fault trace, and allowed to permeate. 

The hardened block of resin-impregnated sediment was removed from the outcrop 

after 24 hours. Later, samples were fully impregnated in the laboratory using the 

same type of resin, and sliced, usually perpendicular to the fault strike. Thin sections 

were prepared from regions of specific interest, such as proximal to mixed zone/ 

protosediment boundaries, or randomly selected from mixed zone and protosediment 

samples, and analysed using a petrographic microscope.  

A point count of two-dimensional grain shape was conducted for thin sections of the 

mixed zone and footwall protosediment of Fault 5. A grid with equally spaced 

horizontal and vertical transects was placed over the thin section images, and 

mineralogy, shape, roundness and grain edge characteristics were recorded at the 

intersections. More than thirty grains were examined in both the mixed zone and 

protosediment. 

3.2.4 Production of grain-size distributions  

The grain-size of samples from mixed zones and hangingwall and footwall sediment 

was analysed. 50 to 250 g of sediment were collected from the field. Clasts greater 

than 20 mm in diameter were measured in the field using vernier callipers. The 

remainder of the sample was dry sieved in the laboratory to 1.4 mm, and fractions 

weighed to an accuracy of 0.1 g. Fractions <1.4 mm were suspended in 50 ml of 

water and analysed by a Malvern 2000 Laser Particle Scanner. A small amount of 

Calgon was added to the solution to break up cohesive grains. The mean of three 

analyses was used in the final results. Field, sieve and Malvern 2000 data were 

combined to produce a complete grain-size distribution for each sample. 
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3.3 Analysis of fault zone structure 

3.3.1 Fault 1A 

Road section AA’ (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) exposes Fault 1 (throw ~7 m) cutting a 

heterogeneous sequence of coarse sediment (Figure 3.1a). Sediments are very poorly 

lithified with the exception of sand Bed C in the footwall, which is cemented by iron-

oxide, and sand Bed D in the hangingwall, which is partially cemented with micritic 

calcite. Beds cut by the fault are entrained and smeared within a mixed zone. These 

beds are rotated at the mixed zone boundary and dip 50
o
 to 60

o
 in the mixed zone, 

becoming increasingly attenuated and less identifiable with distance from the source 

bed. Bed A, for example, is attached to the source bed in the footwall and 

hangingwall but appears to be mixed with surrounding beds through most of the 

mixed zone (Figure 3.1a). Bed C is bound by a localised shear zone at the mixed 

zone boundary. The mixed zone/ protosediment contact dip is ~60E along the 

exposed fault dip. In the hangingwall three synthetic faults, each with up to 1 m 

throw, cut the beds. Throw on these faults decreases upwards, and they tip out 

towards the top of the exposure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Photographs and corresponding schematic diagrams of Fault 1 (Figures 2.3 and 

2.4). Schematics show the mixed zone (between the thick black lines), damage zones and 

structural elements. Only one bed is shaded in each schematic for clarity. “Figs.” 3.2, 3.3 and 

3.4 indicate locations referred to in subsequent figures. Labelled beds are referred to in the 

text. A) Fault 1A, stippling shows a zone of mixed sediment. T1 to T3 show location of grain 

orientation transects (Figure 3.2). B) Fault 1B (reflected view) with continuous sediment 

smears in the mixed zone. C) Fault 1C, the mixed zone is dominated by an undeformed marl 

block. Dashed box in the photograph shows the location of Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.2b shows long axis plunge magnitude and orientation of bladed pebbles in 

the footwall and mixed zone. Pebble long-axes in the undisturbed Bed B have a mean 

plunge of 36
o
 SSW (spherical variance 0.29), slightly shallower, but in a similar 

orientation, to the dip of the sedimentary bedding (average 65
o
 to the WSW). Pebble 

long-axes in the mixed zone have a mean plunge of 37
o
 ESE (spherical variance 

0.37), again, slightly shallower than, but in the same direction as the fault (60E/ 

144N). Figure 3.2c shows a plot of measured pebble long-axes oreintations, from 1 

m into the footwall through to the mixed zone/ hangingwall boundary across Bed B. 

Clasts plunge to the SW in the footwall furthest from the mixed zone, with 

orientations altering towards NW closer to the mixed zone boundary. The plunge 

orientation then appears to change abruptly at the mixed zone boundary from NW to 

SE. This is followed by a subsequent increase in variation in plunge orientation 

towards the centre of the mixed zone.  

Five hand samples were taken from across the Fault 1A mixed zone. Figure 3.3 

shows examples of the footwall/ mixed zone boundary (a) and the centre of the 

mixed zone (b). Both samples contain larger clasts (>5 mm) that tend to be aligned 

consistent with the fault dip. Smaller clasts (<5 mm) and small regions of matrix can 

exhibit a fabric not aligned with fault dip. Fabric aligned with fault dip appears to be 

better developed in the sample from the mixed zone boundary (Figure 3.2a) than 

from the centre of the mixed zone (Figure 3.2b).  

Thin sections show a greater proportion of intra-clast space is occupied by a fine-

grained matrix (Figure 3.3e) and micritic calcite cement (Figure 3.3c) in the hand 

sample taken from the centre of the mixed zone than the hand sample from the mixed 

zone/ footwall boundary. The hand sample in Figure 3.3a shows a fine matrix 

adjacent to the footwall Bed C/ mixed zone contact. Thin sections and hand samples 

from the mixed zone show evidence for grains having fractured by a combination of 

spalling and flaking (Figures 3.3d and f), and surface crushing (Figure 3.3a). 
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Figure 3.2 Clast orientations of bladed pebble Bed B across Fault 1A (Figure 3.1a). A) 

Photograph of Bed B at the mixed zone/ footwall boundary and 2D orientations of elongate 

clasts picked out visually demonstrate differences in clast orientation between the footwall 

and mixed zone. B) Equal area stereoplots of percentiles of 3D pebble orientations from the 

footwall and mixed zone. Footwall N= 22, mixed zone N= 20. C) Plunge directions of 

bladed pebble long-axes from horizontal transects (Figure 3.1a) crossing from the footwall 

into the mixed zone (each data point indicates one clast). 
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Figure 3.3 Hand samples and thin sections from the mixed zone of Fault 1A. A) Hand 

sample from the footwall Bed C/ mixed zone contact (Figure 3.1a) with fabric shown by 

large clasts (arrows). B) Hand sample from the centre of the mixed zone (Figure 3.1a) 

showing a more tightly packed matrix and poorly developed clast fabric, and a micritic 

calcite cement coating grains towards the base of the hand sample. C) Photomicrograph of a 

thin section showing micritic calcite cement coating clasts, from the mixed zone in (B). D) 

Scanned thin section showing flaking from a chert grain, from the mixed zone in (A). E) 

Photomicrograph of thin section showing fine-grained matrix and irregular and fractured 

grains from the mixed zone in (B). F) Flaking and spalling limestone grain from the mixed 

zone in (B). G) Illustration showing types of grain fracture: i) Flaking and spalling. ii) Intra-

granular fracture. iii) Surface crushing. 
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3.3.2 Fault 1B  

Fault 1B is exposed across the road from Fault 1A, and similarly cuts poorly 

lithified, coarse clastic sediments (Figure 3.1b). The calcite cemented gravel Bed (E) 

in the footwall at the base of the exposure is separated from the mixed zone by a 

localised shear zone. Other beds cut by the fault are entrained and smeared within a 

single mixed zone. In contrast to beds entrained within the fault zone of Fault 1A, the 

coarse sand Bed D and pebble Bed F (footwall) retain definition within the mixed 

zone throughout the exposure, despite a fault throw approximately four times greater 

than the thickness of the undeformed bed. The localised shear zone at the footwall/ 

mixed zone boundary of the cemented gravel Bed E dips 68
o
 NE compared to an 

average dip in poorly lithified beds of 55
o
 NE. In the footwall damage zone the 

cemented gravel Bed E has sustained a number of brittle fractures and is cut by a 

small subsidiary fault synthetic to the dip of the main fault (throw ~0.2 m). There are 

possibly disaggregation bands in sand Beds D and G. In Bed G these are associated 

with region of collapsed sediment at the mixed zone/ hangingwall contact (Figure 

3.1b).  

3.3.3 Fault 1C  

Fault 1C is exposed down dip and along strike from Faults 1A and B (Figures 2.3 

and 2.4). Section C exposes poorly lithified sand, slightly cohesive bedded marl and 

silts, and fine-grained marl that was noticeably more cohesive than other beds during 

sample collection, with greater than 45% grains 0.03 mm (Figure 3.4d). Deformation 

across Fault 1C is again focused within a mixed zone (Figure 3.1c). Poorly lithified 

sand is entrained and smeared within the mixed zone in a similar fashion to that 

observed in Fault 1A and B, however a block of the cohesive marl bed (shaded bed 

in Figures 3.1c and 3.4a) forms a major component of the Fault 1C mixed zone. This 

block appears undeformed internally except for a few fractures, and is bound by 

near-vertical localised shear zones. A smear connects this block to the source bed in 

the hangingwall and footwall (Figure 3.1c). There are a number of similar smaller 

blocks towards the base of the exposure (Figure 3.1c). The mixed zone boundaries in 

silt and marl are invariably more discrete than in poorly lithified sand. Contacts in 

the cohesive marl are generally localised shear zones (Figures 3.1c and 3.4b and c), 

occasionally with slickenlines. Silt and marl beds exhibit conjugate disaggregation 
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bands forming a minor damage zone in these beds, and a small antithetic fault 

originates in the marl bed at the base of the footwall exposure (Figure 3.1c). Locally 

the marl has steeper contact dips, 60
o 
(sdev ± 9

o
), than sand bed contacts, 47

o
 (sdev ± 

6
o
) (Figure 3.1c). 

Grain-size data from across Fault 1C demonstrate distinguishing characteristics for 

each sediment type. These are similar for the protosediment and mixed zone. Sand 

beds are mostly bimodal with relatively broad primary peaks at ~1 mm, and a smaller 

secondary peak at 0.03 mm (Figures 3.4d iii to viii). Silty-marl in the footwall is also 

bimodal, with a primary peak at 0.03 mm, and a positively skewed secondary peak at 

1.5 mm (Figures 3.4d i). The cohesive marl in the hangingwall and mixed zone has a 

primary peak at 0.03 mm and a smaller secondary peak at 0.2 mm (Figure 3.4d ii and 

ix). 

In the mixed zone sand there are a number of samples in which grain-size 

distribution profiles differ from those typical for the beds – these are identified by 

stars in Figures 3.4a and d. The grain-size distributions of sand samples T1 7 (Figure 

3.4d v), T2 H (Figure 3.4d vi) and T5 V (Figure 3.4d viii) all show a greater peak 

height at 0.03 mm, and a smaller, broader peak at 1 mm. Sand samples T5 Q (Figure 

3.4d viii) and T3 g (Figure 3.4d vii) have a greater peak at 1 mm than the typical 

grain-size distributions. Samples T2 F and T2 G (Figure 3.4d vi) have primary peaks 

at 15 mm. In the mixed zone marl, sample T3 e and j (Figure 3.4d ix) have a smaller 

primary peak at 0.03 mm and a third peak at 0.7 mm.  

A hand specimen was taken from sand smeared between a localised shear zone in 

marl at the footwall/ mixed zone boundary and another that bounds the mixed zone 

marl block (Figure 3.4b). It contains a gradational footwall marl/ sand contact, with 

the proportion of marl in the mixed zone steadily decreasing away from the contact, 

up to 20 mm into the sand smear (Figure 3.4b and c). In contrast, the surface 

separating the cohesive marl block/ sand is more discrete, with no evidence of marl 

mixing into the sand from this contact (Figure 3.4b). This latter contact is 

representative of localised shear zones in the more cohesive marls indicated in Figure 

3.1c. The hand specimen does not show modifications of the marl itself.  
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Figure 3.4 Fault 1C (Figure 3.1c). A) Schematic diagram of the fault with grain-size sample 

transects (T1-5). The same marl bed is shaded in Figure 3.1c. Box shows location of hand 

sample in (B). Stars correspond to samples with grain-size distributions that differ from 

those typical of the sediment type in (D). B) Hand sample (black box in a) from the sand 

smear between the footwall marl and marl block. Marl from the footwall is seen mixing into 

the sand smear whereas the marl from the mixed zone block has a discrete localised shear 

zone. Larger clasts in the sand smear are predominantly orientated in the direction of fault 

dip (arrows). C) Scanned thin section from hand sample in (B) showing gradational 

incorporation of marl and irregularly shaped sand grains. Inset shows fractured chert and 

quartz grains from this thin section. D) Grain-size distributions of individual beds, for 

protosediment and mixed zone sediment. Average grain-size distributions for each sediment 

is shown by the black line. Stars indicate grain-size distributions that are noticeably finer 

(red) or coarser (blue) than average. i to iv) Samples from the protosediment. v to ix) 

Samples from the mixed zone. 

3.3.4 Fault 3  

Fault 3 forms the eastern boundary of the Loutraki graben (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Bed 

offset towards the top of the exposed fault is 3.9 m, although the increased bed 

thickness in the hangingwall indicates this may be a growth-fault, thus throw below 

this could be greater. The unconformity between the fine-grained Pliocene and 

coarser Pleistocene sediment is halfway up the exposed section. The mixed zone is 

widest at the base of the exposure, comprising two relatively undeformed marl and 

sand blocks bound by near-vertical localised shear zones and separated by coarse 

sand smears 20 mm thick (Figure 3.5). Above these blocks, the mixed zone 

comprises coarse-grained sediment smears that have largely retained their 

sedimentary characteristics. There is an irregular smear of marl between the two marl 

blocks (Figures 2.4 and 3.5a). Antithetic faults (maximum fault throw 0.5 m) form a 

damage zone in both the footwall and hangingwall, and are cut by Fault 3. Two 

regions of apparent disaggregation bands antithetic to Fault 3 are found in the 

footwall (Figure 3.5a), but are not directly adjacent to the fault.  
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Figure 3.5 Fault 3, easterly graben fault (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). A) Photograph, schematic 

diagram and corresponding sediment logs of exposed hangingwall and footwall. The mixed 

zone is between the thick black lines. Fault 6 is synthetic to Fault 3 in the footwall. B) 

Photograph of hand sample location in the exposure shown by box in (A). C) Hand sample 

from marl/ sand smear contact at the footwall boundary in (B) and in the schematic diagram 

in (A). D-F) Photomicrographs of the coarse sand smear in (C). D) Broken quartz grain. E) 

Disaggregating marl. F) Broken quartz grain with iron oxide coating.  
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A hand sample from across the footwall marl/ sand smear contact shows a localised 

shear zone bounding the footwall marl (Figure 3.5a to c). The footwall marl is 

broken into blocks adjacent to this zone of localised shear. Fissures between marl 

blocks have apertures ~5 mm, and most are filled with coarse sand (Figure 3.5c). The 

boundaries of the fissures are apparently discrete but are not planar (Figures 3.5c and 

e). Marl comprises a matrix in the hand sample sand smear, and is also found as large 

clasts. Sand grains are 50% chert, 30% quartz and 20% limestone. There are a high 

proportion of irregularly shaped, angular clasts in this smear. Fragments of broken 

grains can be traced in the smear, as seen in Figures 3.5d and f. Iron oxide coats 

many of the grains in the sand smear (Figure 3.5f).  

3.3.5 Fault 4  

Fault 4 (~1 m throw) cuts a micritic calcite cemented gravel bed in the footwall, at 

the base of the exposure, and very poorly lithified sand and pebble beds (Figure 3.6). 

The mixed zone is an ill-defined, non-planar zone of sand and beach pebbles through 

which individual beds cannot be traced. The mixed zone is best defined at the top of 

the exposure by the hard veneer of calcite cement, from the surface to 0.5 m below 

the surface. This veneer connects to a region in the mixed zone with a high 

concentration of micritic calcite cement, 0.2 m thick. In places, the micritic calcite 

cement fingers horizontally up to 0.5 m from the mixed zone into footwall and 

hangingwall sediment (Figure 3.6). There is no evidence of a damage zone flanking 

the mixed zone.  
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Figure 3.6 Photograph and schematic diagram of Fault 4, with hangingwall and footwall 

logs. The mixed zone is a poorly defined zone of sand and pebbles, distinguished primarily 

by the existence of a micritic calcite cement. Bed D is the same bed as Figure 3.1.  

3.3.6 Fault 5 

Fault 5 (throw ~0.6 m) (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) is probably the trace of one of the 

subsidiary faults cutting the hangingwall of Fault 1A (Figure 3.1a). This fault offsets 

poorly lithified bedded beach pebbles and alluvial sediments (Figure 3.7a). Beds cut 

by Fault 5 are entrained and smeared, with a continuous-displacement geometry, in a 

mixed zone. On a macro-scale there are no blocks of sediment or localised shear 

zones in the fault zone.  

 

The pebble bed offset by Fault 5 comprises a number of visually distinctive beds 

considerably thinner (<0.25 m) than the fault throw (Figure 3.7a). In Figure 3.7 

grain-size distributions for the footwall, hangingwall, and where the bed crossed the 

mixed zone are compared for the three sampled beds, A to C. There is a general 

decrease in grain-size from the footwall to the hangingwall. In the footwall and 

hangingwall, Beds A and C have uni-modal grain-size distributions. Small secondary 

peaks exist at 2-3 mm in the mixed zones samples, that are not found in the 

hangingwall or footwall samples (Figure 3.7b). Bed B is bi-modal in the mixed zone 

and hangingwall, and unimodal, but negatively skewed, in the footwall. It is not 

possible to infer a peak at 2-3 mm over the original sediment variability in this 

sample. Beds A to C are poorly sorted, with little difference between the average 

sorting parameters for the mixed zone (1.30), hangingwall (1.33) and footwall (1.48).  
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Figure 3.7 Fault 5, Loutraki outcrop, section BB’ (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). A) Fault 5 with a 

mixed zone (thick black lines) comprising a continuous smear of the bladed gravel bed 

(thin black lines). Sediment log applies to both the footwall and hangingwall. Distinctive 

Beds A to C sampled for grain-size. Black box is the location of the resin sample in (C). 

B) Grain-size distributions correspond to beds in (A), footwall (FW), mixed zone (MZ), 

and hangingwall (HW). C) Sliced hand sample from the footwall/ mixed zone boundary 

showing the truncation of beds labelled 1-4. Sample shows grain rotation and mixing in 

the mixed zone. D and E) Scanned thin section of the footwall, with Beds 2 to 4, and 

mixed zone, with a fine grained matrix. F) Scanned thin section with a fine grained 

irregular matrix associated with a larger clast. G) Photomicrograph of broken quartz grain 

from the mixed zone thin section. H) Grain shapes in the mixed zone (i) and footwall (ii).  

A hand specimen of the mixed zone/ footwall boundary provides a more detailed 

view of the well-defined Beds 1 to 4, both inside and outside the mixed zone 

(Figure 3.7c). The apparently well sorted, coarse sand Bed 3 can be traced 

throughout the footwall, and 10 mm into the mixed zone, after which definition is 

lost as it is mixed with surrounding beds (Figure 3.7c to e). In the mixed zone, 

clasts, particularly the larger ones, are often aligned with the fault dip, though this 

fabric is less pronounced closer to the centre of the mixed zone (Figure 3.7c).   

Thin sections from the hand specimen show zones of fine matrix (<0.25 mm) 

(Figure 3.7e) and a zone of irregularly shaped grains proximal to a larger clast 

(Figure 3.7f), in addition to evidence of fragmented grains in the mixed zone thin 

section (Figure 3.7g). Point counts show a greater proportion of spherical grains 

and grains with ragged edges in the mixed zone than in the footwall for grains of 

all lithologies (Figure 3.7h i and ii). However, limestone grains were more 

angular, and chert and quartz less angular, in the mixed zone than the footwall. 

The proportion of limestone grains was two thirds higher in the mixed zone than 

in the footwall.  

3.3.7 Mixed zone thickness with fault throw  

Mean mixed zone thickness for faults in the Loutraki outcrop increases with fault 

throw (R
2 
= 0.64) (Figure 3.8). There is a strong correlation between mixed zone 

thickness and fault throw for faults cutting only poorly lithified sediments (R
2
 = 

0.99), though this is based on only three data points. The correlation is weaker for 
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faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency (R
2
 = 0.34), i.e. where beds are 

alternately cohesive and non-cohesive. Error bars show the high variability of 

mixed zone thickness along-dip of each fault, particularly for faults cutting 

sediment of contrasting competency. This is particularly large for Fault 1C. The 

inset equal-angle stereoplot in Figure 3.8 shows little difference in overall fault 

dip for faults cutting only poorly lithified sediment, and those cutting sediment of 

contrasting competency. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Mixed zone thickness and fault throw for six faults (F1 is exposed 3 times) in 

the Loutraki outcrop. Minimum and maximum mixed zone thickness along-dip of each 

fault indicated by error bars. The black trendline and equation relates to all the faults. The 

blue trendline describes poorly lithified sediment only. Equal angle stereoplot inset 

shows poles to planes for apparent fault dip orientations for different sediment types, 

including damage zone faults.  

  3.4. Fault zone structure and evolution 

The architecture of fault zones exposed at the Loutraki outcrop predominantly 

comprise a mixed zone, with occassional damage zones. Fault zone structure 

appears to vary as a function of lithology and stratigraphy. As such, fault zone 

structure and evolution of faults cutting only poorly lithified sediment, and those 
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cutting sediment of contrasting competency (i.e. inter-bedded cohesive marls or 

cemented beds and poorly lithified sediment) are discussed separately. 

3.4.1 Fault zones in poorly lithified sediment  

3.4.1.1 Fault zone structure in poorly lithified sediment 

The mixed zones of faults cutting poorly lithified, low competency sediment, 

exposed in the Loutraki outcrop, are comprised of beds cut by the fault that have 

been entrained, rotated, and subsequently smeared and attenuated along the fault 

trace (Figures 3.1a and 3.7a). Shear deformation of beds in the mixed zone can 

destroy bedding characteristics found in the undeformed sediment. A zone of 

mixed sediment in which sediment is mixed at the grain scale can occur where 

fault throw exceeds the undeformed bed thickness (e.g. Mozley and Goodwin, 

1995; Heynekamp et al., 1999) (Figure 3.1a and 3.7c).  

Clay cores and shear deformation bands (Figure 1.3, Table 1.1), previously 

considered the key structural elements of fault zones in poorly lithified sediment 

(e.g. Rawling et al., 2001; Caine and Minor, 2009), are absent from fault zones in 

the Loutraki outcrop. This is likely to be because faults in the Loutraki outcrop 

cut relatively coarse, poorly sorted sediment, thus there is a lack of clay-sized 

grains with which to form a clay core (e.g. Lindsay et al., 1993; Yielding et al., 

1997; Heynekamp et al., 1999; Fisher and  Knipe, 2001; Minor and Hudson, 

2006). Shear deformation bands have predominantly been found in well-sorted 

sand in the past (e.g. Fossen et al., 2007).  

3.4.1.2 Clast rotation in mixed zones 

In the mixed zones of faults cutting poorly lithified sediment, mechanical clast 

rotation causes an overall grain-shape preferred orientation of bladed clasts, 

parallel to fault dip (Figures 3.2, 3.3a, b and 3.7c). This results from simple shear 

accommodation by particulate flow (Goodwin and Tikoff, 2002). Similar 

observations have been made in shear deformation bands in gravels (Exner and 

Grasemann, 2010), sands (Cashman and Cashman, 2000), silts and clays (Arch 

and Maltman, 1990) and ignimbrites (Wilson et al., 2003), as well as in fault 

cores and mixed zones (Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; Rawling and Goodwin, 
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2006; Balsamo et al., 2008). Clasts in poorly lithified sediment rotate as 

individual units when subjected to simple shear. Angular velocity of the rotating 

clast is at a minimum when its long axis is co-incidental with the direction of 

shear, thus despite continued rotation, the clast spends longest orientated in the 

direction of shear (Glen, 1957; Ildefonse et al., 1992a; Piazolo et al., 2002). 

Consequently, at any point in time, a larger proportion of clasts will be orientated 

in the direction of shear than in other directions, resulting in a grain-shape 

preferred orientation. The increase in variability of clast orientation with distance 

from the mixed zone margin (Figures 3.2c and 3.7c), is likely to result from a 

greater number of clast interactions with increased bulk strain (Ildefonse et al., 

1992a).  

Larger clasts are more commonly aligned with fault dip direction than small 

grains or zones of groundmass, which may locally dip in different directions to 

the fault dip (Figures 3.3a and b). Heterogeneous strain patterns around large 

clasts have previously been reported to cause localised matrix and clast foliation 

(in matrix supported or closely packed sediments respectively) for a distance of 

up to twice the length of the clast, from the clast itself (Ildefonse et al., 1992a and 

b).  

3.4.1.3 Grain-scale mixing in mixed zones 

Mixing of grains from different sedimentary beds is another characteristic of 

particulate flow in poorly lithified sediment (e.g. Heynekamp et al., 1999; 

Rawling and Goodwin, 2006). Grain-scale mixing of the thin coarse sand Beds 1 

to 4 in the hand sample of Fault 5 is observed in the mixed zone (Figure 3.7c), 

and also between silty-marl and sand sediment of Fault 1C (Figures 3.4c and d). 

However, there is no decrease in sediment sorting in the mixed zone of Fault 5, 

for Beds A to C, compared to the footwall and hangingwall (Figure 3.7b). This 

suggests that in Fault 5, sampled grain-size distributions are not greatly 

influenced by grain-scale mixing processes; in this mixed zone, natural sediment 

variability dominates over grain-scale mixing processes – a situation that may 

also hold true for other mixed zones, especially those in faults with small throws 

(<1m). Conversely, an increase in the fine fraction (0.03 mm) of between 5% 

(sample V) and 20% (sample g), is detectable in grain-size distributions for four 
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grain-size samples of sand from the mixed zone of Fault 1C (Figure 3.4d). These 

samples were all sourced from sand proximal (<50 mm away from) to contacts 

with marl beds, indicating that these peaks may result from marl grains mixing 

into the sand bed. This can be seen in the corresponding hand sample (Figures 

3.4b and c). The coarser peaks in two of these sand grain-size distributions, and 

two marl samples (Figures 3.4d vi and ix) probably result from cemented grains 

that were not sufficiently disaggregated during analysis, rather than mixing of 

coarser beds. It is likely that grain-scale mixing is more easily detected in Fault 

1C because the sediment is better sorted. The degree of grain-scale mixing might 

increase with fault throw (and bulk strain), as demonstrated by the presence of a 

zone of mixed sediment in Fault 1A compared to Fault 5 (Figures 3.1a and 3.7a).  

3.4.1.4 Cataclasis in mixed zones 

The negatively skewed grain-size distribution peak for three samples from the 

mixed zone of Fault 1C (7, V and H, Figure 3.4d), and the slight increase in the 

proportion of the 2 mm fraction in the mixed zone samples of Fault 5, compared 

to the protosediment (Beds A and C, Figure 3.7b), indicate an increase in fine-

grained sediment fractions in some mixed zone samples. These increases could 

result from mixed zone deformation processes. Increases in finer sediment 

fractions in fault zones have previously been observed in fault cores (Balsamo et 

al., 2008; Balsamo and Storti, 2011) and cataclastic deformation bands (Cashman 

and Cashman, 2000; Rawling and Goodwin, 2003) in poorly lithified sediment, 

and attributed to the process of cataclasis (e.g. Sammis et al., 1987). This is 

supported by fractured grains shown in thin sections of mixed zone sediment 

(Figures 3.3e to f, 3.5c and f, 3.7f, g and h).   

An overall increase of both the sphericity and angularity of grains in the mixed 

zone compared to protosediment was also observed by Balsamo and Storti (2011), 

and attributed to the chipping of grains as they roll during particulate flow. 

However, chert and quartz grains alone were more rounded in the mixed zone 

(Figure 3.7h). This could result from chipping removing initial grain 

irregularities. However, different fracturing mechanisms resulting from 

contrasting grain hardness (Rawling and Goodwin, 2003), could also cause this 

difference, whereby grains composed of harder minerals (in this case quartz and 
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chert) fracture by spalling or flaking, in contrast to softer lithic grains (limestone) 

(Middleton & Wilcock, 1999) that have a greater propensity to fracture intra-

granularly, or crush along their surfaces (Figure 3.3g). The higher proportion of 

limestone fragments in the mixed zone (Figure 3.7h) could result from pervasive 

intra-granular fracturing of limestone grains that produces a greater number of 

daughter fragments than were a grain to singularly flake or spall under equivalent 

stress. The greater proportion of limestone grains with ragged edges in the mixed 

zone in comparison to quartz and chert alludes to their relative weakness. Not 

only do grain-shape variations in footwall and mixed zone sediment provide 

further evidence for cataclasis in mixed zones, but the preferential fracturing of 

limestone grains demonstrates the importance of mineralogy on the propensity 

and style of cataclasis within poorly lithified sediments (Rawling and Goodwin, 

2003; Exner and Tschegg, 2012). The presence of cataclasis in these fault zones, 

while minor, supports previous suggestions that high confining pressures are not 

required for cataclasis to occur (cf. Cashman and Cashman, 2000; Rawling and 

Goodwin, 2003; Balsamo and Storti, 2011). 

Nevertheless, evidence of cataclasis is not abundant, indicating that it is unlikely 

to be the dominant deformation mechanism in mixed zones. Instead, it is more 

likely to arise as a secondary effect of controlled particulate flow whereby 

continued particulate flow and deformation in the mixed zone is facilitated by the 

fracturing of occasional grains (Borradaile, 1981). The prevalence of cataclasis is 

believed to increase as strain is accumulated (Engelder, 1974; Balsamo and Storti, 

2010). This is in response to progressive strain hardening whereby the tectonic 

imbrication and porosity decrease resulting from strain accommodation in a fault 

zone can increase the number of grain contacts and therefore friction between 

grains. This can inhibit further strain accommodation by independent particulate 

flow, causing grains to fracture (e.g. Exner and Grasemann, 2010).  The 

dominance of controlled particulate flow is consistent with earlier outcrop studies 

of deformation mechanisms in deformation bands and fault cores cutting poorly 

lithified sediment (Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008). 
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3.4.1.5 Fault zone evolution in poorly lithified sediment 

The overall positive correlation between fault throw and mixed zone thickness for 

faults exposed in the Loutraki outcrop (Figure 3.8) has been found across all 

lithologies (e.g. Childs et al., 1996a; Shipton et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2009). The 

apparent strong correlation for faults cutting poorly lithified sediment (R
2
 = 0.99) 

could result from a continuous and steady contribution of footwall and 

hangingwall sediment into the mixed zone, possibly via particulate flow (Rawling 

& Goodwin, 2003; Caine & Minor, 2009). However, the strong correlation could 

result from the extremely limited data and/or it being plotted on a log-log graph. 

Figure 3.9b shows a possible model of mixed zone evolution faults cutting poorly 

lithified sediment, based on fault zone structure and deformation mechanisms 

found at the Loutraki outcrop. Deformation is initially manifested in the rotation 

of grains and disaggregation of sediment, which progresses to the smearing of 

beds and grain-scale mixing with increasing fault displacement. During which, 

incipient cataclasis may also occur. The mixed zone progressively widens due to 

the incorporation of new material also via particulate flow. 
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Figure 3.9 Fault zone structure and evolution in poorly lithified sediment based on the 

faults in the Loutraki outcrop. A) Model of fault zone structure with a mixed zone and 

damage zone, but no clay core. Fault zone structure is likely to vary along the dip and/ or 

strike (e.g. Childs et al., 1997). B) Evolution of a mixed zone by particulate flow with a 

corresponding increase in mixed zone thickness with fault throw. C) Formation of a 

cohesive block of undeformed sediment in the mixed zone of a fault cutting sediment of 

contrasting competency, due to differing dip angles and strain localisation in competent 

beds. 
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3.4.2 Fault zones in sediment of contrasting competency  

3.4.2.1 Fault zone structure in sediment of contrasting competency 

Mixed zones of faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency are generally 

more complex than those cutting consistently poorly lithified sediment at the 

Loutraki outcrop. The key difference in the fault zone structure is the existence of 

localised shear zones. These occur in marl or cemented coarser sediment that are 

mechanically stronger than un-cemented sands and gravels due to the presence of 

silt and clay (Middleton and Wilcock, 1999) or cement (Arch and Maltman, 1990) 

(Figures 3.1b and c). Mixed zone/ protosediment contacts are 10
o 

to 20
o 

steeper 

where strain is localised than where strain is distributed across the mixed zone 

(Figures 3.1b and c), although the overall dip of faults does not differ from faults 

in poorly lithified sediment (inset in Figure 3.8). The localised shear zones often 

bound blocks or lenses of cohesive sediment in the mixed zone, which have 

largely intact bed characteristics, as described in earlier outcrop studies 

(Heynekamp et al., 1999; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Minor and Hudson, 2006; 

Kristensen et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2009). In poorly lithified beds, deformation 

remains distributed across the mixed zone (Figures 3.1c and 3.5a). 

3.4.2.2 Fault zone evolution in sediment of contrasting competency 

The significant variability in fault zone thickness along-dip of Fault 1C, and the 

weaker correlation between fault throw and mixed zone thickness in faults cutting 

beds of contrasting competency, compared to those in poorly lithified sediment 

(R
2
 = 0.34) (Figure 3.8), suggest that a mechanism other than particulate flow 

may govern evolution of these mixed zones. Mixed zone thickness may increase 

intermittently with fault throw, associated with the formation of blocks and 

lenses. Blocks and lenses can form as a result of fault-tip bifurcation (Watterson 

et al., 1998; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Childs et al., 2009). A fault trace can 

be deflected and bifurcate in bed sequences in which there are contrasts in 

competency (Antonellini and Aydin, 1995; Childs et al., 1996b; Rawling and 

Goodwin, 2006; Bastesen et al., 2009; Childs et al., 2009), or bed friction angles 

resulting from grain shape (Egholm et al., 2008). This creates asperities at the 

mixed zone/ protosediment boundary that are intermittently removed and 

incorporated as blocks of sediment in the mixed zone, with subsequent fault 
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deformation (Rawling and Goodwin, 2006; Lindanger et al., 2007). This process 

might be occurring at the footwall/ mixed zone boundary of Fault 3, as 

disaggregation bands are progressively enlarged and filled with coarser sediment, 

until they detach fully and are included within the mixed zone (Figure 3.5c). 

Fault-tip bifurcation can also occur along strike (Childs et al., 1996b). Figure 3.9c 

shows the evolution of a block of sediment in a mixed zone based on Fault 1C, 

due to alternating strain localisation and distribution in beds with contrasting 

competencies.  

Localised shear zones may influence fault zone structure without forming lenses 

or blocks in the mixed zone. The mixed zone of Fault 1B is dominated by 

smeared beds, similar to Fault 1A, yet these are less internally deformed (Figures 

3.1a and b). Two possible hypotheses are proposed to explain this. The first is that 

localisation of deformation along the shear zone at the cemented footwall/ mixed 

zone boundary decreases grain disaggregation and bed mixing throughout the 

mixed zone, such as in the mixed zone of Fault 1A. The second is that because 

Fault 1B is wider than Fault 1A (2 m and 0.8 m, respectively) the intensity of 

grain-scale deformation at a particular point in the mixed zone may be decreased 

as strain is distributed over a wider area. These processes may, however, be 

linked. The wider mixed zone of Fault 1B could result from a step-back of the 

footwall/ mixed zone boundary (e.g. Childs et al.,1996a) into the footwall, above 

the cemented Bed E, due to the change in the strain distribution and contact dip. 

Where a fault segment steps into the footwall, slip along near-vertical, localised 

shear zones causes an increase in pressure in the shallow dipping, weaker beds 

that connect the steeply dipping fault segments. This pressure forces sediment 

into a region of lower pressure - the fault zone. This process may contribute to the 

supply of sand to the mixed zone at the back-step of Fault 1B (e.g. Egholm et al., 

2008).  

3.4.3 Damage zones in the Loutraki outcrop  

Damage zones are typically poorly developed in fault zones exposed in the 

Loutraki outcrop, with a maximum fault parallel thickness of 2 m. However it is 

possible that some damage zones, particularly those comprised of disaggregation 

bands were not identified due to the erodibility of the sediment.  
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The most common features of fault damage zones are subsidiary faults. These cut 

all lithologies and have throws at least an order of magnitude less than the 

primary fault (Figures 3.1a and 3.5a). Fault throw decreases up-dip along the 

three synthetic subsidiary faults in the damage zone of Fault 1A. Assuming that 

these faults are kinematically related to Fault 1A, this could indicate that 

deformation initially occurred simultaneously on all four faults, but was 

subsequently focused on the most westerly, Fault 1A (Figure 3.1a). Throw does 

not decrease up-dip along the antithetic faults in the damage zones of Fault 1C 

and 3, yet throw is significantly less than the primary fault, suggesting that these 

formed after the main fault, possibly as a passive response to sediment 

deformation (e.g. Figures 3.1c and 3.5).  

Disaggregation bands (Figures 3.1b, c and 3.5a) similar to those reported 

previously (e.g. Du Bernard et al., 2002; Bense et al., 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008) 

are also found in sand and marl beds. In Fault 1B a collapsed region of sediment 

is associated with disaggregation bands at the maximum curvature of smeared 

beds –the mixed zone/ hangingwall boundary (Figure 3.1b and 3.5a). This may 

indicate a decrease in sediment strength due to the existence of disaggregation 

bands at low confining pressures.  

3.5 Summary  

Mixed zones are the principal architectural element of fault zones in poorly 

lithified sediment in the Loutraki outcrop. Variations in the structural 

characteristics of these mixed zones result from lithology, stratigraphy and fault 

throw. Damage zones are not always present, but comprise disaggregation bands 

and subsidiary faults. Two models of fault zone evolution are proposed for faults 

in the Loutraki outcrop that might be applicable throughout the Gulf of Corinth 

basin.  

Strain is distributed across the mixed zone in fault zones cutting poorly lithified 

sediment, within rotated and smeared beds. Microstructural observations indicate 

that mixed zone deformation occurs via particulate flow, resulting in considerable 

grain rotation, grain-scale mixing of smeared beds, and steadily thickening fault 

zones. The presence of fragmented grains, and grain shape and grain-size 
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distribution changes suggests that cataclasis facilitates particulate flow, and is 

therefore controlled particulate flow. Increasing fault throw can result in zones of 

mixed sediment in the mixed zone, with possible decreases in grain-size and 

sorting.  

In marl and locally cemented sediment deformation is focused along localised 

shear zones, with locally steeper bed dips. Fault tip-bifurcation occurs as a 

consequence of vertically contrasting bed competencies. Asperities are created by 

fault tip bifurcation along the mixed zone boundary. Removal of these asperities 

results in incorporation of internally undeformed cohesive lenses and blocks of 

sediment within the mixed zone, and sporadic increases in mixed zone thickness.   
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4. Constraints on fault zone structure and evolution  

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter investigates the fault zone structure and size attributes of 43 faults 

exposed in the five outcrop study locations (Chapter 2). The validity of fault zone 

structure and evolution models proposed for normal-faults cutting syn-rift 

sediment, described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.9), is assessed for this extended 

dataset. The dataset includes faults cutting different lithology, and throws ranging 

four orders of magnitude – from 0.01 to 80 m.  Local stress conditions at the 

remaining four outcrops may also differ slightly to the Loutraki outcrop (e.g. 

Chapter 2).  Additional fault zone structure and evolution characteristics are 

elucidated from fault zones exposed in these outcrops. In particular, lenses and 

zones of localised shear in the form of slip-surface cataclasites are further 

characterised to aid their parametisation in numerical fluid-flow models (Chapter 

6). Details of a third category of fault zone found cutting the syn-rift sediment are 

also presented. Finally, fault array characteristics, including fault density and the 

fault size population distribution are evaluated.  

Fault zone structure is typically investigated using small to medium sized faults 

(<10 m throw) and extrapolated to large faults (>20-30 m throw) because they are 

more easily observed (Tueckmantel et al., 2010) and generally exhibit fewer 

complexities (Faulkner et al., 2003). However, the models of fault zone evolution 

proposed in Chapter 3 suggest some differences in fault zone structure and 

deformation mechanisms with fault throw (Figure 3.9). If fault zone evolution is 

self-similar, for example block and lens formation, or even linear, including the 

gradual evolution of zones of mixed sediment and increase in cataclasis, then 

extrapolation of fault zone structure and evolution across scales is reasonable. 

However, if fault zone evolution is neither self-similar or linear, straight-forward 

extrapolation is impractical. Balsamo and Storti (2010) found that the greatest 

changes to sediment characteristics in fault zones cutting high-porosity, poorly 

lithified sand, occur at throws <20 m. Therefore extrapolation of fault zone 

evolution processes for faults with throws >20 m could over-estimate alterations 

to fault zone properties. In this case fault size could be described as a hierarchy 

whereby faults above and below a certain size are considered to belong to 
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different groups (Torabi and Berg, 2011). In this chapter, the effects of fault size 

on fault zone structure and evolution is identified, and the legitimacy of 

extrapolating between different fault sizes considered.  

The relationship between mean mixed zone thickness and fault throw, shown for 

faults exposed in the Loutraki outcrop (Figure 3.8), is explored for faults exposed 

in all five outcrops. Average mixed zone thickness is imperative for estimating 

fault zone transmissivity, however Lunn et al. (2008) suggest that it is at least as 

important to quantify minimum fault (mixed) zone thickness, because this 

parameter can control fault leak potential. The Loutraki faults showed 

considerable variability in mixed zone thickness along-dip, therefore minimum 

and maximum mixed zone thickness relationships with fault throw are also 

examined for this dataset.  

Fault size distributions of fault populations – in which fault throw, thickness or 

length of each fault is plotted against the cumulative size occurrence, are 

commonly described by a single power-law relationship, indicating a fractal fault-

size distribution (e.g. Scholz and Cowie, 1990; Walsh et al., 1991; Needham et 

al., 1996). Fractal fault size populations reveal the abundance of small faults in 

comparison to large faults in a fault population; the specific distribution is 

indicated by the power-law exponent (Cowie et al., 1996; Nicol et al., 1996). 

Fault array characteristics may vary depending on lithology and stress regimes 

(Needham et al., 1996; Torabi and Berg, 2011). Fractal fault-size distributions 

have also been used to suggest self-similar deformation throughout fault zone 

evolution, thus justifying extrapolation of fault zone structure and evolution from 

small to large faults. Torabi and Berg (2011) argue, however, that many fault size 

population distributions are better described by separate power-law trends for 

faults of different sizes, indicating bi- or multi-fractal populations that represent 

fault size hierarchies.  

Combined with spatial distribution and fault orientation data, population 

distributions can be used to infer fault zone connectivity, aquifer (or reservoir) 

compartmentalisation and sediment juxtapositions across fault zones (e.g. Walsh 

et al., 1991; Needham et al., 1996; Yielding et al., 1996; Walsh et al., 1998). 

Fault size population distributions were constructed for faults in this dataset 
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primarily to identify whether fault zone evolution processes are self-similar or 

hierarchical. Findings from the fault size population distributions are considered 

with fault density and average fault throw at the five outcrops to gain an 

appreciation of strain distribution across fault arrays in syn-rift sediment of the 

Corinth rift basin. 

4.2 Fault data collection and analysis methods  

Many data collection and analysis methods used in this chapter are detailed in 

Chapter 3.2. All additional methods are described in this section and the data 

collected for each fault is outlined (Appendix 1).   

4.2.1 Data collection and analysis of fault zone structure 

Fault zone structure and size attributes of 43 well exposed faults in the five 

outcrop locations were recorded in the field (Appendix 1). Fault zone data 

collection methods are described in Chapter 3.2.1. Fault throws >10 m were 

estimated by mapping stratigraphic units instead of field measurements or scaled 

photographs. 

Lithology cut by each fault was recorded. In Chapter 3, key differences in fault 

zone structure were identified for faults cutting only poorly lithified sediment and 

faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency. In the Voutsimos and 

Mentourgianika outcrops a third category of fault zone structure was identified 

across which fine and coarse-grained sediment is juxtaposed. Fault zone structure 

and size attributes were analysed separately for these three fault categories and 

comprised data for 24, 16 and 3 faults respectively (Appendix 1).  

The presence or absence of the main structural elements identified in Chapter 3 

was recorded for each fault. These were: zones of mixed sediment, localised shear 

zones, disaggregation bands, fine-grained smears, lenses, and damage zones. In 

recording this data, care was taken to adhere to definitions outlined in Chapters 1 

to 3. In each of the three fault categories data was sub-divided according to fault 

throw and the percentage of faults in each sub-category exhibiting each of the 

identified structural elements was calculated and displayed on a bar chart.  
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Fault size attributes, including fault throw and mixed zone thickness, were 

recorded. The minimum, maximum and arithmetic mean of mixed zone thickness 

was assessed for each fault using the method outlined in Chapter 3.2.1. Faults 

with ambiguous throw estimates were removed from this dataset leaving a total of 

32 faults. Fault throw and mixed zone thickness were plotted on log-log scatter 

graphs and power-law trends fitted. Logarithmic scales were always used for 

plotting fault size attributes because of the range in magnitudes. However, trends 

emerging from logarithmic scales should be viewed with caution because they 

may have been enhanced or obscured (cf. Nicol et al., 1996). The range of 

sampled fault throw and mixed zone thickness in this dataset exceeds the order of 

magnitude considered essential for the robust analysis of fault scale relationships 

(Gillespie et al., 1993).  

The number of lenses across mixed zones, and their geometry, was assessed from 

field diagrams and scaled-photographs for fault zones cutting sediment of 

contrasting competency. The number of lenses across the mixed zone was 

recorded for each fault at ten equally spaced locations along fault-dip. Two-

dimensional lens geometry was characterised by the c: a (along-dip length: fault 

perpendicular thickness) aspect ratio (cf. Lindanger et al., 2007). The mean 

number of lenses across the mixed zone, the proportion of the mixed zone 

comprising lenses, and the mean c: a aspect ratio were compared with fault throw, 

mixed zone thickness, mean thickness of beds cut by the fault, mean thickness of 

competent beds cut by the fault, and fault throw: mean bed thickness ratio. Log-

normal trends were fitted to these data. Average lens attributes for all faults were 

also calculated. 

Slip-surface cataclasite, a specific type of localised shear zone was identified in 

the mixed zones of a number of faults cutting poorly lithified sediment (described 

in section 4.3.1). The number of exposed slip-surface cataclasites across mixed 

zones was counted from field diagrams and photographs. Graphs were plotted to 

assess the relationship between number of slip-surface cataclasites across a mixed 

zone and fault throw. Localised shear zones not along the surface of cataclasites 

were not included in this analysis because they form through different 

mechanisms.  
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4.2.2 Data collection and analysis of fault zone micro-structure  

Microstructural data was collected from mixed zones of faults cutting poorly 

lithified sediment. Orientation measurements were made for bladed clasts from 

transects across (Fault 3, Akrata, 7 m throw) and along (Fault An, 

Mentourgianika, 1.5 m throw) mixed zones and adjacent protosediment (method 

described in Chapter 3.2.2). Clast orientations are compared with fault 

orientations.  

The percentage of broken clasts in the mixed zone and protosediment of three 

faults with throws of 1, 7 and 80 m, cutting gravel conglomerate were identified. 

A paper frame 0.1 m
2
 was attached to the outcrop surface at two randomly 

selected locations in the mixed zone and protosediment of each fault. Each clast 

found in the centre of the frame >10 mm in diameter was removed from the 

outcrop and assessed for fresh surfaces associated with angular edges that might 

indicate in-situ grain breakage. The percentage of grains with these characteristics 

was compared for the mixed zone and adjacent sediment. The statistical 

significance of any differences in percentages was evaluated using the Chi 

Squared test of variance.  

Fault zone microstructure was also analysed for fifteen hand specimens and thin 

sections from mixed zones and protosediment primarily obtained for porosity 

analysis in Chapter 5. The fault zone microstructures of hand specimens of two 

slip surfaces, a fine-grained smear and a disaggregation band are discussed in 

section 4.3.  

4.2.3 Analysis of fault population characteristics  

Fault-size population distributions were constructed for fault throw and mixed 

zone thickness for each outcrop, for faults that had good estimates of fault throw 

and mixed zone thickness, by plotting the logarithm of the fault size attribute with 

its cumulative frequency. For outcrops with sufficient data (> 5 faults), a single 

power-law trend was initially fitted to these data, followed by two separate 

power-law trends after identification of differences in the trend gradients for 

smaller and larger faults.  
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Fault density was calculated for each outcrop from the most continuous, well 

exposed horizontal mapped section. The number of mapped faults in this section 

was divided by the horizontal distance to obtain fault density (number of faults m
-

1
) . Fault density was plotted with the mean throw of faults exposed in the 

outcrop. These are presented with the poles to planes of the faults in each outcrop, 

plotted on equal-angle stereonets.  

4.3 Fault zone structure 

Similar to fault zones exposed in the Loutraki outcrop (Chapter 3), the fault zone 

architecture exposed in all five outcrops comprises a mixed zone and damage 

zones. Mixed zone structure differs between the three lithological categories and 

is presented separately for each in this section. The fault structure dataset is 

included in Appendix 1.  

4.3.1 Fault zones in poorly lithified sediment 

Poorly lithified sediment exposed in the four outcrop locations in the southern 

flank of the Corinth rift basin is most commonly gravel conglomerate inter-

bedded with coarse sand beds of the Giant Gilbert-type deltas (Figure 2.2). Faults 

with throws <10 m that cut this sediment have relatively tabular mixed zones. 

Most of these mixed zones comprise a zone of mixed sediment (79%) that appears 

internally homogeneous (Figure 4.1). The remaining mixed zones comprise only 

smeared beds. Fault An, in the Mentourgianika outcrop (throw 1.5 m) (Figure 

4.1b), is an example of a fault zone with only a central mixed zone and damage 

zones. All three faults with >10 m throw comprise zones of mixed sediment, for 

example Fault G1 at the Pirgos outcrop with >40 m throw (Figure 4.1c).  
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Figure 4.1 Fault zone structure in poorly lithified sediment. A) Percentage of structural elements with fault throw and total number of faults in the category. 

B) Fault An, Mentourgianika, cutting poorly lithified gravel conglomerate with a zone of mixed sediment and damage zone (Figure 2.10). Fault dip shallows 

towards the top and micritic calcite is found in the mixed zone, from the surface to halfway down the exposure. C) Fault G1, Pirgos (south section) cutting 

poorly lithified gravel conglomerate (Figure 2.12). Mixed zone comprises two zones of mixed sediment and two indurated slip-surface cataclasites. Location 

of G1 SS hand sample from slip-surface cataclasites shown by white box. 
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Mean plunge and plunge orientations of bladed clasts differ in mixed zones to 

protosediment (Figure 4.2). Mean clast plunge in the hangingwall protosediment 

of Fault An, Mentourgianika, is 53
o
 WSW (spherical variance 0.27) (Figure 4.2a). 

The mean clast plunge for the footwall protosediment, 86
o
 SE (spherical variance 

0.57), is not reliable because the data are not uni-modal. The clasts actually 

plunge shallowly (<45
o
) in a range of directions. Mean plunge of clasts in the 

mixed zone of this fault is 68
o
 SW; closer to the apparent fault orientation N 

083/86 S, and with a greater degree of clustering (spherical variance 0.1).  

Clast plunge and plunge orientations are clustered in both the hangingwall and 

footwall protosediment cut by Fault 3, Akrata (Figure 4.2b); mean clast plunge 

and plunge orientation is 80
o
 W and 72

o
 SW (spherical variance 0.15 and 0.24) 

respectively. Clasts in the mixed zone have a comparable degree of clustering 

(spherical variance 0.23) but mean plunge and plunge orientation, 83
o
 ENE, is in 

the direction of apparent fault orientation, N 136/72 NE.  

A greater proportion of clasts appeared to be broken in-situ in the mixed zones of 

Fault 3, Akrata, and the Terrace Fault, Mentourgianika, 44 and 57% respectively, 

than the protosediment, 5 and 22% respectively (significant to 99%) (Figures 4.3a 

and b). Conversely, the proportion of broken clasts in the mixed zone of Cement 

Fault 2, Mentourgianika (41%), was smaller than the protosediment (52%), 

though this was not statistically significant (Figure 4.3c).  
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Figure 4.2 Bladed clast orientation percentiles in mixed zones and protosediment with the number of clasts included in the analysis (n). Sample transect 

locations shown in photographs. FW, HW and MZ indicate footwall, hangingwall and mixed zone samples respectively. Black boxes show locations of hand 

specimens collected from these faults. A) Fault An, Mentourgianika (Figure 4.1). B) Fault 3, Akrata, throw 7m (Figure 2.6).  
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Figure 4.3 Percentage of broken grains in mixed zones and protosediment. FW, HW and MZ indicate footwall, hangingwall and mixed zone respectively, 

with the number (n) of clasts sampled in each quadrant, quadrant locations shown by black boxes. A) Fault 3, Akrata, 7 m throw (Figure 4.2a). B) Terrace 

Fault, Mentourgianika, ~80 m throw (Figure 2.10), with location of hand specimen (M T MZ). C) Cement Fault 2, Mentourgianika, 1 m throw (Figure 2.10). 

Inset photograph shows example of a broken clast in the mixed zone, with location of hand specimens (M CF 2a and b MZ). 
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In addition to zones of mixed sediment, approximately 40% of faults with 1 to 10 

m throw, and 50% of faults with 10 to 100 m throw have localised shear zones 

(Figure 4.1a). These either dissect or bound zones of mixed sediment, and are 

largely continuous throughout fault exposures, such as in Fault G1, Pirgos (Figure 

4.1c). In contrast to the localised shear zones in cemented or fine-grained, 

cohesive sediment (Chapter 3), these localised shear zones are found along the 

surface of strongly indurated 0.02 m to 0.2 m thick cataclasite (Figure 4.4a). The 

exposed cataclasite surfaces often show slickenlines, indicating that these are slip 

surfaces (Figure 4.4a). The slip-surface cataclasite sample from Fault G1, Pirgos, 

shows a number of relict limestone clasts surrounded by a fine-grained matrix of 

irregularly shaped grains, many of which are intra-granularly fragmented (Figures 

4.4a ii to iv). Porosity of the cataclasite appears very low, and there does not 

appear to be grain shape-preferred alignment, though most grains are sub-equant 

(Figure 4.4a). Slip-surface cataclasites were not found in mixed zones of faults 

with throws <1.5 m (Figure 4.1a), and there is an apparent increase in the number 

of exposed slip-surface cataclasites in mixed zones with an increase in fault throw 

(Figure 4.4b).  

Damage zones were attributed to 41% of all faults cutting poorly lithified 

sediment, but the percentage increases from 15% for faults with 0.01 to 1 m 

throw, to 75% for faults with 10 to 100 m throw (Figure 4.1a). Damage zones are 

dominantly comprised of antithetic or synthetic subsidiary faults (Figure 4.1b) 

although disaggregation bands were found in fine-grained sediment adjacent to 

Fault 1B, Loutraki (Figure 3.1b). Fine-grained smears and lenses were not 

identified in these fault zones.   
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Figure 4.4 Slip-surfaces cataclasite in poorly lithified sediment. A) Example of slip-

surface cataclasite from Fault G1, Pirgos (Figure 4.1c). i) Slip-surface with slickenlines, 

in the field. ii) Hand specimen P G1 SS sliced perpendicular to the fault strike, from 

location shown by black box in (i). Relict clasts are supported by a matrix of irregular 

and fragmented grains. iii) Scanned thin section showing relict clast in (ii). iv) 

Photomicrograph taken under plane-polarised light of an intra-granularly fragmented 

grain from the cataclasite matrix in (ii). B) Number of slip-surface cataclasites exposed in 

mixed zones with fault throw.  

4.3.2 Fault zones in sediment of contrasting competency 

Sediment of contrasting competency exposed in the five outcrops is dominantly 

silt and marl inter-bedded with sand and gravel beds of the Aiges Formation 

(Figure 2.2). Competency contrasts are also found in outcrops exposing Giant 

Gilbert-type delta topset sediment where gravel and coarse sand conglomerate is 

inter-bedded with silt (Figure 2.6). The maximum throw of faults in exposed in 

the outcrops for this category is an order of magnitude less than in poorly lithified 

sediment.  
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The majority (88%) of mixed zones in faults cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency comprise lenses of largely undeformed sediment (Figure 4.5a). There 

is no overall trend in lens occurrence with fault throw. Lenses often include less 

competent (generally coarse-grained beds) between competent (generally fine-

grained) beds (Figures 4.5b and c). The number of lenses across mixed zones 

ranges between 0 and 3 at any one point along fault dip. Multiple lenses across 

the mixed zone are generally en-echelon, whereby they are connected but offset in 

the direction of fault shear (Figures 4.5b and c). 

Lens attributes are poorly correlated with fault size attributes and bed thickness 

(Figure 4.6). The strongest relationship is the positive correlation between the 

mean number of lenses across the mixed zone and mean mixed zone thickness (R
2
 

= 0.32) (Figure 4.6b). The average number of lenses across the mixed zone and 

proportion of the mixed zone comprising lenses slightly increase with fault throw 

(R
2
 = 0.24 and 0.20 respectively) (Figures 4.6a and c). The proportion of the 

mixed zone comprising lenses is slightly positively correlated with mean bed 

thickness (R
2
 = 0.19) (Figure 4.6d). The c: a lens aspect ratio is slightly positively 

correlated with both fault throw and mean competent bed thickness (R
2 
= 0.15 and 

0.23 respectively) (Figures 4.6e and f). The mean lens c: a aspect ratio was 2.9: 1 

(along-dip length: fault perpendicular thickness). The maximum measured lens 

aspect ratio was 8.5: 1 and the minimum was 0.43: 1. At any one point across the 

mixed zone thickness there was an average of one lens comprising roughly 65% 

of the mixed zone. 
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Figure 4.5 Fault zone structure in sediment of contrasting competency. A) Percentage of structural elements with fault throw and total number of faults in the 

category. B) Fault M3, Pirgos, throw 1.2 m (Figure 2.11), cutting marl inter-bedded with medium to coarse-grained sand. Mixed zone comprises two lenses 

bound by localised shear zones and a thin clay smear. Lens aspect ratio parameters “c” and “a” shown for lens 1. Disaggregation bands stained with iron 

oxide precipitate comprise the hangingwall damage zone. In the close-up to the right colours are enhanced for clarity. C) Fault 4, Akrata, throw >7 m (Figure 

2.6), cutting coarse gravel conglomerates with thin beds (~0.1 m) of silt in the footwall, and gravel conglomerate in the hangingwall. Mixed zone is 

dominated by lenses of cohesive silt and gravel conglomerate bound by localised shear zones. The mixed zone itself is bound by zones of mixed sediment.  
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Figure 4.6 Lens attributes with fault and bed size attributes in sediment of contrasting 

competency. A) Number of lenses across the mixed zone and fault throw. B) Number of 

lenses across the mixed zone and mean mixed zone thickness. C) Percentage of mixed 

zones comprising lenses and fault throw. D) Percentage of mixed zones comprising 

lenses and mean bed thickness. E) Mean lens aspect ratio (c: a) with fault throw. E) Mean 

lens aspect ratio (c: a) with mean competent bed thickness.   
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Figure 4.7 Fine-grained silt-smear in the mixed zone of Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 2.6). A) 

Fault 2 exposed in outcrop with location of hand sample Ak F2a (and Ak F2b). B) Silt-

smear in the mixed zone of Fault 2, black box shows location of Ak F2a. C) Hand 

specimen of silt-smear and gravel smears sliced perpendicular to fault strike (box in B). 

D) Scanned thin section showing the thin zone of mixed sediment contact between silt 

and gravel smear (box in C).  

Fine-grained smears were found in 56% of mixed zones of faults cutting sediment 

of contrasting competency. There was no correlation in the occurrence of fine-

grained smears with fault throw (Figure 4.5a). Fine-grained smears encompass 

both clay (Figure 4.5b) and silt smears (Figure 4.7). Clay smears generally form a 

thin surface veneer of clay grains along localised shear zones, such as between the 

lenses of Fault M3, Pirgos (Figure 4.5b). These were only found in mixed zones 

of faults cutting fine-grained marls. Silt smears are similar to the rotated and 

attenuated beds in mixed zones, described in Chapter 3. However, silt-smears 

generally form more continuous smears along the fault-dip than coarser-grained 
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smears, for example Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 4.7). At macro and micro-scales the 

silt smear in Fault 2, Akrata, appears to be minimally mixed at the grain-scale 

with the adjacent gravel smear (Figure 4.7).  

Localised shear zones were found in 88% of mixed zones cutting sediment of 

contrasting competency, there does not appear to be a correlation with fault throw 

(Figure 4.5a). These localised shear zones were primarily found in fine-grained 

sand and marl, and often bound sediment lenses (Figures 4.5b and c). Slip-surface 

cataclasites were not found in fault zones cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency.  

Only 44% of mixed zones in faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency 

have zones of mixed sediment, and on average these comprise <35% of the mixed 

zone area (Figure 4.5). Zones of mixed sediment can flank lenses in the mixed 

zone (Figure 4.5c) though are rarely found in combination with localised shear 

zones or fine-grained smears. Apart from the two faults with throws 0.01 to 0.1 

m, there is a slight increase in the percentage of faults with zones of mixed 

sediment with fault throw, from 25 to 55% (Figure 4.5a). 

Damage zones were found in 75% of fault zones cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency, though there is again no apparent trend in damage zone occurrence 

with fault throw (Figure 4.5a). Subsidiary faults are the most common structural 

element in the damage zone. Disaggregation bands are present in the damage 

zones of faults cutting fine-grained sediment, such as the Disaggregation Band 

Fault, Voutsimos, with 0.09 m throw (Figure 4.8). The porosity of the sampled 

disaggregation band is greater than the protosediment, and it could therefore be a 

dilation band (Figure 4.8d). However, the Disaggregation Band Fault itself is 

probably a subsidiary fault in the damage zone of the Big Fault, Voutsimos 

(Figure 2.8). In M3, Pirgos, iron-oxide staining also highlights possible 

disaggregation bands (Figure 4.5b). 
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Figure 4.8 Disaggregation band in the damage zone of the Disaggregation Band Fault, 

Voutsimos, cutting sediment of contrasting competency (Figure 2.8). A) Disaggregation 

Band Fault with disaggregation bands in the damage zone and location of hand sample V 

DB. B) View of the disaggregation band in hand sample V DB in outcrop, in fine-grained 

sand. C) Hand sample V DB sliced perpendicular to the disaggregation band, showing the 

disaggregation band offset (arrow). D) Photomicrographs under plane-polarised light, 

showing differences in porosity between the hangingwall protosediment (i) and the 

disaggregation band (ii).  

4.3.3 Faults zones juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment 

Faults in the third fault zone category, across which fine and coarse-grained 

sediments are juxtaposed, are found at the Voutsimos and Mentourgianika 

outcrops (Figure 2.2), proximal to the transition from the fine-grained silt and 

marl (sometimes inter-bedded with coarse sand and gravel debris flow deposits) 

of the Aiges Formation or Giant Gilbert-type delta bottomset and foreset deposits, 

to coarse-grained Giant Gilbert-type delta gravel conglomerate. The stratigraphic 

circumstances in the Gulf of Corinth rift results in the footwall comprising fine-
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grained sediment and the hangingwall coarser-grained sediment. All three of these 

faults had throws >17 m (Figure 4.9; Appendix 1).  

The structure of fault zones across which fine and coarse-grained sediment is 

juxtaposed differs somewhat from faults in poorly lithified and sediment of 

contrasting competency (Figure 4.9). Most notably, in these fault zones, coarse-

grained hangingwall and fine-grained footwall sediment is separated by a discrete 

contact, such as a localised shear zone or fine-grained smear (Figures 4.9b and c). 

In the Gravel-marl Fault, Mentourgianika, relatively thick (~0.1 m) slip-surface 

cataclasite provides a discrete boundary between the hangingwall gravel 

conglomerate and footwall marl (Figure 4.9c). The microstructure of this 

cataclasite differs to the slip-surface cataclasite from G1, Pirgos (Figure 4.4), as it 

comprises well-sorted angular grains of coarse-sand grade, supported by a fine-

grained matrix. A high proportion of grains are visibly fragmented (Figure 4.9c ii 

to iv).  

The structure of the mixed zone differs either side of these discrete boundaries 

(Figures 4.9b and c). Fine-grained sediment in mixed zones adjacent to the 

footwall is cut by many localised shear zones, sometimes forming lenses. In this 

zone beds can also be rotated in the direction of fault dip (Figure 4.9c). 

Deformation in coarse-grained sediment adjacent to the hangingwall is distributed 

through rotated and smeared beds. Towards the centre of the mixed zone these 

can form zones of mixed sediment (Figures 4.9). With the exception of 

disaggregation bands, all mixed zone structural elements were found in at least 

two of the three faults juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment (Figure 4.9a). 

Damage zones comprised a high density of synthetic and antithetic subsidiary 

faults (Figure 4.9b). Disaggregation bands, possibly including the sample in 

Figure 4.8, were also found cutting fine-grained footwall sediment throughout the 

damage zone of Big Fault 1, Voutsimos (Figure 4.9b).  
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Figure 4.9 Fault zone structure of faults juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment. A) Percentage of structural elements with fault throw and total number 

of faults in the category. B) Big Fault, Voutsimos, fault throw 23 m (Figure 2.8). i) Fault exposure with separate hangingwall and footwall sides of the mixed 

zone. Subsidiary faults and disaggregation bands in the damage zones. ii) Discrete contact between fine and coarse-grained sediment in the mixed zone. C) i) 

Gravel-marl Fault, Mentourgianika, throw 40 m (Figure 2.9) with separate hangingwall and footwall sides of the mixed zone and location of hand sample M 

GM SS. ii) Indurated slip-surface cataclasite sample (M GM SS, in i), perpendicular to the fault strike. iii) Photomicrograph under cross-polarised light from 

hand specimen M GM SS with a quartz grain crushed between two limestone clasts. iv) Fragmented quartz grain and fine-grained matrix in the cataclasite.  
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4.3.4 Mixed zone thickness and fault throw 

Faults in the five exposed outcrops have throws ranging four orders of magnitude 

and mean mixed zone thickness ranging three orders of magnitude (0.1 to 80 m and 

0.03 m to 2.6 m) (Figure 4.10). Mean, maximum and minimum mixed zone 

thicknesses are positively correlated with fault throw. The correlation coefficient for 

faults cutting poorly lithified sediment is relatively high (R
2
 = 0.46 to 0.61), but very 

low for faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency (R
2
 = 0.12 to 0.18) 

(Figures 4.10a to c). For faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency there is a 

slightly stronger correlation coefficient (R
2
 = 0.35) between mixed zone thickness 

and fault throw: mean bed thickness, than fault throw alone (Figure 4.10d). The two 

faults in which fine and coarse-grained sediment are juxtaposed across the fault zone 

plot either side of the line describing the trend for faults in poorly lithified sediment 

(Figures 4.10a to c).  

The mean and maximum mixed zone thickness for faults cutting poorly lithified 

sediment and sediment of contrasting competency were similar at <0.3 m throw 

(Figure 4.10a and b). However, the minimum mixed zone thickness at these throws is 

thinner for faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency than for faults cutting 

poorly lithified sediment (Figure 4.10c). The gradients of the trendlines for mean and 

minimum mixed zone thickness with fault throw are steeper for faults cutting poorly 

lithified sediment than sediment of contrasting competency. The fault throw/ mixed 

zone thickness trend gradient is steeper for minimum than maximum values (Figures 

4.10b and c). The mixed zone thickness/ throw relationship is most strongly 

correlated for throws between 1 and 10 m (Figures 4.10a to c). Mixed zone thickness 

range along-dip of each fault varies between 0.01 and 2 m, and increases with fault 

throw for faults cutting poorly lithified and sediment of contrasting competency 

(Figure 4.10e).  
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Figure 4.10 Mixed zone thickness and range with fault throw for 32 faults. A) Fault throw 

and mean mixed zone thickness. B) Fault throw and maximum mixed zone thickness. C) 

Fault throw and minimum mixed zone thickness. D) Mean mixed zone thickness and throw: 

bed thickness for faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency. E) Mixed zone 

thickness range along-dip, with fault throw. 
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4.4 Fault population attributes 

Trends fitted to the fault throw cumulative distributions for faults exposed in the 

Loutraki and Mentourgianika outcrops have power-law exponents of -0.49 and -0.62 

respectively, correlation coefficients are 0.68 and 0.92 (Figure 4.11a). The remaining 

outcrops do not have sufficient data to identify such trends. Faults with small and 

large throws plot below the trendline. At ~4 m (Loutraki) and 1.5 m 

(Mentourgianika) throw there are discontinuities in the fault throw population 

distribution. Above and below these points two trendlines with different gradients 

were fitted to the data, with power-law exponents of -0.2 (smaller throws) and -0.59 

to -2.2 (larger throws). The mean correlation for these separate trend lines (R
2
 for 

Loutraki is 0.94, Mentourgianika is 0.98) is greater than the single trendline 

describing each dataset. There is a similar trend in the mixed zone thickness 

cumulative distribution, with power-law exponents between -1.03 and -1.11 (R
2
 

between 0.86 and 0.92). Faults with small and large mixed zone thicknesses plot 

below this trendline. Bi-fractal distributions were fitted to these trends at ~0.2 m and 

0.8 m thickness, with power-law exponents of between -0.56 and -0.64 (thin faults) 

and -1.12 and -2.88 (thick faults). This strengthens the overall correlation for Akrata 

and Mentourgourianika (R
2
 = 0.97 and 0.90), but weakens it for Loutraki (R

2
 = 0.90).  

Fault density in the five outcrops ranges from 0.002 m
-1

 (Pirgos) to 0.7 m
-1

 

(Mentourgianika). There is a positive correlation between mean fault throw and fault 

density for the five outcrop locations (R
2
 = 0.89) (Figure 4.11c). Equal-angle 

stereoplots of fault orientations for each outcrop show that faults exposed in each 

section tend to have similar strike orientations, but dip in a conjugate arrangement 

(Figure 4.11c), though maps in Chapter 2 show that there is generally an 

asymmetrical sense of throw.  

Figure 4.11 Fault population characteristics for all five outcrops. A) Fault throw population 

distribution with logarithm of cumulative frequency for each outctop. B) Mean mixed zone 

thickness population distribution with logarithm of cumulative frequency for faults in each 

outcrop. C) Fault density (number of faults m
-1
) with average fault throw at each outcrop 

locality and equal-angle stereoplots with poles to planes of mapped faults. The Pirgos 

outcrop has two stereonets, for the faults in the south (right) and north (left) of the outcrop.  
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4.5 Fault zone structure and evolution 

Fault zone structure and evolution are now discussed for the three fault categories – 

poorly lithified sediment, sediment of contrasting competency and faults across 

which fine and coarse-grained sediments are juxtaposed – in light of the findings 

from across all five outcrops. The models of fault zone structure and evolution 

proposed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.9) are evaluated. 

4.5.1 Fault zone structure and evolution in poorly lithified sediment 

Fault zone structure, in particular the widespread occurrence of zones of mixed 

sediment, in fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment, is similar to the structure of 

fault zones exposed in the Loutraki outcrop, described in Chapter 3. Whilst all three 

faults with 10 to 100 m throw have zones of mixed sediment, they are also prevalent 

in fault zones with smaller throws. Based on the model presented in Figure 3.9 an 

increase in the proportion of fault zones with zones of mixed sediment might be 

expected with an increase in fault throw, due to the greater likelihood of fault throw 

exceeding bed thickness, thus allowing substantial grain-scale mixing (Chapter 3; 

Mozley and Goodwin, 1995; Heynekamp et al., 1999). This demonstrates the 

importance of individual bed thickness and possibly other processes, in addition to 

fault throw, for developing zones of mixed sediment.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Mean plunge and plunge orientation of bladed clasts in the mixed zones differ from 

those in the protosediment, and are either more closely aligned with fault dip 

direction, or have a lower spherical variance (Figure 4.2). Similar to the Loutraki 

outcrop, this grain-shape preferred clast alignment with fault dip indicates clast 

rotation in mixed zones (Figure 3.2). This, in addition to the grain-scale mixing 

required to form zones of mixed sediment, suggests that particulate flow functions as 

the dominant deformation mechanism throughout a range of faults with different 

throws and lithology (Figure 3.9b).  

This idea is supported by the correlation between mixed zone thickness and fault 

throw (Figures 4.10a to c). The scatter in this relationship could result from sampling 

error, sampling bias and outcrop limitations, or for mechanical reasons such as 

overlapping and linking faults, specific tectonic settings and stress regimes or 

lithology (Marrett and Allmendinger, 1991; Walsh et al., 1998; Heynekamp et al., 
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1999; Minor and Hudson, 2006; Torabi and Berg, 2011). The slightly greater 

minimum mixed zone thickness in faults cutting poorly lithified sediment with <1 m 

throw, than those cutting sediment of contrasting competency (Figure 4.10a to c), 

might reflect the coarse grain-size of these faults cutting poorly lithified sediment 

and the wider distribution of strain (Needham et al., 1996; Heynekamp et al., 1999; 

Minor and Hudson, 2006).  

The significant increase in the apparent proportion of clasts broken in situ in the 

mixed zones of Fault 3 (Akrata), and the Terrace Fault (Mentourgianika), than their 

corresponding protosediment suggests that cataclasis has contributed to strain 

accommodation in these mixed zones (Figure 4.3). The coarse grain-size of this 

gravel possibly contributes to the prevalence of cataclasis due to residual intra-clast 

weaknesses and greater stress concentrations at clast-clast contacts (Balsamo and 

Storti, 2010). It is likely that cataclasis is not detected in the broken-grain counts of 

Cement Fault 2 (Mentourgianika) because it has a small throw compared to the other 

two faults (1 m compared with 7 and 80 m). This supports the fault zone evolution 

model presented in Figure 3.9b, that cataclasis increases with fault throw and mixed 

zone evolution.  

Importantly, localised shear zones in the form of slip-surface cataclasites (e.g. 

Tueckmantel et al., 2010), comprised of a high proportion of angular and fragmented 

grains, were found in some faults with >1.5 m throw (Figure 4.1a and c). These are 

similar to those described in poorly lithified sands (Balsamo et al., 2008; Balsamo 

and Storti, 2010), and in high porosity sandstone (Antonellini and Aydin 1994; 1995; 

Tueckmantel et al., 2010). The specific grain-size characteristics of slip-surface 

cataclasites investigated by Tueckmantel et al. (2010) did not vary once formed. The 

absence of slip-surface cataclasites in faults with <1.5 m throw (Figure 4.1a), 

indurated nature, low porosity (Figure 4.4a), and grain-size characteristics 

established at the time of formation (Tueckmantel et al., 2010), implies that these 

represent the maximum possible strain hardening from shear accommodation in 

mixed zone sediment. Slickenlines along the surfaces indicate subsequent strain 

localisation (slip) along this surface i.e. strain softening (e.g. Fowles and Burley, 

1994; Walsh et al., 1998; Rawling and Goodwin, 2006).  
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While only based on data from four faults, the apparent increase in the number of 

slip-surface cataclasites with fault throw (Figure 4.4b) reflects findings of Balsamo 

and Storti (2010) who report multiple slip-surface cataclasites in faults with >20 m 

displacement. Balsamo and Storti (2010) and Tueckmantel et al. (2010) also find an 

increase in slip-surface cataclasite thickness with fault throw. This suggests that not 

all fault zone strain will be accommodated along a single slip-surface once it has 

formed, despite some strain localisation. Grain re-configuration and strain hardening 

probably continues to some degree in the remainder of the mixed zone, which would 

allow a repeat of the strain-hardening and softening processes with increased throw 

(Maltman, 1988). This is supported by the continued increase in mixed zone 

thickness after slip-surfaces have developed (Figures 4.10a to c). It is possible that 

slip-surface cataclasites form as a result of instantaneous stress resulting from fault 

rupture, since instantaneous deviatoric stress can exceed effective normal stress by 

more than an order of magnitude – particularly under low confining pressures 

(Hooke, 1995; Similox-Tohon and Sintubin, 2006). In which case, multiple slip-

surfaces could indicate successive rupturing events (e.g. Maltman, 1988).  

Investigation of fault zone structure in faults with a greater range of throws has 

revealed an additional stage of fault zone evolution, not identified from the Loutraki 

outcrop, of slip-surface formation from strain-hardening and subsequent strain 

softening (Figure 4.12). This substantial change to fault zone structure in larger faults 

indicates that caution should be taken when extrapolating fault zone structure from 

small to large faults cutting poorly lithified sediment. Nevertheless, the positive 

correlation between mixed zone thickness with fault throw is relatively consistent 

throughout fault zone evolution.  
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Figure 4.12 Fault zone evolution in poorly lithified sediment with the later stage of slip-

surface cataclasite development in faults >1 m throw. 

4.5.2 Fault zone structure and evolution in sediment of contrasting 
competency 

As described in Chapter 3.4.2, lenses of relatively undeformed sediment bound by 

localised shear zones are a major component of fault zones in sediment of contrasting 

competency (Figure 4.5). Similarly, there is considerably more scatter about the 

mixed zone thickness/ fault throw trend for faults cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency than faults cutting poorly lithified sediment (Figures 4.10 a to c). This 

supports the primary mechanism for mixed zone evolution in sediment of contrasting 

competency by fault tip bifurcation and asperity removal, as a result of mechanical 

stratigraphy heterogeneity and differences in strain distribution, rather than 

particulate flow (Figure 3.9c). 

The greatest scatter about the mixed zone thickness/ fault throw trend is found for 

faults with throws <1 m. The mixed zone thickness/ fault throw: mean bed thickness 

correlation shown in Figure 4.10d shows the influence of mechanical layer thickness 

on mixed zone thickness. The decrease in scatter in mean mixed zone thickness for 

faults with throws >1 m (Figure 4.10a), and the steeper gradient of the minimum than 

the maximum mixed zone thickness/ fault throw trends (Figures 4.10b and c) might 

result from the influence of the thickest part of the mixed zone along-dip on overall 

mixed zone thickness; as fault throw accumulates, more sediment moves past the 

thickest along-dip point of the mixed zone removing asperities from the mixed zone 

walls (e.g. Childs et al., 1996b). Therefore small faults would have a greater 

probability of retaining thin (and potentially leaky) zones than large faults. This 
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would also be true for faults cutting poorly lithified sediment. Despite this, the 

absolute range in mixed zone thickness is greater for faults with greater throws, 

though this reflects absolute thickness, not as a proportion to fault size.  

Lens attributes are very weakly correlated with a number of fault and stratigraphic 

variables (Figure 4.6), revealing the compexities of predicting these attributes (e.g. 

Kurz et al., 2008). The large range of c: a lens aspect ratios reveals the wide range of 

lens geometries. The slight increase in lens a: c aspect ratio with mean competent bed 

thickness (Figure 4.6f) supports the findings by Bastesen et al. (2009) and Gross et 

al. (1997) that mechanical strength of sediment or rock is an important control on 

lens geometry. However, the lower lens aspect ratio in faults with larger throws 

found by Lindanger et al. (2007) was not found in this work (Figure 4.6e). The 

process of periodic lens size and shape change believed to cause this decrease in lens 

aspect ratio with fault zone evolution, whereby lenses progressively split into lower 

order lenses, cannot be said to be a dominant mechanism in the evolution of lenses in 

these mixed zones.  

The mean lens c: a aspect ratio (2.9:1) indicates a tendency for slightly elongate 

lenses, though these are still more equant than those observed by Lindanger et al. 

(2007) (13:1) in faults of comparable size and lithology. Some of these differences 

may result from discrepancies in the definitions of lenses since in this investigation 

extensively deformed sediment was not classified as a lens, which excluded those 

that had undergone significant stretching or thinning. Nevertheless, differences could 

also arise from the specific lithology, mechanical stratigraphy, and interactions of 

extensional, normal and shear stresses.   

The geometry, spatial distribution (and whether they occur in isolation, en echelon or 

in duplexes) and degree of lens deformation, could be an important control on fault 

hydraulic properties (e.g. Lindanger et al., 2007). However, due to the 

unpredictability of lens attributes, average values will be used as an approximation in 

numerical fluid-flow models (Chapter 6). There are, however, problems with this 

approximation, for example, the average of one lens across the mixed zone at any 

one point along-dip implies that lenses occur in isolation, yet it was clear from 

outcrop that lenses more frequently occur en-echelon (Figures 4.5b and c). The 

creation of lenses, their geometry, and spatial relationships are necessarily 
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estimations and therefore represent a major uncertainty in fault zone hydrology 

(Lindanger et al., 2007).  

Fine-grained smears, sometimes comprising clay but more commonly silt, were 

relatively common components of faults cutting fine-grained protosediment. These 

smears contribute little to total mixed zone volume, yet they could have significant 

consequences for fault zone hydraulic properties (e.g. Gibson 1998). Clay smears 

form by grains aligning and sliding past one another (Wojtal, 1996; Heynekamp et 

al., 1999), which is dependent to a large degree on the platy structure of clay grains. 

Whilst silt smears do not attenuate as efficiently as clay (Yielding et al., 1997), the 

thin zone of mixed sediment at the contact between the silt and gravel smears in 

Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 4.7) suggests grain-scale mixing of silt-smears with 

surrounding sediment is retarded to some degree. Silt-smears may therefore remain 

relatively continuous throughout the mixed zone. The limited grain-scale mixing 

might result from an immiscibility of sediment of different grain sizes, and/ or 

cohesive fine-grained sediment. The occurrance, continuity and thickness of fine-

grained smears is dependent on the grain-size composition of the protosediment cut 

by the fault (Yielding et al., 1997; Bense et al., 2003).  

Zones of mixed sediment are considerably less common in faults cutting sediment of 

contrasting competency than those cutting poorly lithified sediment (Figure 4.5a). 

This could be due to the more common structural elements; lenses, localised shear 

zones, and fine-grained smears, behaving as physical barriers across which sediment 

is unable to mix at the grain-scale. In addition, as discussed in section 3.4.2.1, if 

strain is focussed along localised shear zones or in fine-grained smears, significant 

grain-scale mixing of sediment might not be required in order to accommodate strain. 

Nevertheless, there is an increase in the proportion of zones of mixed sediment with 

fault throw, suggesting that grain-scale mixing might increase as these faults evolve 

(Figure 4.5c).  

Overall, in contrast to faults in poorly lithified sediment, there does not appear to be 

a significant change in fault zone structure or deformation mechanisms with fault 

throw and evolution in faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency. This 

suggests a generally self-similar evolution, thus these faults need not be considered 

as part of a fault size hierarchy. The influence of fault size attributes and stratigraphic 
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and lithological parameters on the evolution of major fault zone structural elements 

such as lenses and fine-grained smears supports recommendations by Manzocchi et 

al. (2007) that such fault zones are best characterised by dimensionless ratios 

between the fault system and sedimentological variables.  

4.5.3 Fault zone structure and evolution in faults juxtaposing fine and 
coarse-grained sediment  

Despite only three faults in this category, fault zone structure was unmistakably 

distinct due to the separation of fine and coarse-grained sediment in the mixed zone 

across a discrete boundary (Figure 4.9). The division between the two sides of the 

mixed zone appears to result from an immiscibility of fine and coarse-grained 

sediment similar to that seen at the boundary of the fine-grained smear in Fault 2, 

Akrata (Figure 4.7). The differing mixed zone structures either side of this boundary 

implies each side evolves by separate deformation mechanisms. This type of fault 

can be expected close to the transitions between different sediment types, as shown 

in Figure 4.13.  

Localised shear zones and lenses in the fine-grained footwall sediment inter-bedded 

with coarser-grained debris flow deposits reflects deformation by fault-tip bifurcation 

and asperity removal comparable to mixed zone evolution in sediment of contrasting 

competency. However, the rotation of fine-grained beds at the mixed zone/ footwall 

boundary was only found in mixed zones of faults where fine-grained sediment is 

juxtaposed against coarse-grained sediment. Distributed deformation across the 

rotated and smeared beds of the coarse-grained hangingwall sediment is likely to 

form by (controlled) particulate flow, and results in the zones of mixed sediment, 

similar to faults cutting poorly lithified sediment (Figure 4.9). Slip-surface cataclasite 

forming the discrete boundary in the Gravel-marl fault, Mentourgianika (Figure 

4.9c), indicates that strain hardening and softening can also occur in these mixed 

zones. The combined fault evolution processes results in many of these fault zones 

results exhibiting all of the fault zone structural elements (e.g. Figure 4.13).  
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Figure 4.13 Changes to fault zone structure from faults cutting poorly lithified sediment 

(PLS) to faults in which fine and coarse-grained sediment is juxtaposed (J) and faults cutting 

sediment of contrasting competency (CC). This model is for a large fault cutting stratigraphy 

for the southern flank of the Gulf of Corinth rift with additional structural elements reported 

in this chapter included.  

4.5.4 Damage zone structure 

Overall, the proportion of faults with damage zones is higher in faults with greater 

throw (Figures 4.1a, 4.5a and 4.9a). However, this is still less than two thirds of all 

fault zones. Since faults were attributed damage zones even when the damage zone 

was not present in all beds, a mean weighted for the proportion of beds that have or 

do not have damage zones would demonstrate a yet smaller occurrence of damage 

zones. Similar to the Loutraki outcrop, subsidiary faults were the most common 

structural element, and disaggregation bands were found in fine-grained sediment. 

The apparent absence of disaggregation bands in coarse-grained sediment could be 

due to difficulties differentiating between small subsidiary faults and disaggregation 

bands from ambiguities in the scale distinctions between the two in coarse sediment 

(e.g. Exner and Grasemann, 2010), especially since Balsamo et al. (2008) suggest 

that disaggregation bands can be the locus of faults in extensional settings. The 

increase in porosity of the disaggregation band in Figure 4.8, in comparison to the 

protosediment, suggests it is probably a dilation band. These form under very low 
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confining pressures, generally in tensile quadrants of a fault damage zone (e.g. Du 

Bernard et al., 2002; Balsamo et al., 2008).  

4.6 Fault population characteristics  

The single power-law trend fitted to the fault throw and mean mixed zone thickness 

cumulative distributions would indicate a fractal dimension to fault size over the four 

and three orders of magnitude of sampled fault throw and mixed zone thickness 

(Figures 4.11a and b) (e.g. Scholz and Cowie, 1990; Needham et al., 1996; Torabi 

and Berg, 2011). However, the faults with smaller or larger throws or mixed zone 

thickness plot below this trendline. This could be caused by sample bias known as 

censoring and truncation, whereby the smallest faults are not always identified, and 

the sample area may be too small to include the largest faults (e.g. Needham et al., 

1996; Nicol et al., 1996; Wojtal, 1996; Yielding et al., 1996; Torabi and Berg, 2011). 

In addition, in this study, faults were deliberately excluded from the dataset due to 

difficulties defining their throw and/ or mixed zone thickness, and these tended to be 

the larger faults.  

Departure from the power-law trend could also indicate multi-fractal fault size 

population distributions (e.g. Wojtal, 1994; Torabi and Berg, 2011). Possible bi-

fractal distributions are shown by trendlines with differing power-law exponents. 

With the exception of the mixed zone thickness for the Loutraki outcrop, these 

exhibit general improvements in correlation coefficients. Multi-fractal fault size 

population distributions such as these can imply different deformation mechanisms 

acting at different fault scales (Gross et al., 1997). In such cases Torabi and Berg 

(2011) advocate regarding fault populations as hierarchical. 

The formation of slip surfaces in faults cutting poorly lithified sediment with throws 

>1.5 m coincides with the discontinuity in the slope of the fault throw population 

distribution of the Mentourgianika outcrop. These faults cut only poorly lithified 

sediment. Speculatively, this correspondence could reflect the development of slip-

surface cataclasites. Due to the potential hydraulic importance of slip-surface 

cataclasites and the fault zone heterogeneity they impart, fault zones cutting poorly 

lithified sediment with throws greater or less than 1.5 m throw should be considered 

as part of a hierarchy. Other distinction points (e.g. Loutraki and Akrata) could 
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reflect specific dimensions of mechanical stratigraphy related to lens development in 

this region (e.g. Wojtal, 1996; Gross et al., 1997; Wilkins and Gross, 2002) despite 

no changes in fault zone deformation being identified with fault throw for faults 

cutting sediment of contrasting competency.  

Torabi and Berg (2011) also find that a hierarchical distinction can be made at 1 m 

and 1.25 m fault throw in a range of fault populations. Distinction points differ 

between different fault populations, due to structural settings (Scholz and Cowie, 

1990; Wojtal, 1996), processes of fault interaction and linkage (e.g. Wojtal, 1996; 

Gross et al., 1997; Wilkins and Gross 2002), and as shown here, lithology and 

stratigraphy. An additional fault throw distinction point was reported at 400 m throw 

(Zygouri et al., 2008) for faults cutting basement rocks in the Corinth rift basin.  

All five outcrops were located in regions of high strain relative to other outcrops in 

the Gulf of Corinth syn-rift sediment, proximal to major crustal-scale faults (Figure 

2.2), and therefore the comparatively high fault densities (Figure 4.11c) cannot be 

extrapolated across the region. Nevertheless, average fault density (<0.7 m
-1

) is lower 

than the reported fault densities for many other outcrops, which can have densities of 

up to 3 m
-1

 (Wojtal, 1996). Under-sampling of faults, for reasons outlined above, will 

influence the reported fault density, but it could also reflect the mechanical properties 

of poorly lithified sediment compared to the sandstone and shale sequences that 

previous fault densities were estimated from (e.g. Nicol et al., 1996). 

The conjugate nature of faults exposed in the outcrops implies considerable fault 

connectivity, with the exception of the Pirgos outcrop that has a low fault density. 

Fault connectivity would be higher still if there was a greater variation in fault 

strikes. Apparent fault strike orientations are predominantly perpendicular to outcrop 

exposures, indicating an element of bias in their measurement.  

The positive correlation between fault density and mean fault throw (Figure 4.11c) 

indicates local strain accommodation both by an increase in fault throw on certain 

pre-existing faults, and the nucleation of new faults (e.g. Wojtal, 1994; Nicol et al., 

1996). The power-law exponent of the fault density/ throw trend (2.4) falls within the 

range of previous fault population datasets (e.g. 4.0 to 1.0) (e.g. Nicol et al., 1996). 

The maximum fault throw of 80 m, found in syn-rift sediment is small compared 
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with the crustal-scale faults of the Corinth rift basin, possibly reflecting a limit on 

absolute fault size in the syn-rift sediment. 

4.7 Summary  

Findings presented in this chapter indicate that the models of fault zone evolution 

and structure for faults cutting poorly lithified sediment and sediment of contrasting 

competency, identified in Chapter 3, can largely be applied to faults exposed in all 

five of the Gulf of Corinth rift outcrops. Extension of the fault dataset to incorporate 

a wider range of geological factors has revealed additional characteristics of fault 

zone structure and evolution in syn-rift sediment.    

Controlled particulate flow is the dominant mixed zone deformation mechanism in 

faults cutting poorly lithified sediment. This produces zones of mixed sediment and a 

steady increase in mixed zone thickness, with fault throw. The greater percentage of 

broken grains in mixed zones of faults with >7 m throw than their protosediment 

demonstrates the increase in cataclasis with fault throw. Investigations of faults with 

larger throws show that when strain hardening in the mixed zone reaches its limit 

indurated slip-surface cataclasites develop. Slip surfaces represent subsequent strain 

weakening processes in the mixed zone. Slip-surface cataclasites first occur in faults 

with >1.5 m throw, and could be reflected in bi-fractal fault-size population 

distributions. Faults cutting poorly lithified sediment should thus be considered to 

have a fault size hierarchy.  

Combinations of fault zone structural elements vary more widely in faults cutting 

sediment of contrasting competency than faults cutting poorly lithified sediment. 

Significant scatter around the fault throw/ mixed zone thickness trend for faults 

cutting sediment of contrasting competency reflects the importance of fault tip 

bifurcation, asperity removal, and lens formation in the evolution of these mixed 

zones. There are a wide range of possible controls on lens attributes. Mixed zones 

cutting sediment of contrasting competency often also comprise localised shear 

zones and fine-grained smears. Mechanical stratigraphy and fault throw are major 

controls on fault zone structure and mixed zone thickness.  
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A third category of fault zone has been identified across which fine and coarse-

grained sediment is juxtaposed. These comprise distinct hangingwall and footwall 

mixed zones, separated by a discrete boundary. These fault zones are likely to 

comprise all fault zone structural elements. Models of fault zone evolution for poorly 

lithified sediment and sediment of contrasting competency can largely explain the 

respective hangingwall and footwall structure of the mixed zones in these faults.  
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5. The hydraulic properties of fault zones 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, hydraulic properties i.e. porosity, hydraulic conductivity, and 

anisotropy, of fault zones exposed at the five outcrop locations in the Gulf of Corinth 

rift are estimated. These properties are compared with their undeformed 

protosediment. Porosity was calculated by thin section image analysis, and hydraulic 

conductivity estimated from porosity and grain-size distributions, using empirical 

equations. Anisotropy was estimated from the tortuosity of fluid-flow pathways 

through sediment. The impact of lithology and fault throw on fault zone hydraulic 

properties is considered.  

Chapters 3 and 4 recorded differences in sediment properties between fault zones and 

undeformed protosediment. Deformation by controlled particulate flow can result in 

a decrease in grain-size, sorting and changes in grain-shape, roundness and packing 

(Figure 4.12). These changes can alter sediment porosity and pore connectivity, and 

thus impact intrinsic permeability (k). 

Hydraulic conductivity (K) is a measure of the ease with which a fluid moves 

through a rock or sediment:  

       
  

 
   Equation 5.1 

Where k is the intrinsic permeability of a rock or sediment, ρ the fluid density,   

acceleration due to gravity, and µ the viscosity of the fluid in question. K can be 

determined directly by:  

a) Hydraulic pumping and injection tests in the field (e.g. Giurgea et al., 

2004).  

b) In-situ permeability measurements of outcrop exposures using air 

permeameters (e.g. Sigda et al., 1999; Rawling et al., 2001).  

c) Laboratory permeameter experiments on sample cores (e.g. Evans et al., 

1997; Bense et al., 2003).  

However, these methods could not be used in this investigation because:  

a) Well-test data and equipment were not available.  
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b) The coarse grained sediment exposed in outcrops made exposure surfaces 

too rough for field based air permeametry, and the high hydraulic 

conductivities exceeded pump volume.  

c) Sediment samples could not be obtained without in-situ resin 

impregnation, which would prevent subsequent permeameter experiments.  

As a result, hydraulic conductivity has been estimated indirectly using empirical 

equations based on the physical properties of sediment (e.g. Masch and Denny, 1966; 

Beard and Weyl, 1973; Shepherd, 1989; Van den Berg et al., 2003). 

The changes to porosity and hydraulic conductivity resulting from grain-scale 

deformation processes are quantified here for seven fault zones comprising 

apparently homogeneous zones of mixed sediment (e.g. Figure 4.1), that cut either 

sand or gravel (Table 5.1). Porosity and grain-size was assessed by digital image 

analysis of thin sections, following the method outlined by Van den Berg et al. 

(2003). Hydraulic conductivity is estimated from these data using the Kozeny-

Carman equation which includes a porosity parameter (Bear, 1972 in Freeze and 

Cherry, 1979). Since two-dimensional porosity and grain-size are not necessarily 

representative of these properties in three dimensions measured characteristics will 

be considered as apparent and used primarily as comparisons with other samples in 

this work (Bouabid et al., 1992; Francus, 1998; Van den Berg et al., 2003).  

The porosity and hydraulic conductivity of zones of mixed sediment and 

corresponding protosediment were compared directly for four faults in which beds 

cut by the faults could be traced directly into the mixed zone; two in gravel 

(Mentourgianika Fault An and Akrata Fault 3) and two in sand (Mentourgianika 

Fault 11 An and Akrata Small Fault (SF)) (Table 5.1). The porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity of three other fault zones cutting gravel and comprising zones of mixed 

sediment were also calculated (Akrata Fault 1, Mentourgianika Terrace Fault and 

Cement Fault 2) along with two slip-surface cataclasites (Pirgos Fault G1 and 

Mentourgianika Gravel-Marl Fault), a fine-grained smear (Akrata Fault 2) and two 

disaggregation bands (Mentourgianika Fault 11 Antithetic and Voutsimos 

Disaggregation Band Fault) (Table 5.1). The variability in estimates of porosity and 

hydraulic conductivity of mixed zones due to differences in fault throw (between 0.1 

and 80 m) were investigated. 
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Table 5.1 Details of image analysis samples, including the original fault, fault throw, and 

structural element with figures showing sample locations. Ak is Akrata, V is Voutsimos, M 

is Mentourgianika and P is Pirgos. 

Chapters 3 and 4 show that in heterogeneous sediment, development of lenses and 

smears cause bed reconfiguration in mixed zones, producing heterogeneities and 

anisotropies. Mixed zone hydraulic heterogeneity is addressed in this chapter by 

mapping hydraulic conductivity across the fault zone and protosediment. Thin 

section image analysis could not be used for this due to the high density of sampling 

required to map hydraulic conductivity across these complex fault zones. Hydraulic 

conductivity was calculated using grain-size distributions and the Krumbein and 

Monk (1942) empirical equation. Alterations to sediment porosity due to mixed zone 

Thin section ID Structural element
Hand 

sample ID
Fault ID

Fault 

throw 

(m)

Lithology Figure

Zone of mixed sediment 0.5 Gravel 2.6

Ak SF (FW) Footwall

Ak SF (MZ) Zone of mixed sediment

Ak SF (HW) Hangingwall

Ak F2a FZ (S) Silt-smear

Ak F2a FZ (M) Zone of mixed sediment

Ak F2a FZ (P) Gravel smear

Ak F2b MZ Zone of mixed sediment Ak F2b FZ

Ak F3a FW Footwall Ak F3a FW

Ak F3b MZ Zone of mixed sediment Ak F3b FZ 

Ak F3c MZ Zone of mixed sediment Ak F3c FZ

V DB (FW) Footwall

V DB (DB) Disaggregation band

V DB (HW) Hangingwall

M F11 An (FW) Footwall

M F11 An (HW) Hangingwall

M F11 An (MZ) Zone of mixed sediment

M F11 An (DB ) Disaggregation band

M F11 An (FW B) Footwall

M GM SS a Slip-surface cataclasite M GM SS a

M GM SS b Slip-surface cataclasite M GM SS b

M TF MZ Zone of mixed sediment M TF FZ Terrace Fault 1 80 Gravel 4.3b

M An FW a Footwall

M An FW b Footwall

M An MZ a Zone of mixed sediment

M An MZ b Zone of mixed sediment

M CF 2a MZ Zone of mixed sediment M CF 2 FZ a

M CF 2b MZ Zone of mixed sediment M CF 2 FZ b

P G1 SS Slip-surface cataclasite P G1 SS G1 40 Gravel 4.1c

Sand

Sand

Gravel

Gravel

Gravel

2.10.

Gravel/marl fault 40 4.9c

4.1b

4.3c

2.6

4.7 & 5.8Fault 2 

4.2b & 

4.3 a

4.8

2

Sand

Gravel and 

silt 

Gravel

0.01

7

0.09

0.1

Cement fault 2 

An 

M An FW

M An FZ

F 11 Antithetic M F11 An

Disaggregation 

band fault 
V DB

1.49

1

Fault 3

Ak F2a FZ

Fault 1 Ak F1Ak F1 MZ

Small fault Ak SF
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processes were not explicitly accounted for in this analysis, though Van den Berg et 

al. (2003) suggest that the use of grain-size in empirical equations can account for 

some changes to porosity due to the dependency of sediment packing on the grain-

size distribution. Fault zone heterogeneity was assessed for three faults cutting 

heterogeneous sediments exposed at the Loutraki outcrop (Fault 1A, Fault 1C and 

Fault 5 in Figures 3.1a, c and 3.7) and one with a fine-grained smear exposed at the 

Akrata outcrop (Fault 2 in Figure 4.7).  

In mixed zones, hydraulic anisotropy, which is the difference in hydraulic 

conductivity with the orientation of measurement, can result from the orientation of 

structural elements such as slip-surface cataclasite or bed smears (Bense and Person, 

2006). Preferential alignment of non-spherical clasts (Figures 3.2 and 4.2) can also 

cause hydraulic anisotropy by causing differences in flow-path tortuosity 

perpendicular and parallel to the direction of clast alignment (Arch and Maltman, 

1990). Flow path tortuosity is estimated from three photographs of clasts in mixed 

zones and adjacent protosediment for Loutraki Fault 1A and Fault 5, and Akrata 

Fault 3, and used to estimate hydraulic anisotropy. 

5.2 Estimating sediment hydraulic properties  

5.2.1 Estimating porosity and grain-size from thin section image analysis 

Sixteen hand samples were taken from hand samples and undeformed protosediment 

(Table 5.1). Samples were sliced perpendicular to fault strike. Thin sections were 

made from parts of hand samples that appeared representative of overall hand sample 

properties (Table 5.1). Some specific small-scale features were targeted for thin 

sections, including thin zones of mixed sediment cutting sand and disaggregation 

bands (Ak SF MZ, M 11 An and V DB), and the thin zone of mixed sediment 

between the fine-grained smear and gravel smear in sample Ak F2a FZ (Table 5.1).  

Photomicrographs were taken of randomly selected regions of each of the 29 thin 

sections. Microscope magnifications of two or four were used depending on the 

dominant grain-size. For the coarsest gravel samples (M An FW and MZ) a high 

resolution scan was also made of the whole thin section (Figure 5.1). 

Photomicrographs were taken under both plane-polarised and cross-polarised light. 
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The image with the greatest colour contrast between pores and grains was used for 

image analysis. Photographs were imported into the image analysis freeware ImageJ 

(Rasband, 2011), and a scale attached. For each image the software was manually 

trained to identify blue (dyed resin) or white (resin without dye) pixels for 

photographs taken under plane-polarised light, and black pixels for photographs 

taken under cross-polarised light, as pore spaces. ImageJ then reclassified the whole 

photomicrograph image into a binary image in which black and white pixels 

represented grains and pores respectively (Figure 5.1). This image was compared 

with the original photomicrograph to identify any mis-classifications of pixels which 

were rectified by re-training the software identification for the whole image, or by 

manual adjustment in drawing software, until the binary image was of sufficient 

quality for analysis. The ImageJ watershed tool was used to define and separate 

pores and grains before analysis of the image. A detailed description of image 

analysis steps is presented in Appendix 2. 

  

 

Figure 5.1 Steps of the image analysis procedure for thin sections in ImageJ. 1. Image 

acquired of thin section. This image is from a scanned thin section however most images 

were acquired through the microscope. 2. Area of image selected for analysis. 3. Pore spaces 

and grains classified to produce black and white binary images. 4. Smoothing and sharpening 

of image, and filling of holes in pore space or grains. This involved small scale changes that 

are barely visible at the scale of this image. 5. Grain and pore boundaries identified and 

separated by ImageJ. 6. Size analysis by ImageJ for individual grains and pores. Further 

details of these steps for the ImageJ software are included in Appendix 2.   
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Porosity was calculated as an “Area fraction” in ImageJ. This was converted to 

percentage porosity (n).  ImageJ calculated grain-size distributions (number of grains 

per grain-size fraction) and D50 (median grain-size diameter in mm) based on the 

“Feret Diameter” – the longest distance between any two points along the selection 

boundary for each grain. Grain-size distributions were converted to grain-size 

distribution by mass, assuming all grains are spherical, using Equation 5.2:  

                
 

 
         

                 Equation 5.2 

Where ρ is the grain density (average of 2631 kg m
-3

 for crustal rocks), g is 

acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s
-1

), Ng is the total number of grains in the class 

fraction. Grain-size sorting parameters were calculated from the grain-size 

distributions.  

5.2.2 Estimating hydraulic conductivity from empirical equations  

Intrinsic permeability (k) was calculated from thin section porosity and average 

grain-size using the Kozeny-Carman equation: 

      
  

      
  

   
 

   
             Equation 5.3 

where k is in darcies, and   is fraction porosity (e.g. Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Van 

den Berg et al., 2003). K was then calculated from k using Equation 5.1 where ρ is 

the density of water (999.7 kg m
-3

), and μ is the viscosity of water (1307 x 10
-6

 N s 

m
-2

) at 10
o
 C.  

It was not possible to use the Kozeny-Carman equation to calculate hydraulic 

conductivity for grain-size samples since porosity was not known, therefore it was 

necessary to use methods based on grain-size distributions alone. The applicability of 

equations developed by Hazen (1911) (cf. Freeze and Cherry, 1979) and Krumbein 

and Monk (1942), and graphical methods developed by Masch and Denny (1966) 

and Shepherd (1989), were assessed for these samples. The Masch and Denny (1966) 

graphical method could not be used because the majority of sampled grain-sizes 

exceed the grain-size limit on the graph. The Shepherd (1989) graphical method 

could not be used because sorting characteristics were estimated based on the 

depositional environment, thus could not account for alterations resulting from fault 
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zone processes. Estimates of hydraulic conductivity from Hazen’s (1911) equation 

differed considerably to estimates using the other methods. Therefore, the Krumbein 

and Monk (1942) equation: 

           
                  Equation 5.4 

Where b and α are dimensionless constants of 760 and 1.31 respectively (Krumbein 

and Monk, 1942), and Ø the sorting parameter, was most appropriate for this 

purpose. Despite having been developed for moderately well-sorted to extremely 

well-sorted medium to very coarse-grained sand samples (σØ 0.04 to 0.8, and 

   0.42 to 1.68 mm), estimates of hydraulic conductivity for these samples, even in 

coarse grained, very poorly sorted gravel, reflect typical values suggested in the 

literature (e.g. Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Hiscock 2005). 

5.2.3 Estimating hydraulic anisotropy 

Two-dimensional flow path tortuosity was estimated from photographs of two 

outcrops and a hand sample in which the outlines of clasts were easily 

distinguishable. Clasts from both the mixed zone and protosediment can be seen in 

each photograph which reduces disparities in clast identification that may arise from 

using different images. The photographs were converted to binary images showing 

clast outlines either manually, or using ImageJ (section 5.2.1). A number of equally 

spaced vertical, horizontal, fault parallel and perpendicular lines were drawn across 

each image with length L (Figure 5.2). The tortuous path length (LT) was measured 

across the image by hand, beginning at the same start point as the straight lines and 

traversing the image in the same orientation as each transect, but following the 

shortest path around clasts, rather than direct line routes (Figure 5.2). Tortuosity (T) 

was calculated using Equation 5.5 (Arch and Maltman, 1990).    

  

  
  

 
              Equation 5.5 

Intrinsic permeability influenced by tortuosity can be calculated using Equation 5.6 

(Arch and Maltman, 1990): 

    
  

          Equation 5.6 
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where C is a constant and r is the mean pore radius. Assuming C and r do not vary in 

the same sediment, permeability anisotropy resulting from tortuosity was determined 

using Equation 5.7: 

           
 

                 Equation 5.7

  

Permeability anisotropy resulting from tortuosity was derived for the vertical/ 

horizontal, and fault parallel/ fault perpendicular orientations. This was plotted as 

permeability ellipses over the original images.  

   

Figure 5.2 Example of flow path tortuosity measurements in the vertical orientation. Red 

grids indicate direct pathways (length L), and blue lines show potential fluid-flow pathways 

resulting from flowpath tortuosity (length LT). Measurements were also made in fault 

parallel and fault perpendicular orientations.  

5.3 Porosity and hydraulic conductivity of sediment samples 

5.3.1 Porosity and hydraulic conductivity from image analysis  

Porosity and hydraulic conductivity calculated from image analysis are included in 

Appendix 3, and shown in Figure 5.3. The mean porosity for all protosediment 

samples was 21% (standard deviation +/- 5%) and mean hydraulic conductivity was 

5.04 x 10
-3

 m s
-1

. The mean porosity for all samples from fault zones was 12% 

(standard deviation +/- 10%) and mean hydraulic conductivity was 3.75 x 10
-3

 m s
-1

. 

The mean range of estimated porosity for each sample is 6.1%. The greatest porosity 
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range measured for single samples (18 to 19.4%) were found in three of the coarsest 

gravel samples (Mentourgianika An FWa and b and An MZb). The smallest mean 

porosity range (0.3%) was found in the sample from Mentourgianika Cement Fault 2 

MZ b (Figure 5.3). The greatest range in estimated hydraulic conductivity was found 

in the gravel sample Mn An MZ b (1.80 x 10
-1 

m s
-1

) and the smallest range was 

found in gravel sample P G1 SS (1.57 x 10
-7 

m s
-1

). Overall, the greatest estimated 

hydraulic conductivity range for zones of mixed sediment and their protosediment 

was from gravel samples (Figure 5.3, Table 5.3). 

5.3.1.1 Zones of mixed sediment  

The estimated porosity and hydraulic conductivity of samples from zones of mixed 

sediment were generally lower than that of the protosediment (Figure 5.3; Tables 5.2 

and 5.3). The mean porosity of samples from zones of mixed sediment in fault zones 

cutting coarse-grade sand was 9.6% lower, and from zones of mixed sediment 

cutting fine to medium-grade gravel was 8.5% lower, compared with the mean 

porosity for protosediment sand and gravel samples respectively (Table 5.2). Mean 

porosity of samples from zones of mixed sediment compared directly to their 

protosediment is an average of 9% lower in sand, and 3% lower in gravel. However, 

the mean porosity of mixed zone gravel samples Ak F1 MZ and M An MZa is 

slightly higher than that of the protosediment mean (Figure 5.3). The extremely low 

mean porosity of the sample M CF 2b (0.75%) probably results from cement within 

it. The range for estimated porosity for zone of mixed sediment samples is 3.5% for 

sand and 23.65% for gravel, compared with 16.7% and 7.4% for the protosediment 

(Table 5.2).  
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Table 5.2 Mean, standard deviation and range of estimated sample porosity for each type of 

sediment, identified from thin section image analysis. N/A indicates where values could not 

be obtained.  

 

 

Table 5.3 Mean, standard deviation and range of sample hydraulic conductivity identified 

from thin section image analysis and the Kozeny-Carman equation, for each type of 

sediment. N/A indicates where values could not be obtained.  

Type of sediment  

Mean 

porosity 

(%) 

Standard 

deviation 

of 

porosity 

(%) 

Porosity 

range (%) 

No. of 

samples 

Sand protosediment 22.6 5.6 10.4 to 27.1 7 

Zone of mixed sediment (sand) 13.0 2.5 11.2 to 14.7 2 

Disaggregation band (sand) 32.7 13.9 22.9 to 42.5 2 

Gravel protosediment 19.9 4.0 15.3 to 22.7 3 

Zone of mixed sediment (gravel) 11.4 7.9 0.75 to 24.4 9 

Slip-surface cataclasites (gravel) 3.7 3.2 1.3 to 7.3 3 

Smear (gravel) 20.0 N/A N/A 1 

Zone of mixed sediment (gravel/silt) 5.8 N/A N/A 1 

Fine-grained smear (silt) 8.1 N/A N/A 1 

Type of sediment 

Mean 

hydraulic 

conductivity 

(m s
-1

) 

Standard 

deviation of 

hydraulic 

conductivity 

(+/- m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

range (m s
-1

) 

No. of 

samples 

Sand protosediment 3.0 x 10
-3
 2.0 x 10

-3
 

3.2 x 10
-4  

to 

6.0 x 10
-3
 7 

Zone of mixed sediment (sand) 5.5 x 10
-4
 5.7 x 10

-4
 

1.5 x 10
-4  

to 

9.5 x 10
-4
 2 

Disaggregation band (sand) 1.2 x 10
-2
 1.0 x 10

-2
 

4.6 x 10
-3 

 to 

1.9 x 10
-2
 2 

Gravel protosediment 9.9 x 10
-3
 7.2 x 10

-3
 

1.2 x 10
-2  

to 

1.8 x 10
-3
 3 

Zone of mixed sediment 

(gravel) 9.3 x 10
-3
 2.0 x 10

-2
 

1.6 x 10
-7  

to 

6.0 x 10
-2
 9 

Slip-surface cataclasites 

(gravel) 1.5 x 10
-5
 2.5 x 10

-5
 

9.4 x 10
-8  

to 

4.4 x 10
-5
 3 

Smear (gravel) 3.1 x 10
-4
 N/A N/A 1 

Zone of mixed sediment 

(gravel/silt) 1.6 x 10
-5
 N/A N/A 1 

Fine-grained smear (silt) 1.4 x 10
-5
 N/A N/A 1 
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Figure 5.3 Mean and range of porosity (left axis) and hydraulic conductivity (right axis) of samples measured from thin section image analysis. Mean porosity 

is shown in the centre of the rectangles and the porosity range by the rectangles. Hydraulic conductivity is shown by the markers, and the range by black bars. 

Sample ID corresponds to Table 5.1.  
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The mean hydraulic conductivity of samples from zones of mixed sediment cutting 

sand is nearly an order of magnitude lower than the sand protosediment. The mean 

hydraulic conductivity of samples from zones of mixed sediment cutting gravel is 

half an order of magnitude lower than the protosediment mean (Figure 5.3; Table 

5.3). Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity of zones of mixed sediments in sand is 

one to two orders of magnitude lower than the direct protosediment. In gravel 

samples, the mean estimated hydraulic conductivity ranges from one order of 

magnitude higher to two orders of magnitude lower than the direct protosediment. 

The zone of mixed sediment samples with higher estimated hydraulic conductivity 

are again from Mentourgianika Fault An (M An MZa and b) (Figure 5.3; Appendix 

3). The estimated hydraulic conductivity for zones of mixed sediment in sand is the 

same order of magnitude for both samples and ranges five orders of magnitude for 

gravel samples. Estimated hydraulic conductivity ranges by an order of magnitude 

for both sand and gravel protosediment samples (Table 5.3). 

5.3.1.2 Slip-surface cataclasite 

Mean porosity and estimated hydraulic conductivity of slip-surface cataclasites are 

lower than the other fault zone structural elements (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Mean 

porosity of slip-surface cataclasites, 3.7%, is 19% lower than the mean porosity of 

gravel protosediment, and nearly 10% lower than the mean porosity of samples from 

zones of mixed sediment in gravel (Table 5.2). Mean estimated hydraulic 

conductivity of the slip-surface cataclasite is nearly three orders of magnitude lower 

than the mean for the gravel protosediment and zones of mixed sediment. The total 

porosity range is 6% (Table 5.2), equating to a range in hydraulic conductivity of 

three orders of magnitude; from 9.4 x 10
-8

 m s
-1

 to 4.4 x 10
-5

 m s
-1

 (Table 5.3).  

5.3.1.3 Disaggregation bands in sand 

Mean porosity of the disaggregation bands in sand was 10.1% higher than the mean 

porosity of sand protosediment (Table 5.2). Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity is 

an order of magnitude higher in disaggregation bands than the mean for sand 

protosediment (Table 5.3).  However, there was a considerable difference in mean 

porosity between the two sampled disaggregation bands; 42.5% for V DB (DB) and 
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22.9% for M F11 An (DB), which was only 0.3% higher than mean of the sand 

protosediment (Figure 5.3; Table 5.2).  

5.3.1.4 Sediment smears 

Estimated porosity of the gravel smear sample Ak F2a MZ (P), flanking the silt 

smear in Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 4.7), is similar (20%) to adjacent gravel 

protosediment porosity (Figure 5.3; Table 5.2). Estimated porosity of the silt-smear 

sample Ak F2a MZ (S) is 12% lower than this, 8.1%. Estimated porosity of the 

sample Ak F2a MZ (M), from the thin zone of mixed sediment between the silt and 

gravel smears (Figure 4.7) is lower than either the gravel or silt-smear (5.8%) (Figure 

5.3, Table 5.2). However, estimated hydraulic conductivity for the silt smear sample 

is slightly lower than the zone of mixed sediment sample (1.4 x 10
-5 

m s
-1

 and 1.6 x 

10
-5 

m s
-1

 respectively), owing to the larger mean grain-size sampled in the latter.  

5.3.1.5 Trends in porosity and hydraulic conductivity with fault throw 

In Figure 5.4 estimated porosity and hydraulic conductivity of samples from zones of 

mixed sediment and slip-surface cataclasites are plotted against the throw of the fault 

from which the sample was sourced. Samples M CF 2 b and Ak F2a  are not included 

in this analysis because the porosity of the former is strongly influenced by cement 

and because the latter sample originates from a mixed zone dominated by a silt-

smear rather than a zone of mixed sediment (Figure 4.7).  

Inverse logarithmic and power-law trends have been fitted to porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity data respectively (Figure 5.4). The steepest gradient in sample porosity 

and hydraulic conductivity decrease with fault throw occurs in faults with <2 m 

throw. The gradient for the decrease in porosity and hydraulic conductivity 

parameters with fault throw is smaller at greater fault throws, apparently ceasing 

when fault throw exceeds 5 m (Figure 5.4). Despite relatively poor correlations 

between porosity and hydraulic conductivity and fault throw, the trends in Figure 

5.4a would suggest an apparent 18% decrease in porosity with each order of 

magnitude increase in fault throw (R
2
 = 0.33), equating to an absolute decrease in 

porosity of 3-4% with each order of magnitude increase in fault throw (Figure 5.4a). 

Calculated hydraulic conductivity decreases by an order of magnitude with 1.5 

orders of magnitude increase in fault throw (R
2
 = 0.22) (Figure 5.4b). When only 
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zones of mixed sediment cutting gravel are considered, porosity decreases by ~8%, 

and hydraulic conductivity decreases by an order of magnitude, with each order of 

magnitude increase in fault throw. The correlations between fault throw and porosity 

and hydraulic conductivity improve slightly for only samples of zones of mixed 

sediment cutting gravel, to R
2
 = 0.54 and 0.34 respectively.  

There is a possible initial increase in porosity and hydraulic conductivity in faults 

with throw <~1 m, before the porosity decreases with fault throw (Figure 5.4). 

However, no trend was identified at throws <1 m because the zone of mixed 

sediment samples were from sand only, which complicates comparisons to gravel 

fault zones due to differences in accuracy of porosity and hydraulic conductivity 

estimates and the possible influence of grain-size distributions on porosity. The large 

range of estimated porosity and hydraulic conductivity for the two gravel samples 

with increased porosity and hydraulic conductivity suggests these estimates are not 

reliable alone.  
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Figure 5.4 Porosity and hydraulic conductivity of samples from zones of mixed sediment 

and slip-surface cataclasites estimated from thin section image analysis, with fault throw. 

Mean protosediment porosity and hydraulic conductivity for sand and gravel indicated along 

the right hand axis. A) Estimated sample porosity with fault throw and logarithmic trends 

fitted to log-normal data. B) Estimated hydraulic conductivity with fault throw and power-

law trends fitted to log-log data. Broken black trendline applies to all samples from faults 

with >1 m throw, blue trendline applies only to gravel zones of mixed sediment samples with 

>1 m throw.  
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5.3.2 Spatial patterns of hydraulic conductivity across fault zones 

5.3.2.1 Fault 1A, Loutraki   

Fault 1 exposed in the Loutraki outcrop, section AA’ (Figure 2.3), cuts a variety of 

poorly lithified beds. The mixed zone is characterised by smeared beds and a zone of 

mixed sediment (Figures 3.1a and 5.5). Estimated hydraulic conductivity from grain-

size distributions varies greatly from the footwall to hangingwall and across the 

mixed zone (Figure 5.5). There is a considerable difference in estimated hydraulic 

conductivity between the footwall sand (1x 10
-4 

m s
-1

) and the hangingwall gravel 

(10 m s
-1

)
 
along transect 1, but estimated hydraulic conductivity increases relatively 

steadily from the footwall to the hangingwall across the mixed zone (Figure 5.5b). 

Differences in estimated hydraulic conductivity are not as great between the footwall 

and hangingwall along transect 2, but there is a considerable difference in hydraulic 

conductivity between adjacent smears of different beds in the mixed zone (Figure 

5.5). Maximum estimated hydraulic conductivity range in individual hangingwall 

and footwall beds is one order of magnitude, across the mixed zone sediment smears 

and zone of mixed sediment it is three orders of magnitude.  

Mean estimated vertical hydraulic conductivity for the footwall and hangingwall 

differs by nearly four orders of magnitude between transects 1 and 2, but only one 

order of magnitude in the mixed zone (Figure 5.5b). Mean estimated mixed zone 

hydraulic conductivity is higher than mean hangingwall and footwall hydraulic 

conductivity for both transects (Figure 5.5b). The maximum estimated hydraulic 

conductivity in the mixed zones of both transects exceeds the maximum found in the 

hangingwall and footwall by at least an order of magnitude (Figure 5.5b). The lowest 

estimated hydraulic conductivity is found in pebble sample 7 (transect 2), at the 

footwall/ mixed zone boundary (Figure 5.5).  

Estimated hydraulic conductivity range is greatest for the pebble and gravel beds 

(Table 5.4). With the exception of the bladed pebble bed, the mean hydraulic 

conductivity of each sampled bed is slightly higher in the mixed zone than in the 

protosediment (Table 5.4). Estimated mean hydraulic conductivity of the bladed 

pebble bed is two orders of magnitude lower in the mixed zone than the footwall. 

The estimated mean hydraulic conductivity of the zone of mixed sediment is within 
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an order of magnitude of the mean hydraulic conductivity of all the beds contributing 

to the fault zone at this point.  

 

Figure 5.5 Hydraulic conductivity estimated from grain-size distribution samples for Fault 

1A Loutraki (Figure 3.1a). A) Photograph and schematic of Fault 1A showing the sediment 

sample locations along transects 1 and 2 (T1 and T2), mixed zone structural elements, and 

beds cut by the fault. B) Hydraulic conductivity across T1 and T2. Marker colours 

correspond to sample locations in the schematic in (A). Solid black line is the average 

hydraulic conductivity for the footwall, mixed zone or hangingwall. Vertical dashed lines 

indicate boundaries to the mixed zone.  
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Sediment type 

Mean 

hydraulic 

conductivity 

(m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

standard 

deviation  

(+/- m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity range  

(m s 
-1

) 

Footwall sand (T1) 1.05 x 10
-4

 1.28 x 10
-4
 3 x 10

-4 
to 2 x 10

-5
 

Mixed zone sand (T1) 2.54 x 10
-4

 N/A N/A 

Hangingwall sand (T2) 1.63 x 10
-3

 1.46 x 10
-3
 1 to 1 x 10

-3
 

Mixed zone sand (T2) 4.42 x 10
-3

 N/A N/A 

Footwall pebbles (T2) 4.41 x 10
-1

 4.81 x 10
-1
 1 to 1 x 10

-2
 

Mixed zone pebbles (T1 and T2) 5.09 x 10
-3

 7.13 x 10
-3
 1 x 10

-2 
to 5 x 10

-5
 

Hangingwall gravels (T1) 2.58 3.46 7 to 1 x 10
-1

 

Mixed zone gravels (T1 and T2) 5.71 x 10
+1

 9.58 x 10
+1

 3 x 10
+1

 to 2 x 10
-2
 

Zone of mixed sediment (T1 and 2) 2.38 x 10
-1

 2.79 x 10
-1
 5 x 10

+1
 to 1 x 10

-2
 

Table 5.4 Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity for sediment from across Fault 1A, 

Loutraki (Figure 5.5), with standard deviation and range. 

5.3.2.2 Fault 1C, Loutraki  

The exposure of Loutraki Fault 1 in the section CC’ (Figure 2.3), cuts alternating 

coarse sand and marl beds. The mixed zone is dominated by a largely undeformed 

block of marl, surrounded by smeared sand beds (Figures 3.1c and 5.6). The 

maximum variation in estimated hydraulic conductivity within a particular 

protosediment bed is two orders of magnitude (Table 5.5). Maximum variability in 

estimated hydraulic conductivity is more than two orders of magnitude across the 

mixed zone (Figure 5.6).  

Estimated mean hydraulic conductivity between the footwall and hangingwall of 

Fault 1C differs by a maximum of two orders of magnitude, along transect 2 (Figure 

5.6). Along the other transects the maximum difference in mean estimated hydraulic 

conductivity between the footwall and hangingwall is one order of magnitude. Mean 

estimated hydraulic conductivity of the mixed zone is higher than the mean for the 

footwall or hangingwall in transects 1 and 3, lower in transect 2, and lower 

(hangingwall) and higher (footwall) in transect 4 (Figure 5.6). However, the 

maximum difference is only half an order of magnitude.  
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Figure 5.6 Hydraulic conductivity estimated from grain-size distributions and the Krumbein-Monk equation across Fault 1C Loutraki (Figure 3.1c). A) 

Photograph and schematic diagram for Fault 1C with grain-size sample locations along transects 1 to 5 (T1 to T5). B) Estimated hydraulic conductivity along 

T1 to T5 (A). Marker colours correspond to the beds in the schematic in (A). Solid black line is the mean hydraulic conductivity for the footwall, mixed zone 

or hangingwall. Dashed lines show the mixed zone boundaries.  
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Hydraulic conductivity of marl in the mixed zone is slightly lower than marl 

protosediment, but there is little difference between protosediment and mixed zone 

sand (Table 5.5). Estimated hydraulic conductivity range is slightly greater for 

samples from the mixed zone sediment (four orders of magnitude for sand and one 

order of magnitude for marl), than the protosediment (three orders of magnitude for 

sand and half an order of magnitude for marl) (Figure 5.6). 

Sediment type  

Mean 

hydraulic 

conductivity 

 (m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

standard deviation 

(+/- m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic conductivity 

range (m s 
-1

) 

Protosediment sand 5.36 x 10
-4

 1.12 x 10
-3

 5.89 x 10
-5
 to 5.08 x 10

-2
 

Mixed zone sand  4.57 x 10
-4

 7.88 x 10
-4

 8.74 x 10
-6
 to 3.31 x 10

-2
 

Protosediment marl 7.61 x 10
-5

 2.07 x 10
-4

 7.69 x 10
-6  

to 6.21 x 10
-5

 

Mixed zone marl 1.79 x 10
-5

 1.97 x 10
-5

 7.05 x 10
-6
 to 2.46 x 10

-5
 

Table 5.5 Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity for sediment from across Fault 1C, 

Loutraki (Figure 5.6), with standard deviation and range. 

5.3.2.3 Fault 5, Loutraki  

The focus of the exposure of Fault 5, in Loutraki section BB’ (Figure 2.3) was the 

poorly lithified pebble bed (Figures 3.7 and 5.7). Mean estimated hydraulic 

conductivity of the footwall, hangingwall and mixed zone transects was between 0.1 

and 1 m s
-1

 (Figure 5.7, Table 5.6). The decrease in estimated hydraulic conductivity 

from the footwall to the hangingwall is associated with a decrease in grain-size (see 

Figures 3.9 and 5.7). Vertical differences in estimated hydraulic conductivity are 

greater along the footwall and hangingwall transects (up to an order and a half 

magnitude), than along the mixed zone transect (less than half an order of 

magnitude) (Figure 5.7).  
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Figure 5.7 Hydraulic conductivity estimated from grain-size distribution samples and the 

Krumbein-Monk equation for Fault 5 Loutraki (Figure 3.7). A) Photograph and schematic 

diagram of Fault 5 showing the sample locations along the hangingwall, mixed zone and 

footwall transects. B) Estimated hydraulic conductivity for each sample, and the mean 

hydraulic conductivity for the hangingwall, footwall and mixed zone.  

 

 

Sediment type  

Mean hydraulic 

conductivity 

(m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

standard 

deviation  

(+/- m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

range (m s 
-1

) 

Footwall 0.38 0.24 0.12 to 0.7 

Mixed zone 0.26 0.16 0.9 to 0.54 

Hangingwall 0.12 0.13 0.019 to 0.37 

Table 5.6 Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity for sediment from across Fault 1C, 

Loutraki (Figure 5.7), with standard deviation and range. 
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5.3.2.4 Fault 2, Akrata  

Fault 2, exposed in the Akrata outcrop, cuts predominantly poorly lithified gravels, 

but these are inter-bedded with thin (0.1 to 0.2 m thick) silt beds towards the base of 

the exposure (Figure 4.7 and 5.8). In the lower half of the exposure, the mixed zone 

comprises smears of gravels and a smear of silt in the centre of the mixed zone 

(Figure 4.7). The mean estimated hydraulic conductivity of the silt-smear in the 

mixed zone from grain-size distributions, 1.61 x 10
-5

 m s
-1

 (Table 5.7), is similar to 

the estimate for the same smear from thin section image analysis, 1.4 x 10
-5

 m s
-1

 (Ak 

F2a MZ (S)) (Figure 5.3). The estimated hydraulic conductivity from the zone of 

mixed sediment is two orders of magnitude greater than the estimate based on thin 

section image analysis (8 x 10
-3

 m s
-1 

compared with 1.6 x 10
-5 

m s
-1

). Mean 

estimated hydraulic conductivity for the gravel protosediment using grain-size 

distributions is also an order of magnitude higher than the mean estimated from thin 

sections (1.13 x 10
-2 

m s
-1

 compared with 9.9 x 10
-3

 m s
-1

)  (Figure 5.3; Table 5.7). 

Hydraulic conductivity varies by nearly three orders of magnitude across the fault 

zone of Akrata Fault 2 based on grain-size distributions and the Krumbein and Monk 

(1942) equation (Figure 5.8). Variations in estimated hydraulic conductivity are 

greater for the gravel samples than the fine-grained smear (Figure 5.8b).  
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Figure 5.8 Hydraulic conductivity estimated from grain-size distribution samples and the 

Krumbein-Monk equation for Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 4.7). A) Photograph and schematic 

diagram of Fault 2 showing the sample locations along the five transects. B) Estimated 

hydraulic conductivity for each grain-size sample, colours correspond to transects in the 

schematic.  

 

 

Sediment type 

Mean 

hydraulic 

conductivity  

(m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 

standard 

deviation  

(m s
-1

) 

Hydraulic conductivity 

range (m s 
-1

) 

Gravel protosediment  1.13 x 10
-2

 1.21 x 10
-2
 1.69 x 10

-5 
to 3.35 x 10

-2
 

Fine-grained smear (silt) 1.61 x 10
-5

 6.14 x 10
-6
 8.11 x 10

-6 
to 2.39 x 10

-5
 

Zone of mixed silt and gravel 8. x 10
-3

 1.09 x 10
-2
 3.38 x 10

-5 
to 3.14 x 10

-2
 

Table 5.7 Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity (K) for sediment from different regions 

across Fault 2, Akrata (Figure 5.8), with standard deviation and range. 
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5.3.3 Hydraulic anisotropy from flow path tortuosity 

Permeability ellipses illustrate two-dimensional permeability anisotropy estimated 

from tortuosity measurements from mixed zone and protosediment (footwall) images 

(Figure 5.9). Anisotropy from these estimates appears to be small. Horizontal 

permeability exceeds vertical permeability in the footwall sediment of Loutraki Fault 

1A and 5 (Figures 5.9b and c). Vertical permeability exceeds horizontal permeability 

in the mixed zone sediment of Fault 2, Akrata, and Fault 5, Loutraki (Figures 5.9a 

and c). Permeability from tortuosity measurements in the footwall of Fault 2, Akrata 

and the mixed zone of Fault 1A, Loutraki looks to be largely isotropic (Figures 5.8a 

and b, Table 5.8).  

 

Figure 5.9 Hydraulic anisotropy from flow path tortuosity estimated from images across 

mixed zones and footwall sediment of three faults. Ellipses indicate orientation and relative 

magnitude of anisotropy. A) Fault 3, Akrata, photograph from the outcrop (Figure 4.2b). B) 

Visually picked clasts, Loutraki Fault 1A, photograph from the outcrop (Figure 3.2a). C) 

Loutraki Fault 5, photograph from a hand sample (Figure 3.7c). 
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Mixed zone  Footwall 

Fault Parameter Y  X Par Perp Y  X Par Perp 

Akrata 

fault 3 

T 1.08 1.03 1.07 1.03 1.13 1.06 1.13 1.06 

k 
Y:X 1.10 

Par: 

perp 
0.93 Y:X 1.14 

Par: 

perp 
0.88 

Loutraki 

Fault 1 

T 1.12 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.15 1.06 1.10 1.05 

k 
Y:X 1.06 

Par: 

perp 
0.98 Y:X 1.18 

Par: 

perp 
0.91 

Loutraki 
Fault 5 

Hand 

sample 

T 1.32 1.07 1.09 1.17 1.33 1.12 1.08 1.11 

k 
Y:X 1.52 

Par: 

perp 
1.15 Y:X 1.41 

Par: 

perp 
1.06 

Table 5.8 Tortuosity measurements and permeability (k) ratios resulting from tortuosity in 

the vertical: horizontal (y: x) and fault parallel: perpendicular (Par: perp) orientations for the 

footwall and mixed zones.  

5.4 Hydraulic properties of fault zones 

The similarity of protosediment porosity and hydraulic conductivity estimated for 

these samples with values quoted in the literature (e.g. Freeze and Cherry, 1979; 

Brassington, 1998; Hiscock, 2005) demonstrate the capability of image analysis, the 

Kozeny-Carman and Kumbein-Monk equations, to estimate relative porosity and 

hydraulic conductivity. Estimated variability probably results from a combination of 

high sediment variability and errors associated with the methods and calculations.  

The two orders of magnitude differences in estimated hydraulic conductivity for 

samples from Fault 2 from thin section image analysis and grain-size samples is 

probably due to the absence of porosity in estimates for grain-size samples. This is 

possibly a considerable source of error.  

The mean range of porosity estimates (6%) for all samples from image analysis is 

fairly good; however a greater number of estimates for each sample would have 

improved the accuracy of the final estimate. The greatest error associated with this 

thin section image analysis is estimating porosity from coarse gravel (Figure 5.3), 

because pore size is large compared to the sample window size. This results in 

inadequate sampling of porosity variability, and incomplete sampling of pores at the 

edge of the image. The differences in porosity estimates for the scanned thin section 

compared with petromicrographs demonstrates this problem (Appendix 3).  The error 

associated with correct classification of grains and pore spaces, highlighted as being 
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considerable by Bense et al. (2003) was minimised by cross-checking binary images 

with original images, although this does introduce an element of subjectivity into the 

process.  

For both methods an assumption is made that pore-size and grain-size do not alter in 

three dimensions and that pore-space characteristics (shape and size) are uniform 

throughout the sediment (Bourabid et al., 1992; Van den Berg et al., 2003). This is 

unlikely to be the case in fault zones where a greater decrease in porosity is expected 

perpendicular to the shear zone (Dewhurst et al., 1996; Wilson et al., 2003). 

Calculating hydraulic properties perpendicular to the fault strike should minimise 

this variation between the samples, however these characteristics should be 

considered apparent values.  

5.4.1 Hydraulic properties of zones of mixed sediment  

Estimated porosity for zones of mixed sediment is lower than the protosediment due 

to fault zone deformation processes. As outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 the decrease in 

porosity results from a decrease in grain-size, sorting, change in grain shape and 

tighter grain packing, caused by the dominant deformation mechanism – controlled 

particulate flow. The mean decrease in absolute porosity for zones of mixed sediment 

is 9% however the range of 11.5% is considerable.  

Hydraulic conductivity is strongly associated with sediment porosity (Figure 5.3 and 

5.4). Whilst the mean estimated hydraulic conductivity for zones of mixed sediment 

is an order of magnitude lower than the protosediment, values range from an order of 

magnitude higher, to four orders of magnitude lower. The changes to sediment 

hydraulic conductivity in zones of mixed sediment estimated here are similar to air 

permeameter measurements of fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment (e.g. 

Sigda et al., 1999; Balsamo and Storti, 2010; Balsamo et al., 2010). According to 

Gibson (1998), fault zones with an order of magnitude alteration in hydraulic 

conductivity will have hydraulic impacts; therefore the hydraulic consequence of 

these fault zones could be considerable, even at sub-seismic scales (e.g. Balsamo et 

al., 2010). Although not investigated here, Sigda et al. (1999), and Balsamo et al. 

(2010) found a reduction in pore size resulting from fault zone processes, which 

would also impact fault zone intrinsic permeability. 
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The high variability in estimated porosity and hydraulic conductivity for zones of 

mixed sediment could be related to fault throw (Figure 5.4). Porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity decrease with fault throw, such that a fault mixed zone with 10 m throw 

may have porosity 11% lower and hydraulic conductivity two orders of magnitude 

lower, than a fault with 1 m throw. Unpublished findings by Fisher and Knipe, 

described in Tueckmantel et al. (2010), suggest that the fault zones of sub-seismic 

and seismic-scale faults do not exhibit differences in grain-size or permeability. 

Results presented here do not counter this observation, but suggest a caveat as to the 

scale of a sub-seismic fault, since faults with throws <5 m do seem to exhibit 

differences in porosity and hydraulic conductivity. Nevertheless, this initial trend is 

based on very limited data (Figure 5.4).  

The inverse logarithmic and power-law trends describing porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity variation with fault throw (Figure 5.4) imply a reduction in the rate of 

porosity and hydraulic conductivity decrease with an increase in fault throw, though 

because the correlation is weak and data points limited this could be an erroneous 

trend. Nevertheless, the improvement in correlation when only data from gravels are 

included suggests that some of the variability could result from differences in 

lithology (Figure 5.4). Similar trends were reported in high and low porosity sand by 

Balsamo and Storti (2010) and Balsamo et al. (2010), and demonstrated for 

experimentally deformed quartz gouge (at normal stresses equivalent to 1 km crustal 

depth) by Zhang and Tullis (1998). However, Balsamo et al. (2010) found the most 

significant decrease in permeability occurs during the first 10 m of fault 

displacement, whereas these results show the most significant porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity reduction to occur before 2 m throw, slowing considerably in faults with  

throws >5 m (Figure 5.4).  

The two samples from zones of mixed sediment gravels in which estimated porosity 

is higher than the protosediment (Figures 5.3 and 5.4a) come from faults with throws 

<1.5 m. This could indicate an initial increase in porosity with small magnitudes of 

fault throw, as postulated by Balsamo et al. (2010). However, since the porosity is a 

maximum of 1.8% higher than the protosediment, the difference lies well within the 

margin of uncertainty for porosity estimates from thin section image analysis for 
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gravels (Table 5.2), therefore this increase cannot be attributed to fault zone 

processes.  

The decreasing porosity for zones of mixed sediment with an increase in fault throw 

supports the model of mixed zone evolution in poorly lithified sediment proposed in 

Chapters 3 and 4 (Figure 4.12). Particulate flow initially causes grain rotation, grain-

scale mixing, and some cataclasis, resulting in a rapid porosity decrease to ~2 m fault 

throw. The reduction in rate of porosity decrease after ~2 m throw corresponds to 

impedance of particulate flow from strain hardening. Further strain accommodation 

requires significant cataclasis, resulting in the development of very low porosity slip-

surface cataclasites. The possible increase in mixed zone porosity at small fault 

throws (<1.5 m) might suggest that faults may initiate by grain disaggregation from 

dominant tensile stresses in extensional settings (e.g. Du Bernard et al., 2002; Aydin 

et al., 2006; Balsamo et al., 2008; 2010).  

Protosediment grain-size, porosity and mineralogy are believed to influence the 

magnitude of sediment porosity and hydraulic conductivity decrease in fault zones 

(Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; Balsamo and Storti, 2010; Balsamo et al., 2010). 

However a direct comparison of porosity decrease in the zones of mixed sediment in 

gravel and sand was not possible here due to differences in fault throw. Tueckmantel 

et al. (2010) propose that stress conditions are a primary control on fault zone 

permeability reductions, however, a wide range of porosity values presented here for 

zones of mixed sediment deformed under similar stress conditions (see Chapter 2) 

suggests this is would be secondary to fault throw and possibly other factors.  

Notably, the lowest porosity, and second lowest hydraulic conductivity of all the thin 

section samples was found in the cemented zone of mixed sediment sample M CF 2a 

(Figure 5.3). This suggests that the impact of cementation on fault zone hydraulic 

conductivity could be greater than any primary fault zone structure.  

5.4.2 Fault zone heterogeneity  

Estimates of hydraulic conductivity from grain-size distributions show that there is 

often considerable variability in the hydraulic conductivity of protosediment beds 

(Figures 5.5 to 5.8). However only in Fault 5 was sediment variability within beds 
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greater than variability within the mixed zone (Figure 5.7). There are also often 

considerable contrasts in hydraulic conductivity between the footwall and 

hangingwall (Figures 5.5 and 5.6), demonstrating the importance of sediment 

juxtapositions, as suggested by Haneberg (1995). Vertical protosediment 

heterogeneity generally results in mixed zone heterogeneity from the juxtaposition of 

different sediment in the mixed zone (Figures 5.5 to 5.8).  

5.4.2.1 Sediment smears 

Mixed zones cutting vertically heterogeneous sediment can comprise juxtaposed 

smears of highly contrasting hydraulic conductivity (Figures 5.5 and 5.9). The 

changes to bedding orientation and distribution transforms anisotropy resulting from 

this from horizontal in protosediment to sub-vertical in mixed zones (e.g. Zhang and 

Tullis, 1998; Eichhubl and Boles, 2000; Bense and Person, 2006).  

The porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the silt smear in the mixed zone of Akrata 

Fault 2 (Figures 5.3 and 5.8; Tables 5.2 and 5.3) are comparable to undeformed silts 

(cf. Freeze and Cherry, 1979), yet even without perceptible grain-scale deformation 

this smear causes a contrast in hydraulic conductivity across the mixed zone of up to 

three orders of magnitude. Fine-grained smears such as this could have a similar 

hydraulic impact to clay smears described by empirical equations for faults in 

hydrocarbon reservoirs (e.g. Yielding et al., 1997; Sperrevik et al., 2002; Manzocchi 

et al., 2010) depending on the grain-size distribution of adjacent sediment. The 

hydraulic conductivity of some smears, such as the gravel smears in the mixed zone 

of Fault 1A, Loutraki, the sand smear of Fault 1C and the mixed zone of Fault 2, 

Akrata (Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8), can be higher than adjacent protosediment beds, 

thus could focus fluid-flow along the fault zone.  

Mixing of sediment smears can produce zones of mixed sediment that have a more 

homogeneous hydraulic conductivity than the protosediment (Figures 5.5 and 5.7). 

Rawling et al. (2001) suggest the hydraulic conductivity of these zones can equal the 

average of its constituent sediments (Table 5.4). However, the porosity of the thin 

(10 mm) zone of mixed sediment between the gravel and silt smears in Fault 2, 

Akrata (Figures 5.3 and 5.8), is 2.3% lower than the silt smear. The estimated 

hydraulic conductivity of this zone remains slightly higher because the gravel 
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incorporated into the silt increases the average grain-size (Equations 5.3 and 5.4). 

Bense et al. (2003) suggest that pebbles mixed into the smear in this way may cause 

preferential fluid-flow pathways, although in this particular sample the proportion of 

pebbles within the mixed zone is small compared to the thickness of the silt smear, 

thus connectivity of potential pore spaces or fractures created by inclusion of the 

pebbles is limited. With increased throw and grain-scale mixing (Figure 4.12) it 

could be envisaged that this process would cause hydraulically significant 

discontinuities in the smear.  

The significant heterogeneities introduced into fault zones when smears of 

contrasting hydraulic conductivity are juxtaposed, or beds mix, in the mixed zone 

supports suggestions from Balsamo and Storti (2011), that hydraulic impact from 

these processes might exceed that of cataclasis. However, in some cases, such as 

Fault 5, Loutraki, the hydraulic impact of mixed zones may be less significant than 

natural sedimentary heterogeneity (Figure 5.7). 

5.4.2.2 Lenses and blocks 

Similar to smears, lenses and blocks have a considerable impact on the hydraulic 

conductivity across mixed zones due to the juxtaposition of sediment of contrasting 

hydraulic conductivity (Figure 5.6). However, lenses and blocks are also likely to 

cause vertical heterogeneity in the mixed zone. Whilst lenses or blocks of lower 

hydraulic conductivity sediment could hinder flow across or along the mixed zone, 

coarser-grained smears surrounding them, such as in Fault 1C, Loutraki (Figure 5.6), 

could provide a flow path around the lens. Sigda et al. (1999) found no perceptible 

differences in lens hydraulic conductivity compared to the protosediment from which 

they derive. While the block in Fault 1C, Loutraki is not directly comparable with the 

sampled protosediment, mean hydraulic conductivity values were also similar (Table 

5.5), indicating that the hydraulic conductivity of sediment in lenses or blocks is not 

vastly altered in mixed zones.  

5.4.2.3 Slip-surface cataclasite 

The hydraulic conductivity of slip-surface cataclasites was the lowest of the sampled 

fault zone elements (Figure 5.3) due to the significant reduction in porosity with 

cataclasis (Chapters 3 and 4). The average porosity reduction of the cataclasite 
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(absolute porosity 19% lower than mean gravel protosediment and 10% lower than 

mean zone of mixed sediment gravel) (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2), is comparable to 

the porosity reductions of slip-surface cataclasites in high porosity sandstones (14 to 

18.2%) reported by Tueckmantel et al. (2010). The decrease in hydraulic 

conductivity was also similar to the range reported by Antonellini and Aydin (1994; 

1995) and Tueckmantel et al. (2010); from four to seven orders of magnitude lower 

than the protosediment (Figure 5.3, Table 5.3).  

These similarities might suggest that the hydraulic properties of slip-surface 

cataclasites are relatively constant across a range of fault types and sizes. The very 

low porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the slip-surface cataclasites supports the 

suggestion by Tueckmantel et al. (2010) that slip surfaces may form the most 

continuous fluid flow barriers in fault zones without a clay smear. However, slip-

surface cataclasites can often be associated with fractures (e.g. Antonellini and Aydin 

1994;1995; Shipton and Cowie, 2001), which can increase fault zone permeability by 

up to four orders of magnitude relative to the host rock (Jourde et al., 2002). The 

geometry of the slip-surface cataclasites will also introduce mixed zone 

heterogeneity and anisotropy. Therefore it will be imperative to represent these in 

models of faults cutting poorly lithified sediment.  

5.4.2.4 Disaggregation bands 

The considerable difference in porosity and hydraulic conductivity between the two 

disaggregation bands in sand samples (22% and 44%) (Figure 5.3) supports the 

speculation in Chapter 4 that the disaggregation band from Disaggregation Band 

Fault, Voutsimos, is a dilation band (e.g. Du Bernard et al., 2002). A network of such 

dilation bands in fault damage zones, as was found in damage zones of faults cutting 

fine-grained sediment in M3 Pirgos and the Disaggregation Band Fault, Voutsimos 

(Figures 4.5b and 4.8), could facilitate fluid-flow in sediment adjacent to fault zones 

(e.g. Bense et al., 2003; Balsamo et al., 2008; 2010).  

5.4.3 Fault zone anisotropy 

Fault zone anisotropy can be caused by mixed zone heterogeneities, such as sediment 

smears or slip-surface cataclasites, as discussed in section 5.4.2. It can also be caused 

by differences in flow path tortuosity from grain fabric. Hydraulic anisotropy 
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resulting from flow path tortuosity is greatest in the horizontal direction in the 

footwall protosediment and vertical in the mixed zones (Figure 5.9). The magnitude 

of anisotropy is similar in fault zones and protosediment, despite the suggestion by 

Maltman (1988) that intrinsic hydraulic anisotropy in fault zones resulting from grain 

rotation and alignment (in clays) will exceed that resulting from poorly aligned host 

sediment. 

These calculations of relative hydraulic anisotropy only provide a qualitative 

estimate of its existence and orientation. The measured tortuosity, between 1.03 and 

1.33 (Table 5.8), is towards the lower end of tortuosity, 1 to 3.5, modelled 

numerically for shear zones in clays by Arch and Maltman (1990). The three orders 

of magnitude permeability anisotropy from flow path tortuosity cited in some works 

(e.g. Arch and Maltman, 1990; Bense et al., 2003; Van den Berg et al., 2003) is 

therefore greater than found here, which may be closer to the one and a half orders of 

magnitude derived from clay shear deformation experiments (Zhang and Cox, 2000) 

and field permeability measurements of fault zones (Sigda et al., 1999).  

However, tortuosity is probably underestimated because only larger clasts were 

identified and accounted for in the photographs (Figure 5.2). The omission of 

sediment matrix might have an important impact on estimates of anisotropy, as 

Murray and Dowdeswell (1992) found that the matrix can have a greater impact on 

flow path tortuosity than clasts. In addition, differences in alterations to pore radii in 

the fault parallel and perpendicular directions will also impact the hydraulic 

anisotropy, as permeability decrease has been found to be lower parallel to the shear 

zone (Dewhurst et al., 1996; Wilson et al., 2003). 

5.5 Summary 

The porosity and hydraulic conductivity of zones of mixed sediment are generally 

lower than their protosediment. Some variability in porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity values can be attributed to fault throw, as porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity decrease with increasing fault throw. Numerical fluid-flow models 

should account for the differences in hydraulic properties with fault size. However, 

the greatest decrease in both porosity and hydraulic conductivity occurs during the 

first 2 m of fault throw, such that even small faults will have significant impacts on 
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fault zone hydraulic properties. These findings support the models of mixed zone 

evolution by controlled particulate flow and strain hardening proposed in Chapters 3 

and 4. Differences in flow path tortuosity resulting from preferential grain alignment 

in mixed zones can cause a rotation of hydraulic anisotropy from horizontal in 

protosediment, to vertical in the mixed zone, though values estimated here may be 

slightly low.  

Hydraulic heterogeneity can result from sediment juxtaposition across fault zones, 

and in mixed zones due to smears or lenses and blocks. Juxtaposition effects in and 

across fault zones are greatest where protosediment beds are highly variable, and 

may dominate over grain-scale deformation processes in the mixed zone. Structural 

heterogeneities resulting from very low hydraulic conductivity fine-grained smears 

along the mixed zone, and low-permeability slip-surface cataclasites could create 

effective barriers to fluid flow, in addition to anisotropy. Heterogeneities should be 

explicitly represented in numerical fluid-flow models.  
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6. Numerical fluid-flow models representing fault zones in 

poorly lithified sediment  

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter brings together the results from the preceding chapters to investigate the 

possible hydraulic impacts of faults cutting poorly lithified rift sediment of the Gulf 

of Corinth rift. Fault zone hydrogeological structure presented in Chapters 3 to 5 

have shown that fault zones cutting syn-rift sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift are 

often heterogeneous; with variable mixed zone thickness, structural elements and 

hydraulic conductivity. A range of hydraulic impacts may be anticipated from these 

fault zones – the specifics of which can be identified through numerical models of 

these fault zones (e.g. Yang et al., 2004; Bense and Person, 2006). The hydraulic 

impacts of a range of fault zones representing those found within poorly lithified 

sediment, sediment of contrasting competency, and faults that juxtapose fine and 

coarse-grained sediment within the Gulf of Corinth rift, described in Chapters 3 to 5, 

are investigated in this chapter using numerical fluid-flow models. 

Deterministic numerical modelling approaches can explicitly represent fault zone 

structural and flow path complexities, in addition to assessing along-fault fluid-flow 

(Jourde et al., 2002; Lunn et al., 2008), critical for hydrogeological investigations. 

However, this approach requires detailed mapping of fault zone structural elements 

of individual faults, generally at outcrop, along with identification of their hydraulic 

properties, so that they can be explicitly represented in the numerical fluid-flow 

model. The hydraulic behaviour of fault zones determined by this method is highly 

dependent on the specific fault or faults being investigated, and is therefore not 

feasible for investigating the hydraulic behaviour of a range of subsurface faults 

(Foxford et al., 1998; Jourde et al., 2002; Lunn et al., 2008).  

Stochastic approaches can produce statistically sound representations of 

heterogeneous fault zones, and, by the very nature of this approach, also represent 

uncertainties (Walsh et al., 1998; James et al., 2004; Fredman, 2007; Lunn et al., 

2008; Braathen et al., 2009). Nevertheless, for stochastic methods to be meaningful, 

a large quantity of data is required to establish robust empirical relationships between 
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independent (e.g. fault throw and lithology) and dependent (e.g. mixed zone 

thickness, structure and hydraulic conductivity) fault properties.  

Numerical models developed and presented here have drawn on aspects of both 

deterministic and stochastic approaches. Fault zones were depicted as two-

dimensional hydrogeological units, representing the mixed zone, in which structural 

elements and juxtapositions are explicitly represented in finite-element numerical 

models. Fault zone structure was conceptualised using the relationships with 

lithology and fault throw ascertained in Chapter 4, and assigned corresponding 

hydraulic properties identified in Chapter 5. Simplification of mixed zone properties 

enabled simulation of a substantial number of model realisations for faults of 

different sizes cutting the most common lithologies found in the Gulf of Corinth rift, 

and with a range of realistic input parameters. This suite of fluid-flow models 

allowed quantification of the range and most likely fault hydraulic behaviours. In 

addition, the sensitivity of fault hydraulic behaviour to different mixed zone 

parameters has been analysed.  

Evidence for fluid-flow around fault zones at the five outcrop locations is 

summarised and discussed in terms of its implications for fault zone hydraulic 

behaviour in the Gulf of Corinth rift sediment in order to assess model results in a 

real-world context. Evidence for fluid-flow includes present day evidence, in the 

form of springs (e.g. Heffner and Fairley, 2006; Anderson and Fairley, 2008; 

Dockrill and Shipton, 2010) or vegetation (Catchings et al., 2009). Evidence of 

previous fluid-flow that can persist in outcrop, in the form of cements and mineral 

precipitates (e.g. Foxford et al., 1998; Heynekamp et al., 1999; Eichhubl and Boles, 

2000; Sigda and Wilson, 2003; Dockrill and Shipton, 2010) is also considered, since 

considerable fluid-flow is generally required in order to deposit such concentrations 

of minerals (Travé et al., 2009).  

The development of numerical fluid-flow models, including a description of model 

software and governing equations, and model conceptualisation and specification of 

input parameters, are now described. This is followed by details of the approach used 

for fluid-flow indicator analysis from the model output. The suite of model results 

for faults cutting poorly lithified sediment, sediment of contrasting competency and 

juxtaposed fine and coarse-grained sediment are then combined and presented. Fault 
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zone hydraulic behaviours have been interpreted in terms of their potential to behave 

as conduits, barriers or a combination of both. The primary causes for these 

behaviours are discussed. Methods for analysing evidence of fluid-flow around fault 

zones at outcrop are presented and analysed, and the implications of these findings 

discussed in terms of fault zone hydraulic behaviour.  

6.2 Fluid-flow analysis of fault zones 

6.2.1 Developing numerical fluid-flow models  

Numerical fluid-flow models were designed to represent the topographically driven, 

saturated hydraulic flow conditions of the southern flank of the Gulf of Corinth rift 

(Figure 2.1 and 6.1) (e.g. Giurgea et al., 2004; Micarelli et al., 2006b). Two-

dimensional steady-state fluid-flow was solved for hydraulic head, using FlexPDE 5 

(PDE Solutions, 2009), a “scripted finite element model builder and numerical solver 

for Partial Differential Equations”. Finite element models are preferable to finite-grid 

methods in which the properties of small-scale features are rasterised and averaged 

across grid squares (e.g. Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Jourde et al., 2002). Variable mesh 

spacing within the numerical models enabled efficient flow simulations because 

smaller-scale structures could be depicted in higher resolution than large-scale 

homogeneous domains.  

Saturated fluid-flow in the numerical fluid-flow models was described by Darcy’s 

law (Equation 6.1): 

          
  

  
    Equation 6.1     

where Q is the total discharge (m
3
), K is the hydraulic conductivity (m s

-1
), A is the 

cross sectional area of flow (m
2
), and    the change in head over the change in 

distance,    (i.e. the hydraulic gradient). The hydraulic head at any point in the 

domain is solved using the 2D Laplace equation for steady-state saturated flow, 

which describes conservation of mass (no net fluid-flow) in the domain area 

(assuming constant fluid density) (Equation 6.2), where x and y are orientations:  

       
   

     
   

                            Equation 6.2 
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Flow vectors and streamtraces indicative of fluid-flow pathways are calculated from 

the specific discharge (q) (discharge per unit area) in the x and y directions from the 

hydraulic head, using Equation 6.3:  

          
         

  

  
  

                           
  

  
        Equation 6.3                              

Confined flow conditions from south to north (CS) were used for the majority of 

flow models by imposing a head gradient from left to right across the domain. This 

was done by prescribing 10 m head along the left domain boundary and 0 m along 

the right domain boundary, and no-flow boundaries along the top and bottom of the 

domain (Table 6.1). The impact of varying hydraulic boundary conditions on fault 

hydraulic behaviour was investigated using a number of representative fault zone 

models. The topographic flow direction was first reversed, such that it represented 

confined flow from the north to the south (CN), secondly, topographic flow direction 

was kept constant (south to north) but shallow, unconfined flow conditions (US) 

were simulated in which upwelling was allowed to occur in the downstream region 

of the domain (Figure 6.1; Table 6.1).  
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Figure 6.1 Model domains for different model sets in: poorly lithified gravels (PLG), sediment of contrasting competency (CC) and juxtaposed fine and 

coarse-grained sediment (J), under boundary conditions representing confined flow from south to north (CS), confined flow from north to south (CN), and 

unconfined flow from south to north (US). Domain flow conditions were only altered by anisotropy for the PLGA (anisotropic poorly lithified gravel) domain 

shown. Values of head contours (colours) shown in legend. Black lines with arrows show streamtraces indicating flow direction. Model domains are not 

shown to scale and vary between model sets. Model domain parameters are detailed in Table 6.1. Head, X and Y units are metres.  
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Parameter PLG  CC J 

Y-axis distance 100 m 40 m 50 m 

X-axis distance 50 m 20 m 20 m 

Fault dip 60
o
 N 60

o
 N 60

o
 N 

Hydraulic boundary 

conditions, CS  

10 m head prescribed to the left Y-axis boundary; 0 m head 

prescribed to the right Y-axis boundary; X-axes no flow boundaries. 

Hydraulic boundary 

conditions, CN  

10 m head prescribed to the right Y-axis boundary; 0 m head 

prescribed to the left Y-axis boundary; X-axes no flow boundaries 

Hydraulic boundary 

conditions, US  

10 m head prescribed to the left Y-axis boundary; 0 m head 

prescribed to the top X-axis boundary; right Y-axis and bottom X-

axis prescribed no flow boundaries. 

Lithology 
Homogeneous 

gravel. 

Alternating silt and 

gravel beds, both 1 m 

thick. 

Footwall homogeneous 

silt, hangingwall 

homogeneous gravel. 

Hydraulic 

conductivity 
9.87 x 10

-3
 m s 

-1 1 x 10
-3

 m s 
-1

 (gravel) 

1 x 10
-8

 m s 
-1

 (silt) 

1 x 10
-8

 m s 
-1

 (silt) 

1 x 10
-3

 m s 
-1

 (gravel) 

Protolith anisotropy  Ky = 0.1Kx Ky = 0.1Kx Ky = 0.1Kx 

Table 6.1 Model domain parameters for different model sets, shown in Figure 6.1. PLG is 

poorly lithified gravels, CC is sediment of contrasting competency and J is juxtaposed fine 

and coarse-grained sediment. Boundary conditions refer to confined flow from the south 

(CS), confined boundary conditions from the north (CN) and shallow, unconfined flow from 

the south (US). K is hydraulic conductivity. X and Y are the horizontal and vertical 

directions.  

Models were divided into three sets based on the different lithologies in which the 

different fault zone structures were found; poorly lithified sediment, sediment of 

contrasting competency and fault zones juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment 

(Chapters 3 and 4).  Model parameters were chosen to represent the most common 

lithology for each set found within the Gulf of Corinth rift; poorly lithified gravels 

(PLG); alternating beds of silt and gravels (CC) and juxtaposed silt (footwall) and 

gravels (hangingwall) (J) (Figure 6.1, Table 6.1). Hydraulic properties of sediment or 

beds within the domains were assumed to be homogeneous. Domain parameters were 

kept the same throughout the model runs, though both isotropic and anisotropic 

conditions were investigated. Domain hydraulic conductivity and anisotropy values 

(Table 6.1) were ascertained from a combination of the image analysis results of 

protosediment samples in Chapter 5 and ranges specified within the literature (cf. 
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Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Arch and Maltman, 1990; Brassington, 1998; Dewhurst et 

al., 1999; Giurgea et al., 2004; Hiscock, 2005; Micarelli et al., 2006b; Zappa et al., 

2006). Differences in model domain dimensions between the sets (Figure 6.1, Table 

6.1) were necessary due to computational difficulties simulating some small-scale 

fault heterogeneities within larger domains. 

A fault zone dip of 60
o
 N was assigned to all models, such that in the majority of 

models groundwater would flow from the footwall to hangingwall, representing the 

most common condition in the Gulf of Corinth rift, where the majority of faults dip 

towards the centre of the rift (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The fault zone comprised only a 

mixed zone, and extended the depth of the model domain and fault (mixed) zone 

thickness was kept constant along-dip. Key fault parameters and attributes – mixed 

zone thickness, structural elements, and hydraulic conductivity – were varied 

according to the ranges found in outcrop, and specific to the fault throw and lithology 

as found in Chapters 4 and 5 (Tables 6.2 and 6.3). Mixed zone parameters used for 

each model run were varied between each model run. These are detailed in 

Appendices 4 to 6. Mixed zone anisotropy was primarily determined from estimates 

presented in the literature (e.g. Person et al., 2000; Bense and Person, 2006; 

Anderson and Bakker, 2008). Anisotropy used in the models was slightly greater 

than estimated in Chapter 5 based on grain orientation data, because it also accounts 

for additional anisotropy due to rotated and smeared beds that could not be explicitly 

represented in the modelled mixed zones (e.g. Jourde et al., 2002; Bense and Person, 

2006; Magri et al., 2010). Damage zones were omitted from the models in order to 

simplify fault zone hydraulic behaviour analysis. 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.2 Minimum, average and maximum mixed zone thickness values for each model set. 

PLG Sm refers to models of small faults in poorly lithified gravels, and PLG Lg refers to 

large faults in poorly lithified gravels. CC is sediment of contrasting competency and J is 

models in which fine and coarse-grained sediment are juxtaposed across the fault zone.  

Mixed zone 

thickness  

PLG 

Sm 

PLG 

Lg 
CC J 

1 m 5 m  1 m 5 m 20 m 

Minimum (m) 0.2 0.8 0.08 n/a n/a 

Average (m) 0.3 1 0.2 n/a 1 

Maximum (m) 0.4 1.5 0.4 0.7 n/a 
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Table 6.3 Description of modelled fault zone structural elements and the models set they are 

included in, with parameter values. X and Y refer to orientations of anisotropy. OM is order 

of magnitude. 

 

Models in poorly lithified gravels (PLG) were sub-divided into two sets with small 

(PLG Sm) and large (PLG Lg) faults, reflecting the differences in mixed zone 

thickness, structural elements and hydraulic conductivity with fault throw (Chapters 

4 and 5) (Table 6.2). Runs were completed for 28 models of faults with small throws 

(<1 m). These comprised gravel smears (PLG Sm 1) or zones of mixed sediment 

Structural 

element 
Description of characteristics Hydraulic conductivity  

Smear 

Gravel smear along the fault zone with grain-

scale characteristics unchanged from the 

protosediment. Where included in models 
anisotropy is Ky=100*Kx. 

Average 

9.87 x 10
-3
 m s

-1
 

Zone of 

mixed 

sediment 

Continuous zone of mixed sediment along the 

fault zone except where overlain by other 
structural elements. Where included in models 

anisotropy is Ky=100*Kx. 

PLG and J, minimum 

1.63 x 10
-5
 m s

-1
 

PLG Lg and J, average 
2.92 x 10

-4
 m s

-1
 

PLG Sm, average 

1 x 10
-3

 m s
-1

 

PLG Sm and J, 
maximum 

8.5 x 10
-2

 m s
-1

 

CC 

1.65 x 10
-5
 m s 

-1
 

Slip-surface 

cataclasite  

Two planar slip-surface cataclasites 20 mm 

thick, in large faults only. 1.  From the top of 

the domain at the footwall-mixed zone contact 
to 2/3 down the fault dip 2. From 1/3 down the 

fault dip at the hangingwall-mixed zone contact 

to the lower domain boundary.  

PLG Lg and J, 

minimum 

9.83 x 10
-8
 m s

-1
 

PLG Lg and J, average  

6 x 10
-7

 m s
-1

 

PLG and J, maximum 

6 x 10
-5

 m s
-1

 

Lenses 

Elongate lenses of undeformed silt between the 

footwall and hangingwall silt beds. Lenses of 

coarse sediment are included between fine 

lenses in some models. The number of lenses 
varies from multiple across the fault zone, to 

lenses every other silt bed. Lenses in minimum, 

average and maximum thickness mixed zones 
are 0.04, 0.18 and 0.2 m thick respectively. Thin 

lenses are 0.05 m thick for the average thickness 

mixed zone.  

CC, fine sediment  

1 x 10
-8

 m s
-1

 

CC, coarse sediment  
1 x 10

-3
 m s

-1
 

Fine-

grained 

smear 

Continuous smear of fine-grained sediment 

along the mixed zone dip, usually 9 mm thick. 
Thickness varied to 50 mm and 1 mm, and with 

small (50 mm) or large (3 m) discontinuities.  

CC,  

1 x 10
-8

  m s
-1  

(+/- 1 

OM) 
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(PLG Sm 2). Runs were completed for 45 models of faults with large throws (>5 m). 

These comprised zones of mixed sediment with (PLG Lg 2) or without (PLG Lg 1) 

slip-surface cataclasites (Figure 6.2). Most slip-surface cataclasites were 

discontinuous, with a step-over region between them (Table 6.3).  

Fault throw was not varied in models with sediment of contrasting competency (CC) 

(Table 6.2), because bed thickness relative to fault throw is likely to be a greater 

control on fault zone structure (Chapter 4). Combinations of fault zone structural 

elements varied more widely in the 82 CC model runs than the PLG models. Fault 

zone elements included a varying number of fine sediment lenses, with or without 

associated coarse sediment lenses, and fine-grained smears with variable continuity. 

The remainder of the fault zone volume was assigned properties of a zone of mixed 

sediment or unmixed gravels (Figure 6.2, Table 6.3).  

Fault size was also not varied in the 23 model runs of fault zones juxtaposing fine 

and coarse-grained sediment (J), because the three faults of this type had throws >17 

m (Chapter 4) (Table 6.2). The specific combinations of fault zone structural 

elements were varied in these models. The impact of changing structural element 

parameter values was assumed to be the same as the previous model sets and 

therefore generally only the average parameter values were modelled (Figure 6.2, 

Table 6.3). 
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Figure 6.2 A. Simplified conceptual model of fault zones based on Figure 4.13. B) Fault 

zone setups in numerical models (left) and close-ups of fault zones (right). Fault zone details 

are in Table 6.3. In PLG models, slip-surface cataclasites were not always included, and 

properties of the mixed zone varied between a zone of mixed sediment or sediment smears; 

CC models had various combinations of lenses, a zone of mixed sediment and silt-smear; J 

models had various combinations of a zone of mixed sediment, slip surface cataclasite and 

silt smear. Δ h shows the location the head-drop was measured across the fault zone, along 

the top of the domain, and red arrows show examples of streamtraces with the maximum 

sub-vertical streamtrace distance measurement (Table 6.4). 
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6.2.2 Model result analysis  

The range of possible and most likely fault zone hydraulic behaviours, in terms of 

their capacity to behave as conduits and/ or barriers to fluid-flow, were analysed for 

each model set using a range of model output parameters. Sensitivity of the fault-

zone hydraulic behaviours to model input parameters was also assessed, in addition 

to particular fluid-flow pathways.  

The capacity of a fault zone to behave as a barrier to fluid-flow was inferred from the 

magnitude of the stepped decrease in hydraulic head (head-drop), measured across 

the top of the model domain (Figure 6.2) as shown on output graphs  (e.g. Bense and 

Person, 2006). The conduit behaviour of a fault zone was inferred from the 

maximum sub-vertical fluid-flow distance, along, or adjacent to, the mixed zone, as 

indicated by the maximum sub-vertical stream-trace distance (Figure 6.2). Sub-

vertical fluid-flow, rather than along-fault fluid-flow, was used to describe the 

conduit-behaviour of the fault zones, so that sub-vertical fluid-flow caused by the 

mixed zone, but not occurring along the mixed zone itself, could be included. 

Whether sub-vertical fluid-flow is along-fault or adjacent to the fault (i.e. deflected) 

was specified in the results. Characteristic head contour, flow vector and streamtrace 

patterns, provided by FlexPDE and Tecplot 360 offer further information as to the 

behaviour of faults. In particular, these were used to infer fluid-flow pathways. 

Patterns for each model set were summarised as “types” and qualitatively analysed 

(Table 6.4; Appendices 4 to 6). 

Output parameter Description 

Head-drop 
The maximum difference in head across the top of the 

fault zone (Figure 6.2). 

Head contour type 
The pattern of head contours showing the distribution of 

head values across the domain (Appendices 4.4 and 5.2). 

Flow vector type 

The pattern of flow vectors showing the velocity and 

direction of the fluid-flow at each point across the domain. 

(Appendices 4.5, 5.3 and 6.2). 

Streamtrace type 

The pattern of streamtraces showing the pathways in 

which fluid will flow across the domain. (Appendices 4.6, 

5.4 and 6.3) 

Sub-vertical 

streamtrace distance 

The maximum distance of the sub-vertical component of 
the streamtrace along or deflected adjacent to the mixed 

zone (Figure 6.2).  

Table 6.4 Description of model output parameters used in analysis of mixed zone hydraulic 

behaviour. 
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The conduit, barrier and conduit-barrier behaviours of modelled fault zones were 

ascertained by plotting the maximum sub-vertical streamtrace distance against the 

head-drop across the fault. Models that caused only sub-vertical fluid-flow were 

considered conduits, those that caused only a head-drop were considered barriers, 

and those that caused both sub-vertical fluid-flow and a head-drop were considered 

conduit-barriers. Fault zones that caused neither sub-vertical fluid-flow nor a head-

drop were considered to have no impact on fluid-flow. The most probable fault zone 

hydraulic behaviour was revealed either by clustering of models on these plots, 

indicating similar hydraulic behaviour (sets CC and J), or by directly assessing the 

hydraulic impact of models in which the mixed zone had average input parameters 

(set PLG). The most significant fault hydraulic impacts were deduced from the 

maximum head-drop or streamtrace distance produced from the model set. Groups of 

model behaviours were assessed for common input parameters.  

6.2.3 Analysis of outcrop evidence of fluid-flow 

Each outcrop was assessed for evidence of fluid-flow. Evidence of present day fluid-

flow included springs and vegetation. The distribution of these, and precipitates and 

cements were mapped at each outcrop. Only cements that had an association with 

fault zones were analysed as this indicated that they post-date fault formation. The 

composition of cements and precipitates was identified through thin section analysis 

using a petrographic microscope. At the Mentourgianika outcrop the proportion of 

the well-exposed fault zones that were cemented was visually identified. Inferences 

were made about the patterns of fluid-flow at the outcrops and the significance of 

fault zone hydraulic behaviour, and compared with models results.  

6.3 Numerical fluid-flow model results  

Fault zone hydraulic behaviour from model outputs are summarised in this section. 

Model outputs are presented in terms of their relative hydraulic impacts because 

hydraulic conditions were enforced and fault zone and model domains idealised 

therefore specific sub-vertical streamtrace distance and head-drop values are unlikely 

to be exactly replicated in reality. A complete record of input parameters and output 

model data can be found in Appendices 4 to 6.  
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6.3.1 Faults in poorly lithified gravels (PLG) 

Faults in PLG models produced a large range of head-drop and sub-vertical stream-

trace distances (Figure 6.3), head contour, flow vector, and streamtrace patterns 

(Appendix 4). Hydraulic behaviour of these fault zones is predominantly conduit-

barrier, though a number of models exhibit exclusive conduit or barrier behaviour 

(Figure 6.3). In addition, a number of fault models show minimal hydraulic impacts.  

 

Figure 6.3 Modelled head-drop across the fault zone with maximum sub-vertical streamtrace 

distance, for all PLG models. Squares and triangles represent isotropic and anisotropic PLG 

Sm 2 models respectively (PLG Sm models have no hydraulic impact) (Appendix 4.1). 

Circles and lines represent isotropic and anisotropic PLG Lg models respectively. Outlined 

markers indicate the presence of slip-surface cataclasites. Light, medium and dark grey are 

the minimum, average and maximum zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity; small, 

medium and large shapes represent the minimum, average and maximum mixed zone 

thickness specific to the model set (Table 6.2). Shading refers to the overall hydraulic 

behaviour of faults as identified in the graph corners.  
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6.3.1.1 Small faults in poorly lithified gravel (PLG Sm 1 and 2) 

The majority of small faults modelled in poorly lithified gravels have no (PLG Sm 

1), or limited (PLG Sm 2) hydraulic impact (Figure 6.3, Appendix 4.1). All sub-

vertical fluid-flow in these models is along-fault. The PLG Sm 2 model with mixed 

zone input parameters of average values (i.e. mixed zone thickness and zone of 

mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity) experienced a small head-drop but no sub-

vertical flow under isotropic conditions, and a minimal head-drop and slightly 

greater along-fault flow under anisotropic conditions (Figure 6.4). The maximum 

head-drop across the fault zone was caused by the fault with maximum mixed zone 

thickness and minimum zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity in an 

isotropic model, and was significantly greater than the faults with average parameters 

(Figure 6.4). In this, and other isotropic models in which the zone of mixed sediment 

hydraulic conductivity was less than the protosediment, there was no associated sub-

vertical flow (Figure 6.3). Likewise, models in which mixed zones had a zone of 

mixed sediment with maximum hydraulic conductivity produced the longest sub-

vertical fluid-flows (the longest of which occurred in an anisotropic model with 

maximum mixed zone thickness), but did not cause a head-drop across the fault zone 

(Figures 6.3 and 6.4).  

Of all the input parameters of the PLG Sm model sub-set, the zone of mixed 

sediment hydraulic conductivity and anisotropy were found to have the greatest 

effect on the fault zone hydraulic behaviour. Relative hydraulic conductivity of the 

zone of mixed sediment to the protosediment influenced whether faults primarily 

exhibited a head-drop across the fault zone or along-fault sub-vertical fluid-flow 

(hydraulic conductivity of the zone of mixed sediment < or > hydraulic conductivity 

of the protosediment, respectively). Furthermore, there was an order of magnitude 

difference in head-drop across the fault zone between faults with the minimum or 

average zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity (a difference itself of two 

orders of magnitude) (Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.4 Model outputs with head contours and streamtrace patterns for average mixed zone parameter values for both isotropic and anisotropic conditions 

for PLG Sm 2, PLG Lg 1 and 2 models. Head-drop and maximum sub-vertical streamtrace distance included under the domain images (respectively) for each 

model. PLG Sm 1 models not included because the fault zones did not impact fluid-flow. * indicates deflected flow, ** indicates deflected and along-fault. 

Model codes in top left corners (Appendix 4.1 to 4.3). Head, X and Y units are metres.   
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Including anisotropy in models increased sub-vertical fluid-flow distance, and 

caused a simultaneous decrease in head-drop across the fault zone, of up to an 

order of magnitude. Anisotropy also caused the refraction of head contours 

towards or away from the fault dip (hydraulic conductivity of the zone of mixed 

sediment > and < hydraulic conductivity of the protosediment, respectively) 

(Figure 6.4). Mixed zone thickness did not influence the type of fault hydraulic 

behaviour but magnified the impacts, with a difference in minimum and 

maximum mixed zone thickness of 0.2 m increasing the magnitude of head-drop 

and sub-vertical fluid-flow distance across the fault zone by seven and six times 

respectively.  

Altering the model hydraulic boundary conditions to north-south confined flow 

(CN) and in particular, shallow, unconfined south-north flow (US), resulted in 

changes to the head contour, vector and streamtrace patterns. Models with US 

boundary conditions caused fluid-flow to be focused along the mixed zone, 

particularly towards the top of the fault zone. For CN boundary conditions the 

behaviours were reversed (Appendix 4.1). The specific interactions of fault zones 

and fluid did not differ.  

6.3.1.2 Large faults in poorly lithified gravel (PLG Lg 1 and 2) 

Faults in the PLG Lg model sub-set predominantly behaved as conduit-barriers. 

The magnitude of conduit and barrier behaviour of fault zones in PLG Lg models 

was greater than for the PLG Sm models (Figures 6.3 and 6.4; Appendix 4.2 and 

4.3).  

Similar to PLG Sm 2 models, in PLG Lg 1 models the maximum head-drop 

across the fault zone was found in an isotropic model with minimum zone of 

mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity and maximum mixed zone thickness. The 

minimum sub-vertical fluid-flow again occurred in isotropic models of fault zones 

with minimum zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity and mixed zone 

thickness. The maximum sub-vertical streamtrace distance (along-fault) occurred 

along faults with the zone of mixed sediment maximum hydraulic conductivity, 

under anisotropic conditions (Figure 6.4). These fault zones did not cause a head-

drop across the fault zone.  
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Again, similar to the PLG Sm 2 models, relative hydraulic conductivity of the 

zone of mixed sediment and protosediment influenced whether faults in the PLG 

Lg models behaved predominantly as conduits or barriers. The order of 

magnitude variation in minimum or average zone of mixed sediment hydraulic 

conductivity resulted in a maximum head-drop difference of nearly three times. 

There was a greater difference in conduit and barrier effects between the thickest 

and thinnest mixed zones of the PLG Lg than PLG Sm models, corresponding to a 

maximum difference in mixed zone thickness of 0.7 m (PLG Lg) compared with 

0.2 m (PLG Sm). Anisotropic models again resulted in smaller head-drops but an 

increase in sub-vertical streamtrace distance, in addition to refracted head-

contours.  

Including slip-surface cataclasites in PLG Lg models had the most profound 

impact on the hydraulic behaviour across the PLG models – increasing both 

barrier and conduit behaviours (Figure 6.3; Appendices 4.2 and 4.3). The 

maximum head-drop of PLG Lg 2 models occurred in an isotropic model with a 

maximum thickness mixed zone and minimum hydraulic conductivity fault zone 

elements. However, this was only marginally greater than the maximum head-

drop in PLG Lg 1 models.  

The maximum along-fault sub-vertical fluid-flow was significantly greater in 

PLG Lg 2 models, with the maximum distance found in anisotropic models and 

faults with maximum hydraulic conductivity. In isotropic PLG Lg 2 models, the 

majority of sub-vertical fluid-flow did not occur along the mixed zone, but 

directly adjacent to the mixed zone (Figure 6.4). The greatest sub-vertical 

streamtrace distance in PLG Lg 2 models resulted from this flow, and was nearly 

three times the maximum along-fault streamtrace distance from PLG LG 1 

models (Figure 6.4). The irregular head contour, flow vector and streamtrace 

patterns in PLG Lg 2 models revealed that flow pathways were deflected by slip-

surface cataclasites, as fluid was focused along the boundary of the cataclasites, 

and through the step-over between the over-lapping regions of the slip-surface 

cataclasite (Figure 6.4).  

The model with the continuous slip-surface cataclasite produced the same head-

drop across the fault zone as the segmented slip-surface cataclasite. However, the 
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maximum sub-vertical streamtrace distance was 5 m shorter. This resulted from 

cross fault fluid-flow being focused through the centre of the mixed zone. 

Streamtraces and vectors were still focused along the boundary of the slip-surface 

cataclasites (Appendix 4). The minimum sub-vertical streamtrace distance in the 

PLG Lg 2 models occurred in the isotropic mixed zone with minimum hydraulic 

conductivity fault zone elements and mixed zone thickness. 

Hydraulic conductivity also had an impact on fault zone hydraulic behaviour in 

PLG Lg 2 models. The difference in mixed zone thickness increased the 

magnitude of sub-vertical fluid-flow to a much greater degree than the head-drop. 

Furthermore, thicker faults in isotropic models were more likely to cause 

deflected sub-vertical fluid-flow than along-fault flow. The decrease in head-drop 

across fault zones in anisotropic models was smaller than for faults in PLG Lg 1 

models. In some anisotropic models head-drop even increased slightly. Sub-

vertical streamtrace distance still increased along the fault in anisotropic models 

but deflection distance decreased (Appendix 4).  

Similar to PLG Sm models, applying CN hydraulic boundary conditions to PLG 

Lg models resulted in reversal of the hydraulic patterns. US hydraulic boundary 

conditions again resulted in fluid-flow focused towards the top of the fault zone 

(Appendix 4). The interactions of the fault zone with fluid-flow did not differ.  

6.3.2 Faults in sediment of contrasting competency (CC) 

All the modelled faults cutting sediment of contrasting competency impacted 

fluid-flow (Figure 6.5). There was a smaller range of hydraulic behaviours than 

the models of faults in PLG models, and the majority behave as strong barriers to 

fluid-flow (Figure 6.5; Appendix 5).  

Two fault zones, in isotropic CC models with minimum and average thickness 

mixed zones and minimum hydraulic conductivity silt smears, caused the 

maximum possible (10 m) head-drop across the fault zone (Figure 6.6). This was 

similar to the modal average head-drop values (clustering in top left of Figure 

6.5). There was no head-drop across the fault zone with only an anisotropic zone 

of mixed sediment or the model with a large fault and only lenses in the mixed 
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zone (Appendix 5). Head contours were generally deflected to some degree by the 

fault zone (Appendix 5.2).   

 

 

Figure 6.5 Modelled head-drop across fault zone with maximum sub-vertical streamtrace 

distance for CC models. Squares and circles represent mixed zones with and without 

zones of mixed sediment respectively, and lines with anisotropic zones of mixed 

sediment. Small, medium, medium-large and large symbols represent minimum, average 

and maximum mixed zone thickness for small faults, and maximum mixed zone 

thickness for faults with 5 m throw. Marker shade refers to the lens attributes– light is 

every other silt lens; medium-light is both gravel and silt lenses; medium-dark is only silt 

lenses; dark is multiple lenses and black symbols, no lenses. A black line surrounding the 

marker represents a 9 mm clay smear, large dashes represent large discontinuities and 

small dashes small discontinuities in the smear; light grey and dark grey lines indicate an 

order of magnitude lower and higher hydraulic conductivity respectively, and thin and 

thick lines smears with minimum and maximum thickness. It is not possible to show all 

model results in the graph due to clustering in the top left corner, but these are included 

Appendix 5.1. Shading refers to the hydraulic behaviour of faults as identified in the 

graph corners. 

Barrier 
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Strong conduit behaviour was rare. Most of the CC models had along-fault sub-

vertical streamtrace distances of <1 m (Figure 6.5). The 1 m sub-vertical 

streamtrace distance was primarily caused by bed configuration of the CC model 

domain as horizontal fluid-flow from the footwall had to flow along the mixed 

zone before entering a bed of high hydraulic conductivity in the hangingwall that 

was offset by 1 m (Appendix 5.4). However, models with discontinuities in fine-

grained smears had streamtrace distances up to five times the modal average.  

Fine-grained smears in fault zones behaved as strong barriers (Figure 6.5). 

Independent of other architectural elements, a continuous fine-grained smear 

caused an almost complete head-drop across the fault zone. Head-drop across the 

fault zone was nearly doubled when the hydraulic conductivity of the fine-grained 

smear was decreased by two orders of magnitude or the thickness was increased 

from 1 mm to 50 mm (Appendix 5.1). Streamflow pathways and vectors show 

that fluid-flow was focused along the boundaries of the fine-grained smears 

(Appendices 5.3 and 5.4). Fine-grained smears generally had minimal impact on 

the streamtrace distance but when discontinuities were modelled in the smear 

flow travelled along the smear and through the discontinuity – increasing the 

streamtrace distance by up to five times (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). The impact of the 

discontinuities on head-drop across the fault zone was less consistent, however, as 

singular discontinuities led to an increase in the head-drop of up to 0.8 m and 

double discontinuities led to a slight decrease in head-drop. The specific 

properties of the fine-grained smear had a smaller hydraulic impact when 

combined with other architectural elements in the mixed zone (Appendix 5.1).  

Fault zones in CC models with only a zone of mixed sediment also caused a head-

drop across the fault zone, albeit almost half of that caused by the fine-grained 

smear. Zones of mixed sediment also increased the head-drop across the fault 

zone when combined with other structural elements. When zones of mixed 

sediment were present, flow vectors tended to be focused through the whole 

thickness of the mixed zone (Appendix 5.3). 

Fault zones with only fine-grained lenses produced a slightly smaller head-drop 

across the fault zone than fault zones with only zones of mixed sediment. The 

head-drop decreased when lenses of coarser material were also modelled, and 
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when smaller lenses were modelled. It also decreased across the fault zone when 

multiple and every other fine-grained lens were modelled, but increased when the 

associated coarse-grained lenses were included in these models. The lenses 

visibly increased vector tortuosity in fault zones without a fine-grained smear, but 

did not influence streamtrace pathways (Appendix 5). 

 

Figure 6.6 Model output with head contours and streamtraces for CC models with 

average values for each fault zone element individually and combined, and model outputs 

for the maximum head-drop and sub-vertical streamtrace distance for CC models. Head-

drop and sub-vertical streamtrace distance included underneath the domain images 

respectively. Model code in top-left corners. Head, X and Y units are metres.  

Increasing mixed zone thickness also did not have a uniform effect on the head-

drop across the fault zones in CC models. Across the majority of the fault zones 

the head-drop decreased with increased mixed zone thickness. In some cases 

models in which mixed zones had the average thickness caused the smallest head-
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drops across the fault zone (Appendix 5). Similarly, the effects of anisotropic 

models were not necessarily intuitive. The anisotropic model with only a zone of 

mixed sediment experienced no head-drop across the fault zone, it also decreased 

the head-drop across faults zones with a fine-grained smear. However, head-drop 

across fault zones without fine-grained smears was greater in anisotropic models. 

Vectors indicate that flow was preferentially focused along the anisotropic zone 

of mixed sediment and there was a decrease in flow path tortuosity (Appendix 5).  

Altering model hydraulic boundary conditions in the CC models resulted in some 

changes to hydraulic impacts. NC boundary conditions again resulted in a reversal 

of the hydraulic impacts. Under US hydraulic boundary conditions sub-vertical 

streamtrace flow distance increased along the fault zone and the head-drop 

decreased across the fault zone. Fluid-flow was again focused towards the top of 

the fault zone (Appendix 5).  

6.3.3 Faults juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment (J) 

The hydraulic characteristics of model set J varied considerably from the previous 

two sets of models. In all models the entire head-drop (from 10 to 0 m) occurred 

before the fault, irrespective of whether mixed zone features were modelled 

(Figure 6.1). This model setup also caused deflected sub-vertical fluid-flow. The 

inclusion of mixed zone elements slightly increased the streamtrace deflection 

distance, and also caused downwards along-fault fluid-flow in most models 

(Figure 6.7; Appendix 6). The isotropic model with average mixed zone thickness 

and all structural elements focused sub-vertical fluid-flow along the mixed zone 

(Figure 6.8). The same model under anisotropic conditions, however, decreased 

the streamtrace deflection distance and across-fault flow (Figure 6.8). Flow 

vectors and streamtrace patterns from this model indicate that fluid-flow in the 

mixed zone was irregular and apparently unstable (Appendices 6.2 and 6.3). 

Conversely, the maximum sub-vertical fluid-flow also occurred along the fault-

zone of an anisotropic model with a zone of mixed sediment and slip-surface 

cataclasite, but no fine-grained smear (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.7 Modelled head-drop and maximum sub-vertical fluid-flow output for model 

set J. Square, triangular and line markers refer to mixed zones with a zone of mixed 

sediment, without a zone of mixed sediment and with an anisotropic zone of mixed 

sediment respectively. Small, medium and large markers refer to minimum, average and 

maximum zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity. Markers that indicate fault 

zones with slip-surface cataclasites are grey, and without are white. Fine-grained smears 

are indicated by markers with a black outline and without, a grey outline. Shading refers 

to the hydraulic behaviour of faults as identified in the graph corners. All results are 

included in Appendix 6.  

Zones of mixed sediment, slip-surface cataclasite and fine-grained smears caused 

a slight increase in the streamtrace deflection distance. Slip-surface cataclasite 

caused an additional component of along-fault sub-vertical fluid-flow. Along-

fault fluid-flow increased considerably when a zone of mixed sediment was 

combined with a fine-grained smear or slip-surface cataclasite, particularly under 

anisotropic conditions (Figure 6.7; Appendix 6). Similar to PLG models, 

segmentation of the slip-surface cataclasite focused flow along the fault zone and 

through the discontinuity, resulting in an increased along-fault streamtrace 
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distance. Segmentation of the fine-grained smear did not, however, have a 

hydraulic impact. 

 

Figure 6.8 Model output for J models. Average refers to models with all mixed zone 

elements (zone of mixed sediment, slip surface cataclasite and fine-grained smears) and 

average values. Maximum sub-vertical streamtrace distance occurred in a model with a 

slip-surface cataclasite and zone of mixed sediment, under anisotropic conditions. Head, 

X and Y units are metres.  

Along-fault sub-vertical fluid-flow increased in models in which zone of mixed 

sediment hydraulic conductivity was greater than that of the hangingwall 

sediment. However, there was no difference in the hydraulic impacts of models 

with zones of mixed sediment with minimum and average hydraulic conductivity 

(one order of magnitude).  This was in contrast to the impacts of slip-surface 

cataclasites, in which those with the minimum hydraulic conductivity caused 

maximum along-fault fluid-flow whereas models in which slip-surface cataclasite 

had the maximum hydraulic conductivity (3 orders of magnitude difference in 
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hydraulic conductivity) produced no along-fault fluid-flow. Anisotropic models 

with only a zone of mixed sediment caused horizontal flow across the whole 

model domain (Appendix 6), thus reducing both deflected and along-fault sub-

vertical flow. Fluid-flow remained horizontal in the footwall and hangingwall 

when additional fault zone elements were modelled in anisotropic models, but 

with significant along-fault fluid-flow (Figure 6.8).  

Altering the hydraulic boundary conditions in model set J resulted in changes to 

fault zone hydraulic behaviour. CN hydraulic boundary conditions not only 

reversed the hydraulic impacts, but resulted in flow upwards along the mixed 

zone, with irregular, possibly unstable, flow characteristics shown by flow vector 

patterns in the isotropic and anisotropic models with slip-surface cataclasite and 

fine-grained smears. Streamtraces also show unstable flow patterns in the 

isotropic model of the fault zone with slip-surface cataclasite and a fine-grained 

smear. In the same model, under anisotropic conditions, streamtraces were 

discontinuous at the fault zone (Appendix 6). Under US hydraulic boundary 

conditions fluid-flow also occurred upwards along the fault zone, and streamtrace 

distance increased significantly (Appendix 6).  

6.4 Fluid-flow evidence from outcrops 

There is evidence of present and past fluid-flow associated with fault zones at all 

of the outcrop locations. At the Voutsimos outcrop large volumes of water are 

sourced from springs that emerge from along the traces of Big Faults 1 and 2 

(Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Both these faults juxtapose fine and coarse-grained delta 

bottomset sequences in the footwall, and coarse-grained gravel conglomerates in 

the hangingwall (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).  

A number of cements and precipitates are found at the Loutraki outcrop section – 

iron oxide (Figures 3.1a), manganese oxide and micritic calcite (Figures 2.4, 3.1 

and 3.6). Iron oxide is associated with a sand bed in the footwall of Fault 1A, 

towards the base of the exposure (Figure 2.4). Micritic calcite cement is 

associated with a sand bed in the hangingwall of Fault 1A, and can be traced 

throughout sections AA’, BB’ and CC’, and is also found within a coarse-grained 

conglomerate, along with a manganese oxide precipitate (Figure 2.4). These beds 
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are exposed towards the base of the outcrop in sections AA’ and BB’ and the top 

of the outcrop in section CC’, at the road level. However, only the micritic calcite 

cement is visibly associated with fault zones (Figure 3.1 and 3.6). Strong micritic 

calcite cement coats grains, forming an indurated zone, in the centre of the zone 

of mixed sediment of Fault 1A (Figures 3.1, 3.3b and c). Similar micritic calcite 

cement is focused along Fault 4, defining the fault zone, particularly towards the 

top of the outcrop (Figure 3.6). The cement fingers from this fault zone up to half 

a metre into the sediment of the footwall and hangingwall. 

Micritic calcite was also the dominant cement in the poorly sorted gravel beds of 

the Mentourgianika outcrop (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). Of the 34 identified fault 

zones in this section, 90 % exhibited significantly more calcite cement than the 

surrounding protosediment (Figure 6.9). Fault zones that are connected to the 

ground surface also exhibited a striking white veneer towards the top (Figures 

4.1b and 6.9a), similar to Fault 4 at the Loutraki outcrop. Away from the ground 

surface the cement caused many of the fault zones to protrude from the outcrop 

face (Figure 6.9b). In these protruding fault zones the cement was slightly brown 

in colour, indicating the possible presence of clay minerals (Figures 6.9c and d).  

Similarly, micritic calcite cement is found in the mixed zone of the Big Fault 1 

Antithetic (0.7 m throw) exposed in the gravel conglomerate hangingwall of Big 

Fault 1 at the Voutsimos outcrop (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). This cement had over-

printed an iron oxide from an apparently earlier phase of fluid-flow. The iron 

oxide precipitate could be traced through the mixed zone as a convex arch that 

dipped steeply away from the mixed zone in the hangingwall. It is concentrated 

towards the top of the coarsest-grained bed in the exposed footwall (Figure 6.10). 

Iron oxide precipitate was striking in the Akrata outcrop (Figure 6.11). This 

precipitate was found in medium-coarse gravel conglomerate beds, but not in 

medium-fine gravel, sand or silt beds in the section (Figure 6.11). Traces of this 

precipitate were generally focussed at the fault zones, although they were not 

found to be focused along the mixed zones themselves (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.9 Cement as evidence of fluid-flow at fault zones cutting gravel in the 

Mentourgianika outcrop (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). A) Cemented Fault (1.88 m throw) with 

white micritic calcite cement focused at the top of the mixed zone where it connects to 

the ground surface (Figure 2.10). B) Protruding mixed zone from fault AF2 (Figure 2.10) 

cemented with micritic calcite and clays. C) Close-up of pebble cast in the same 

cemented fault zone as (B). D) Sliced hand sample from Cement Fault 2 (Figure 4.3) 

showing the cement through this fault zone.  
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Figure 6.10 Evidence of previous fluid-flow from iron oxide and micritic calcite cement 

patterns associated with Big Fault 1 Antithetic Fault cutting in poorly lithified gravels in 

the hangingwall of Big Fault 1 (Figure 4.9b) at the Voutsimos outcrop (Figures 2.7 and 

2.8).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11 Akrata outcrop with iron oxide precipitates outlined in red, correlating to 

likely high hydraulic conductivity gravel and pebble beds, surrounding the fault zones 

(black lines) (Figure 2.6). 
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6.5 Implications of numerical fluid-flow model results 

6.5.1 Fault zones in poorly lithified gravel (PLG) 

Modelled hydraulic behaviour of faults in poorly lithified gravels covers the 

spectrum – barriers, conduits and conduit-barriers (Figure 6.3), although the 

majority of simulated faults have aspects of conduit-barrier behaviour. The 

magnitude of hydraulic impacts varies from minimal to substantial. The diversity 

of fault zone hydraulic behaviour in poorly lithified gravels can be explained by 

differences in specific fault zone structure.  

Fault zones hindered fluid-flow, causing head-drops across them, in all models in 

which their hydraulic conductivity was less than that of the model domain. The 

magnitude of the head-drop was influenced by the mixed zone thickness (e.g. 

Bense and Person, 2006), zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity (e.g. 

Bredehoeft et al., 1992), and whether or not slip-surface cataclasites were present. 

These parameters combined control the fault zone transmissivity (e.g. Haneberg, 

1995). The magnitude of head-drop across the fault zone was most sensitive to the 

hydraulic conductivity of the zone of mixed sediment, and the presence of slip-

surface cataclasites – the fault bulk hydraulic conductivity. The significance of 

fault bulk hydraulic conductivity to the barrier behaviour is demonstrated by the 

apparently strong barrier behaviour of small faults with minimum hydraulic 

conductivity, regardless of mixed zone thickness (Figure 6.3). Whilst fault zones 

with slip-surface cataclasites produce the most significant barrier behaviours, 

some large faults with the minimum hydraulic conductivity also behaved as 

virtually comprehensive barriers (Figure 6.3). In addition it is likely that these 

fault zones would have also had slip-surface cataclasites, since cataclasite 

apparently forms in low porosity fault zones (Chapters 4 and 5). Therefore the 

head-drop across large fault zones is likely to be significant.  

Sub-vertical fluid-flow in PLG models occurred for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

increasing the zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity relative to the 

model domain caused along-fault fluid-flow, further demonstrating the 

importance of relative hydraulic conductivity to fault zone hydraulic behaviour 

(e.g. Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Haneberg, 1995; Caine et al., 1996; Rawling et al., 
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2001; Barnicoat et al., 2009). However, the conduit and barrier behaviours of 

mixed zones in which hydraulic conductivity is either higher or lower than the 

model domain (respectively) are necessarily mutually exclusive, and thus cannot 

explain the commonly hydrologically observed conduit-barrier behaviour 

(Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Person et al., 2000; Bense et al., 2003; Bense and 

Person, 2006; Heffner and Fairley, 2006; Bense et al., 2008).  

Models with imposed anisotropy representing sediment smears and grain rotation 

in the mixed zone indicate that this can in part explain the simultaneous conduit 

and barrier behaviour (e.g. Person et al., 2000; Bense and Van Balen, 2004; 

Bense and Person, 2006). However, although model anisotropy did increase sub-

vertical fluid-flow distance, it also tended to decrease the magnitude of the barrier 

behaviour (Figure 6.3) and would therefore be less likely to cause major conduits 

and barrier behaviour simultaneously (e.g. Bense and Person, 2006; Heffner and 

Fairley, 2006).  

The most likely cause of significant conduit-barrier behaviour in the faults zones 

of poorly lithified gravels appears to be the extrinsic anisotropy introduced to 

fault zones from slip-surface cataclasites. Vector patterns show that prevention of 

fluid-flow through low hydraulic conductivity slip-surface cataclasites (Appendix 

4.5) forces fluid to flow preferentially along the slip-surfaces, and through higher 

hydraulic conductivity pathways between slip surface step-overs (e.g. Antonellini 

and Aydin, 1994; 1995) (Figure 6.4). This causes a sub-vertical deflection of 

streamtraces adjacent to the fault zone in the adjacent footwall and hangingwall, 

resulting in simultaneous conduit and barrier effects. Fluid-flow along fault zones 

with slip surfaces is enhanced by their segmentation, highlighting the importance 

of structural controls, and in particular slip-surface cataclasites, on the 

connectivity of fluid-flow pathways (Shipton and Cowie, 2001; Lunn et al., 2008; 

Dockrill and Shipton, 2010; Kremer et al., 2011) despite the small proportion of 

the fault zone that they may occupy (Walsh et al., 1998). However, the constant 

head-drop between models with segmented and continuous slip-surface 

cataclasites suggests that flow path tortuosity and connectivity may have a limited 

influence on fault barrier behaviour, particularly the static seal capacity (e.g. Lunn 

et al., 2008), contrary to suggestions by Antonellini and Aydin (1995) and 
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Faulkner et al. (2010). This reflects the importance of overall fault zone 

transmissivity on head-drop. While fault zone transmissivity may be equivalent 

for these specific models, it may vary depending on the slip-surface cataclasite 

geometry.  

The capacity of slip-surfaces to cause conduit behaviour is well documented 

(Heffner and Fairley, 2006; De Boever et al., 2011) but has previously been 

attributed to fractures along the slip-surface (Gudmundsson, 2000; Jourde et al., 

2002; Lunn et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010). Bifurcated groundwater 

temperature profiles (Magri et al., 2010) and fault zone mineralisation patterns 

adjacent to fault zones, described by a number of authors (Foxford et al., 1998; 

Gudmundsson, 2000; Yang et al., 2004; Barnicoat et al., 2009), could result from 

significant deflected sub-vertical fluid-flow such as described here. If open 

fractures do occur along slip surfaces the sub-vertical fluid-flow resulting from 

slip-surface cataclasites may be greater still. 

More generally, these model results highlight the influence of fault throw on the 

hydraulic impacts of faults in poorly lithified gravels. Faults with the largest 

throws are likely to have the greatest influence on fluid-flow since this is the 

primary control on mixed zone thickness, structure and hydraulic conductivity 

(Chapters 4 and 5). The largest faults are more likely to behave as conduit-

barriers due to the presence of slip-surface cataclasites, whereas small faults may 

occasionally form conduits as a result of a possible initial increase in fault zone 

hydraulic conductivity (e.g. Balsamo et al., 2010; Chapters 4 and 5).  

6.5.2 Faults zones in sediment of contrasting competency (CC) 

Fault zones in the CC model set produced a much smaller range of potential 

hydraulic behaviours than the PLG set. Faults behaved predominantly as major 

barriers to fluid-flow, and though a small number behaved as conduit-barriers, 

none behaved only as conduits (Figure 6.5). The head-drop and sub-vertical 

streamtrace distances are consistent across models with a range of fault zone 

element combinations, indicating that the specific combination has a minimal 

impact on the fault zone hydraulic behaviour (Figure 6.5).  
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Clay smears along fault zones have long been known to contribute to the barrier 

behaviour of faults (e.g. Rawling et al., 2001; Bense and Van Balen, 2004; Caine 

and Minor, 2009). However, these model results show that fine-grained smears, 

with the slightly higher hydraulic conductivity values of silts, could also produce 

significant head-drops across fault zones (Figure 6.5). This impact probably 

results from the contrast in hydraulic conductivity between the low hydraulic 

conductivity silt-smear and the beds of higher hydraulic conductivity 

(representing gravel conglomerates) in the model domain. Nevertheless, the 

substantial differences in head-drop across the fault zone resulting from two 

orders of magnitude difference in smear hydraulic conductivity, demonstrates that 

the specific contrast in hydraulic conductivity is important (e.g. Walsh et al., 

1998) in addition to smear thickness (e.g. Allan, 1989).  

Similar to the modelled slip-surface cataclasites, where there were discontinuities 

in the fine-grained smear, flow vectors and streamtrace patterns showed fluid-

flow was focused parallel to the dip of the smear and flowed through the mixed 

zone at the discontinuity (Appendix 5). Smear discontinuities are considered 

potential leak points for hydrocarbon reservoirs (Doughty, 2003), reducing the 

sealing capacity of faults (Caine and Minor, 2009; Faulkner et al., 2010), yet 

similar to the discontinuities in slip surfaces, these discontinuities produced only 

marginal decreases in head-drop across the fault zones. This could be important 

for water resources since it suggests that leakage across fault zones may be 

possible even where there are significant head-drops across fault zones. Smear 

discontinuities also caused the rare combined conduit-barrier behaviour in the CC 

model set (Appendix 5). The absence of deflected sub-vertical fluid-flow in the 

CC models is probably because it is hindered by horizontal beds of low hydraulic 

conductivity in the model domain. Zones of mixed sediment are likely to have a 

similar, albeit smaller, hydraulic impact to fine-grained smears in these fault 

zones. 

Applying anisotropy to the CC models with only a zone of mixed sediment 

dramatically reduced the head-drop across the fault zone, but did not increase 

along-fault fluid-flow in this case. The noticeable decrease in flow path tortuosity 

was also reported by Bense and Person (2006). In the CC models the effects of 
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anisotropy were minimal when combined with other fault zone elements. This 

contrast in the role of imposed anisotropy to PLG models probably results from 

the control of other fault zone elements dominating the fault zone, which were 

modelled as isotropic. There was also no straight forward relationship between 

lens characteristics and hydraulic impacts. This may result from the interplay of 

different controlling factors, including bulk fault zone hydraulic conductivity, lens 

connectivity, flow path tortuosity and mixed zone thickness. Structural 

heterogeneities are therefore also important controls on the hydraulic behaviour of 

the CC models.  

The strong clustering of fault zone behaviour (Figure 6.5) suggests that despite 

the multiple possible fault zone heterogeneities modelled for the CC set, the 

overall hydraulic behaviour of faults is more predictable than those in poorly 

lithified gravels. This is likely in part due to the control of model fault throw/ bed 

configuration (e.g. Manzocchi et al., 2007), since this impacted fluid-flow 

regardless of fault zone characteristics. Whilst in this case the specific 

configuration increased hydraulic connections between high hydraulic 

conductivity beds (Figure 6.6), alternative configurations could cause a range of 

different impacts (e.g. Bense and Person, 2006; Manzocchi et al., 2007). 

Therefore, unlike faults in poorly lithified gravels, fault throw is primarily a key 

factor in controlling fault zone hydraulic conductivity in combination with 

sedimentological configuration, rather by controlling fault zone structure.  

6.5.3 Fault zones juxtaposing fine and course-grained sediment  

The hydraulic behaviour of fault zones in models in which fine and coarse-

grained sediment are juxtaposed differed fundamentally from the previous model 

sets. The maximum head-drop occurred before the fault, along with an element of 

sub-vertical fluid-flow that resulted from streamtrace deflections, without 

inclusion of a mixed zone. This supports the finding from the CC models, and 

previous studies (e.g. Maclay and Small 1983; Haneberg, 1995; Mailloux et al., 

1999), that the juxtaposition of sediment of different hydraulic conductivity has a 

significant control on fault zone hydraulic behaviour.  

Sub-vertical fluid-flow was significantly enhanced upwards through the fault zone 

in the zones of mixed sediment, and along the low hydraulic conductivity slip-
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surface cataclasites and fine-grained smear. Sub-vertical fluid-flow was enhanced 

by discontinuities in slip surfaces and fine-grained smears, and fault zone 

anisotropies –similar to previous model sets. The irregular flow vector patterns in 

the mixed zones in a number of set J models occur under conditions favourable to 

high flow velocities – anisotropic, with low hydraulic conductivity structural 

elements to focus fluid-flow – thus it is possible that this reflects an unstable 

fluid-flow regime resulting from an increase in flow rate (Appendix 6). 

Importantly, this particular combination of structural elements is unlikely to occur 

in the faults of the other model sets (Chapter 4).   

6.5.4 Hydraulic boundary conditions 

Specific fault zone interactions with fluid-flow did not change under different 

hydraulic boundary conditions in the models, however the observable hydraulic 

impacts do differ (e.g. Eichhubl and Boles, 2000; Magri et al., 2010). For 

example, in all of the models with shallow, unconfined flow conditions from 

south to north, fluid-flow is greatest towards the top of the fault zone, whereas 

under confined conditions it is largely equivalent across the length of the fault 

(Appendices 4 to 6). This characteristic occurs because the hydraulic boundary 

conditions impose different source and sink regions along the fault zone (e.g. 

Haneberg, 1995; Eichhubl and Boles, 2000; Gudmundsson, 2000; Eichhubl et al., 

2004). In CC models flow was additionally focused along the length of the fault 

zone in these conditions as it provided a vertical pathway for the enforced 

upwelling of fluid that did not exist within the rest of the model domain. This 

supports findings of Gudmundsson (2000) that hydraulic impacts are magnified 

the more closely aligned the orientation of fault zones and flow paths are. The 

consistent sub-vertical streamtrace distances across fault zones with maximum 

zone of mixed sediment hydraulic conductivity and a range of mixed zone 

thicknesses for PLG Sm 1 models indicates that the quantity of fluid transmitted 

by the fault zone is limited by flow supply (e.g. Haneberg, 1995). Establishing 

hydraulic boundary conditions are therefore central for determining the hydraulic 

impact of faults.  

In the J models, the confined flow conditions from south to north require flow 

from the aquitard to the aquifer. This configuration is only likely to occur in rare 
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circumstances, since fluid-flow would preferentially occur within aquifers if there 

are aquifers in the wider region, and flow in the aquitard would be sub-vertical. 

Models in which fine and coarse-grained sediment is juxtaposed with confined 

flow from the north to the south represents a more likely scenario whereby flow 

occurs in the direction from the aquifer to aquitard. Under these boundary 

conditions, the hydraulic impacts of fault zones are similar to those described 

previously (e.g. Haneberg, 1995), resulting in significant upwelling along the 

fault zone as the flow reaches the impermeable barrier of the fine-grained 

sediment.  

6.6 Fluid flow at outcrops 

There was clear evidence for present day and previous fluid-flow surrounding 

fault zones in outcrop. The most prevalent precipitate within fault zones – micritic 

calcite – reflects the regional water type (Ca-HCO3) (Pizzino et al., 2003). 

Preferential precipitation of the micritic calcite cement along fault zones shows 

that fluid-flow has been focused along them. This micritic calcite cement differs 

to the coarse crystalline cement described in many of the larger fault zones in the 

region (e.g. Micarelli et al., 2006b), reflecting its precipitation by water of 

meteoric origin in the vadose zone (Eichhubl and Boles, 2000), rather than the 

phreatic zone. This is supported by the presence of strong cementation along the 

top of some fault zones that crop out at the ground surface in the Loutraki and 

Mentourgianika outcrops (Figures 3.6 and 6.9a). These faults probably provided 

preferential flow pathways through the vadose zone due to the decrease in pore 

size (Chapter 5), which enabled pores to be wetted more easily, providing a 

hydraulic connection lacking in larger pores of the conglomerate (e.g. Flint et al., 

2001; Sigda and Wilson, 2003; Eichhubl et al., 2004; Kelsen et al., 2004). The 

capacity for these faults to behave as preferential fluid-flow paths in unsaturated 

hydraulic conditions suggests the decrease in fault zone pore-size is hydraulically 

significant, and in saturated conditions it is thus likely that fault zones will behave 

as barriers thus supporting the PLG model results. Importantly, the fault zone 

cements will dramatically decrease the fault zone porosity (Figures 5.3, 6.9c and 

d) and cause a reduction in fault zone hydraulic conductivity (Knipe, 1997; Caine 

and Minor, 2009).  
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The correlation of iron-oxide precipitate with apparent bed hydraulic conductivity 

at Voutsimos and Akrata (Figures 6.10 and 6.11) might imply that this was also 

formed from a post-depositional process (Eichhubl et al., 2004). These 

precipitates commonly form by oxidation of reduced waters that contain iron. The 

proximity of these precipitates to fault zones suggests a process of formation 

whereby oxidised meteoric water flowing along fault zones seeped (or flowed) 

into adjacent high hydraulic conductivity beds, oxidising residual iron-rich waters 

within the pores of these beds, resulting in the precipitation of iron oxides (Figure 

6.11) (e.g. Eichhubl et al., 2004). These precipitation patterns indicate that in 

saturated conditions fault zones in poorly lithified gravels behaved as conduits to 

fluid-flow, possibly as a result of increased hydraulic conductivity or intrinsic 

anisotropy since none of these faults have slip- surface cataclasites. The 

configuration of beds of differing hydraulic conductivity appears to be integral to 

creating these precipitate patterns, reflecting fluid-flow characteristics in the set 

CC models. The complexity of cementation patterns reflects both fault zone 

behaviour and hydraulic boundary conditions combined.  

The abundant vegetation and water source focused around the fault zones of 

juxtaposed fine and coarse-grained sediment at Voutsimos allude to the 

significant quantities of water that flow along these fault zones (e.g. Catchings et 

al., 2009). These fault zones are unusual for the region because they dip 

antithetically to the crustal-scale Mamoussia-Pirgaki fault (Figure 2.7 and 2.8), 

reflecting the flow conditions from north to south (hangingwall to footwall). 

Therefore the model results suggesting high fluid-flow rates upwards along the 

mixed zone closely replicate reality for these fault zones (Figure 6.7).  

It is difficult to compare the modelled fault zone hydraulic behaviours and those 

inferred from outcrop because of the primary control of hydraulic boundary 

conditions, and in particular aquifer saturation, that were not directly replicated. 

Modelled fault hydraulic behaviours appear to be reasonable approximations of 

reality. However, there is a possibility that key aspects of fault zone and fluid-

flow interactions were absent from models due to simplification of fault zones, 

such as representation in two rather than three dimensions and consistent along-

strike and dip mixed zone thickness, structural elements, hydraulic conductivity 
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and fault zone segmentation (Watterson et al., 1996; Walsh and Watterson, 1998). 

In addition, damage zones and connecting fault networks have not been modelled 

but could also significantly impact fluid-flow properties (Antonellini and Aydin, 

1995; Heynekamp et al., 1999; Wu and Xu, 2003; Heffner and Fairley, 2006).  

6.7 Summary  

The hydraulic impacts of the modelled faults range from barriers through to 

conduit-barriers and conduits, with minor to significant impacts. Models of fault 

zones in poorly lithified gravels produced a considerable range of hydraulic 

behaviours whereas the majority of fault zones in sediment of contrasting 

competency behaved as comprehensive barriers. Models in which fine and coarse-

grained sediments were juxtaposed across the fault zones commonly behaved as 

conduit-barriers. The diversity of fault zone hydraulic behaviour can be explained 

by differences in specific fault zone structure. 

Fault zone barrier behaviour was found where bulk mixed zone hydraulic 

conductivity was lower than the protosediment. This was influenced by the 

combined hydraulic conductivity of structural elements. Slip-surface cataclasites 

and fine-grained smears had the greatest impact on fault zone fluid-flow 

properties, the geometry of which are important for fluid-flow pathways. Conduit-

barrier behaviour resulted from intrinsic anisotropy representing grain rotation or 

sediment smears or, more significantly, from extrinsic anisotropies imposed by 

fault zone heterogeneities. Fault throw was a significant control on the hydraulic 

behaviour of fault zones in poorly lithified gravels, however, the configuration 

and juxtaposition relationships of high and low hydraulic conductivity sediment is 

as important in fault zones cutting sediment of contrasting competency. These 

beds may also reduce fault-adjacent sub-vertical fluid flow.  

Outcrops show abundant evidence for fluid-flow around fault zones in the form of 

cementation and springs. The model results show some similarities with outcrop 

evidence of fluid-flow however the saturation state of the aquifer is a major 

control on fault zone hydraulic behaviour.  The specific interactions of fault zones 

and fluid-flow was not influenced by hydraulic boundary conditions, however, 
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hydraulic boundary conditions have significant impact on the overall hydraulic 

impact of fault zones. 
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7. Thesis summary and conclusions 

This chapter provides a summary and conclusion to this thesis. Key findings from 

the preceding data chapters are summarised in the context of the original research 

objectives specified in Chapter 1, followed by a brief discussion of the thesis 

hypothesis in light of this research. The contribution that this work makes to the 

field of fault zone hydrogeology and the broader implications of this research are 

then discussed. Limitations of the research are outlined and suggestions for 

further investigation into this topic proposed. The chapter ends with a brief 

concluding statement.  

7.1 Summary of results 

7.1.1 Objectives   

The results of the three research objectives proposed in Chapter 1 that were 

intended to assist with evaluating the thesis hypothesis are summarised below: 

1. Identify the structure and deformation processes of fault zones in poorly lithified 

sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift.  

Faults cutting the syn-rift sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift are generally found 

as part of fault arrays in regions of high strain, proximal to crustal-scale faults 

(Figure 2.2). Investigation of the minor normal-fault array exposed north of 

Loutraki town in Chapter 3 enabled elucidation of the architectural and structural 

elements of fault zones and their evolution, in poorly lithified sediment and 

sediment in which poorly lithified and more cohesive beds are inter-bedded. 

These findings were corroborated and refined in Chapter 4 using evidence from 

faults outcropping at the remaining four study locations; Akrata, Pirgos, 

Mentourgianika and Voutsimos (Figure 2.2). These outcrops provided a greater 

range of lithological types, fault throws and settings.  

Fault zone structure was found to differ somewhat to fault zones previously 

described cutting poorly lithified sediment. Fault zones described in this work 

comprise mixed zones, of variably deformed sediment that accommodate the 

majority of strain. Mixed zones are flanked by damage zones in just over half of 

the fault zones, though many were limited to fine-grained beds cut by the fault. 
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Damage zones primarily comprise antithetic or synthetic subsidiary faults that cut 

all lithologies, and sometimes disaggregation bands that cut fine-grained sediment.  

Specific structural elements in mixed zones differ according to the lithology cut 

by the fault – in particular, the rheology and stratigraphic relationships – and the 

fault throw. Fault zone structure and evolution was analysed separately for three 

fault groups; those that cut only poorly lithified sediment, sediment of vertically 

contrasting competency, and those in which fine and coarse-grained sediments 

were juxtaposed. In the Gulf of Corinth rift these fault groups are found at 

different stratigraphic stages in the syn-rift sediment (see Figures 2.1 and 4.13).  

Poorly lithified sediment cut by faults zones in the four southern Gulf of Corinth 

rift outcrops was coarse-grained Giant Gilbert-type gravel conglomerate (see 

Figure 4.1). In the Loutraki outcrop, the poorly lithified sediment was more 

heterogeneous, also originating from a delta setting (Figure 2.3). Mixed zones in 

these faults comprise beds cut by the fault that are rotated consistent to fault dip 

and smeared through the mixed zone (Figure 3.1a, 4.1 and 7.1). Sediment is 

entrained into the mixed zone, and accommodates mixed zone shear strain by 

distributed controlled particulate flow, whereby grains rotate and slide along their 

boundaries aided by incipient cataclasis.  
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Figure 7.1 Summary of fault zone evolution and impacts on fluid-flow for poorly 

lithified sediment. Blue arrows indicate fluid flow. Shading refers to the hydraulic 

behaviour of faults as identified in the corners of the box.  

Initial deformation of sediment in mixed zones (faults <~1 m throw) causes grain 

disaggregation, rotation, and possibly dilation. With further strain in the mixed 

zone, grain-scale mixing of sediment and cataclasis results in a decrease of grain-

size, sorting and porosity (Figure 3.9b and 7.1). If fault throw exceeds bed 

thickness a zone of mixed sediment can form in the mixed zone from an 

amalgamation of surrounding beds. The positive relationship between fault throw 

and mixed zone thickness (Figures 4.10a to c) reflects steady incorporation of 

additional sediment into the mixed zone by particulate flow. Grain fabric 

development, and progressively decreasing porosity and grain-size in the mixed 

zone causes strain-hardening. Slip-surface cataclasites can be found in faults 
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with >1.5 m throw at the point of maximum strain hardening. Subsequent strain-

weakening and localisation occurs along the slip-surfaces (Figure 4.12 and 7.1). 

Slip-surface cataclasite formation coincides with a discontinuity in the fault 

population distribution trend for poorly lithified sediment at ~1.5 m fault throw 

(Figure 4.11a). This suggests a hierarchy for faults cutting poorly lithified 

sediment in which the structure of fault zones differs for faults with throws above 

and below this size (Figure 7.1).  

Poorly lithified sediment inter-bedded with cohesive marl or cemented beds 

produced vertical competency contrasts in sediment (see Figure 4.5). Sediment of 

contrasting competency was most commonly found in outcrops of the Giant 

Gilbert-type delta bottomsets or the Aiges Formation, comprising fine-grained 

marls inter-bedded with coarse sand to cobble debris flow deposits, or Giant 

Gilbert-type delta topsets of coarse-sand to gravel conglomerate with inter-bedded 

silt (Figures 2.1 and 7.2). The primary difference in the structure of fault zones 

cutting sediment of contrasting competency to poorly lithified sediment is strain 

localisation in competent beds. The transition of distributed to localised strain at 

the boundary between incompetent and competent beds causes fault tip 

bifurcation, and asperities at the mixed zone boundary. Blocks or lenses of 

relatively undeformed sediment are incorporated into mixed zones as asperities 

are sporadically removed with fault throw (Figure 3.9c). This process dominates 

evolution of mixed zones cutting sediment of contrasting competency, and is 

reflected in the weak relationship between fault throw and mixed zone thickness 

(Figure 4.10a to c). Fine-grained sediment (marl to fine-grained sand) cut by 

faults can form relatively continuous, un-mixed smears in mixed zones. The 

structure of mixed zones cutting sediment of contrasting competency is 

influenced by fault throw and mechanical stratigraphy of sediment cut by the fault.  
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Figure 7.2 Summary of fault zones and impacts on fluid-flow for sediment of contrasting 

competency. Blue arrows indicate fluid flow. Shading refers to the hydraulic behaviour 

of faults as identified in the corners of the box. 

Large faults exposed close to transitions from fine-grained silt and marl to coarse-

grained gravel conglomerates cause large-scale juxtaposition of sediment across 

the fault zone. Mixed zones remain as distinct footwall and hangingwall sections 

separated by a discrete contact along fine-grained smears or localised shear zones, 

and even slip-surface cataclasites (Figures 4.9 and 7.3). Mixed zones in fine-

grained sediment comprise localised shear zones and lenses or blocks of sediment, 

and occasionally rotated and smeared beds. In contrast, mixed zones in coarse-

grained gravel conglomerate are dominated by rotated and smeared beds and 

zones of mixed sediment. Mixed zones evolve through mechanisms described for 

their respective sediment types in poorly lithified and sediment of contrasting 

competency.    
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Figure 7.3 Summary of fault zone structure and impacts on fluid flow for faults 

juxtaposing fine and coarse-grained sediment. Blue arrows indicate fluid flow. Shading 

refers to the hydraulic behaviour of faults as identified in the corners of the box. 

2. Ascertain the changes to the hydraulic conductivity of poorly lithified sediment in 

fault zones.  

Porosity and hydraulic conductivity of mixed zones were estimated from thin 

section image analysis and the Kozeny-Carman equation, and compared with their 

protosediment. Variations in hydraulic conductivity were mapped across mixed 

zones and protosediment using grain-size distributions and the Krumbein-Monk 

equation.  

Mean estimated porosity of zones of mixed sediment was 9% lower than the 

protosediment. Mean estimated hydraulic conductivity was up to an order of 
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magnitude lower than the protosediment. However, the estimated porosity and 

hydraulic conductivity alterations varied considerably for zones of mixed 

sediment, ranging between +2.8% and –19%, and an order of magnitude increase 

to four orders of magnitude decrease, respectively (Figure 5.3). Relationships 

between fault throw and zone of mixed sediment porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity suggests that fault throw influences hydraulic properties of mixed 

zones; total porosity has an apparent decrease in porosity of 3-4% with each order 

of magnitude fault throw, and hydraulic conductivity has an apparent decrease of 

an order of magnitude with each one and a half orders of magnitude fault throw 

(Figure 5.4). These results reveal that the most substantial alteration to mixed 

zone porosity and hydraulic conductivity occurs during the first 2 m of fault throw. 

Minor anisotropy, estimated from flow-path tortuosity, was re-orientated from 

horizontal in the footwall sediment to vertical in the mixed zone.   

The estimated porosity and hydraulic conductivity of slip-surface cataclasites 

were the lowest of all structural elements; mean estimates were 19% and three 

orders of magnitude lower than the protosediment (Figure 5.3). The estimated 

porosity and hydraulic conductivity of fine-grained sediment smears were also 

very low, and could cause variation in hydraulic conductivity across the mixed 

zone of three orders of magnitude (Figure 5.8). A sample from a mixed zone 

containing cement indicates that cemented fault zones could reduce fault zone 

hydraulic conductivity more than primary fault zone processes.  

Sediment smears and lenses or blocks of sediment introduce significant hydraulic 

heterogeneities and anisotropies across mixed zones, even without changes to 

grain-shape, size or porosity (Figures 5.5 to 5.8). Alteration of the spatial 

arrangement and geometry of beds in mixed zones of faults cutting beds of 

variable hydraulic conductivity causes juxtapositions and high variability in 

hydraulic conductivity across the mixed zone. However, in some fault zones 

natural sedimentary heterogeneities are greater than those resulting from sediment 

deformation.  
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3.  Establish the ways in which fault zones in poorly lithified sediment influence 

fluid flow.  

Numerical fluid-flow models of faults cutting poorly lithified sediment were 

constructed from characteristic fault zone structure and hydraulic conductivity of 

faults in the Gulf of Corinth rift. The suite of models represented a range of 

possible fault zone structures for the three identified fault sets; poorly lithified 

gravels (PLG), sediment of contrasting competency (CC) and faults across which 

fine and coarse-grained sediment is juxtaposed (J). Results show that fault zones 

cutting syn-rift sediment of the Gulf of Corinth rift are likely to impact fluid-flow 

but the magnitude and type of hydraulic behaviour is dependent on the fault zone 

structure.  

Small (<1 m throw) (PLG Sm) and large (>5 m throw) (PLG Lg) faults cutting 

homogeneous poorly lithified gravels were modelled. Faults in PLG Sm models 

comprised smears or a zone of mixed sediment. Faults in PLG Lg models 

comprised a homogeneous zone of mixed sediment with or without a segmented 

20 mm thick slip-surface cataclasite (Figure 6.2; Table 6.3). Domains of CC 

models represented alternating gravel conglomerate and silt beds, each 1 m thick, 

offset by a fault with 1 m throw. Mixed zones in CC models comprised different 

combinations of lenses, a fine-grained smear and a zone of mixed sediment 

(Figure 6.2; Table 6.3). In J models, silt in the footwall was juxtaposed against 

coarse-gravel conglomerate in the hangingwall. The mixed zone comprised 

combinations of a zone of mixed sediment, a fine-grained smear, and slip-surface 

cataclasite. In all sets models were run with both isotropic and anisotropic values 

for zones of mixed sediment and the model domain. Hydraulic boundary 

conditions were also varied for a few representative models. 

The majority of the modelled faults in PLG models caused head-drops across the 

fault zone, behaving as varying degrees of barrier. Many faults also caused sub-

vertical fluid flow. Conduit-only behaviour was found only in models where the 

hydraulic conductivity of the zone of mixed sediment was greater than the 

protosediment (Figure 7.1). Conduit-barrier behaviour resulted from anisotropies 

imposed on models representing grain rotation and sediment smears, and extrinsic 

anisotropy from elongate low hydraulic conductivity slip-surface cataclasites. The 
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most significant sub-vertical fluid-flow in models with slip-surface cataclasites 

was found in the hangingwall and footwall protosediment. Fluid-flow was 

deflected along the surface of the cataclasite towards the step-over where it was 

focused through this high hydraulic conductivity pathway. The magnitudes of 

hydraulic impacts were much greater for PLG Lg than PLG Sm models (Figure 

7.1).  

A significant proportion of faults in CC models behaved as virtually 

comprehensive barriers to fluid-flow (Figure 7.2). The most hydraulically 

significant structural element in these models was the fine-grained smear, 

although all fault zone structural elements included in these models caused the 

fault to behave as a barrier to fluid-flow. Sub-vertical fluid-flow was typically ~1 

m in these models and was controlled by the configuration of high and low 

hydraulic conductivity beds and fault offset. Further conduit behaviour was 

induced only when discontinuities were included in the fine-grained smear, which 

caused preferential fluid-flow along the fault zone in order to cross the fault at the 

higher hydraulic conductivity discontinuities. Sub-vertical fluid-flow in the 

footwall and hangingwall was prevented by horizontal stratigraphy.  

The juxtaposition of fine and coarse-grained sediment across the third model set 

(J) caused strong barrier behaviour regardless of whether fault zone structure was 

specified (Figure 7.3). Sub-vertical fluid-flow was common along these fault 

zones, particularly where slip-surface cataclasites and fine-grained smears were 

modelled.  

Altering hydraulic boundary conditions did not influence specific fault-zone fluid-

flow interactions, but it did influence the overall hydraulic impacts of fault zones. 

Models demonstrated that fault zones can enhance local fluid-flow conditions. 

The model results were largely substantiated by outcrop evidence of previous 

(cement) and current (springs and vegetation) fluid-flow that illustrate fault zone 

conduit-behaviour. Evidence of fluid-flow exposed in outcrops suggests 

preferential fluid-flow in the vadose zone, demonstrating the importance of lower-

porosity mixed zones for providing preferential fluid-flow pathways in 

unsaturated conditions.  
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7.1.2 Hypothesis 

“The structure of fault zones in poorly lithified sediment can explain the observed 

conduit-barrier behaviour from hydrogeological data” 

Identification of new fault zone structures in poorly lithified sediment, sediment 

of contrasting competency and faults where fine and coarse-grained sediments are 

juxtaposed, and representation of these in numerical fluid-flow models has 

demonstrated that the observed conduit-barrier behaviour of faults in poorly 

lithified sediment can be explained by fault zone structure. All fault zones with a 

hydraulic conductivity lower than the protosediment behaved as barriers. The 

combined conduit-barrier behaviour was caused by anisotropies in the fault zone 

resulting from grain rotation, but more importantly, from structural elements, 

particularly slip-surface cataclasites, but also fine-grained smears. The geometry 

of structural elements is a key control on this behaviour. Conduit-barrier 

behaviour was primarily found in fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment.  

Despite this finding, a greater proportion of modelled fault zones behaved as 

barriers than conduit-barriers, particularly in faults cutting sediment of contrasting 

competency. This partly supports previous assertions that faults cutting poorly 

lithified sediment are most likely to behave as barriers (Heynekamp et al., 1999; 

Rawling et al., 2001; Caine and Minor, 2009; Balsamo and Storti, 2010). This 

barrier behaviour results from an overall reduction in porosity and hydraulic 

conductivity in fault zones and the re-arrangement of beds. Faults that behave 

only as conduits to fluid-flow are significantly less common, and the impacts are 

relatively minor. Specific hydraulic impacts of fault zones depend on their 

structure, and therefore lithology, stratigraphy and fault throw.  

7.2 Context 

7.2.1 Hydrogeological structure of fault zones in poorly lithified sediment  

It was proposed from previous outcrop studies that clay-smears in fault cores and 

shear deformation bands would have the greatest influence on the hydrogeology 

of fault zones cutting poorly lithified sediment, causing the fault zones to behave 

as barriers to fluid-flow (Heynekamp et al., 1999; Sigda et al., 1999; Rawling et 

al., 2001; Bense et al., 2003; Sigda and Wilson 2003; Minor and Hudson, 2006; 
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Caine and Minor, 2009). The absence of these structural elements from fault 

zones in the Gulf of Corinth rift is probably due to differences in the physical 

properties of the sediment (generally coarser) and the stress conditions (possibly 

shallower burial and saturated) during deformation (e.g. Fossen et al., 2007). 

Numerical models of fluid-flow demonstrate that the majority of fault zones will 

behave as strong barriers to fluid-flow, confirming suggestions by Rawling and 

Goodwin (2006) and Caine and Minor (2009) that hydraulic conductivity 

reductions in mixed zones will also contribute to the barrier behaviour of fault 

zones, perhaps producing barriers as strong as those with clay smears (e.g. Sigda 

et al., 1999; Tueckmental, 2010). Low hydraulic conductivity heterogeneities 

within the fault zone – cataclasites, fine-grained smears and even fine-grained 

sediment lenses – have been shown to cause faults to behave as virtually 

comprehensive barriers. On this basis, algorithms for assessing seal capacity 

based on the proportion of clay in the protolith (e.g. Lindsay et al., 1993; Yielding 

et al., 1997; Sperrevik et al., 2002; Bense and Person, 2006) are not directly 

applicable to faults cutting the poorly lithified syn-rift sediment in the Gulf of 

Corinth rift since they do not account for other processes that influence fault zone 

hydraulic properties (e.g. Gibson, 1998). It is unlikely that the results in this thesis 

complete the suite of possible fault zone structures in poorly lithified sediment. 

Consistent with the findings of Bense and Person (2006), numerical models 

presented here demonstrate that conduit-barrier behaviour of fault zones in poorly 

lithified sediment can be attributed to hydraulic anisotropies. Imposed anisotropy 

representing grain rotation in the fault zone was found to be less hydraulically 

significant than that resulting from extrinsic anisotropies from structural elements. 

Model results show that extrinsic anisotropy is primarily caused by sub-vertical 

fluid-flow along the boundaries of elements with low hydraulic conductivity that 

is enforced by preferential fluid-flow through high hydraulic conductivity flow 

pathways (e.g. Jourde et al., 2002; Lunn et al., 2008).  

It is important that hydrogeological studies of fault zones in poorly lithified 

sediment account for sub-vertical fluid flow both within (e.g. Bense and Person, 

2006) and adjacent to the mixed zone – despite it being largely disregarded in 

typical reservoir fault seal predictions (e.g. Manzocchi et al., 1999; Dockrill and 
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Shipton, 2010). The controls of geometry, spatial distributions and the hydraulic 

properties of fault zone heterogeneities on both along-fault and cross-fault fluid-

flow in faults demonstrate the requirement for characterization of these 

parameters in fault zone models (Matthai et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999; 

Aydin, 2000; Jourde et al., 2002; Lunn et al., 2008). The fluid-flow path 

complexities and subsequent hydraulic impacts resulting from heterogeneities 

within fault zones, indicate that homogenisation of these properties across the 

thickness of the mixed zone (e.g. Manzocchi et al., 1999; Bense and Person, 2006) 

risks over-simplification of these processes. Statistical characterisation and 

explicit representation of structural elements within a fault zone volume, such as 

by the Fault Facies approach, may therefore be more suitable for this purpose (e.g. 

Fredman, 2007; Tveranger et al., 2007; Lunn et al., 2008; Braathen et al., 2009), 

though would require improved statistical and empirical relationship data and is, 

inevitably, more computationally intense.   

7.2.2 Hydrological implications 

The widespread barrier behaviour of most fault structures in the Gulf of Corinth 

rift indicates that in saturated aquifers, faults in poorly lithified sediment are 

likely to compartmentalise fluid flow (e.g. Bredehoeft et al., 1992; Sigda et al., 

1999; Rawling et al., 2001; Rawling and Goodwin, 2003; Stamatis and Voudouris, 

2003; Giurgea et al., 2004; Minor and Hudson, 2006; Caine and Minor 2009). 

Whilst larger faults will behave as stronger barriers due to the decrease in fault 

zone transmissivity with throw (e.g. Walsh et al., 1998; Sigda et al., 1999; Bense 

and Person, 2006; Balsamo et al., 2010; Childs et al., 2009; Manzocchi et al., 

2010), the substantial decrease in hydraulic conductivity with the first 2 m of fault 

throw indicates that faults of most sizes will hinder cross-fault fluid flow (e.g. 

Balsamo et al., 2010). Owing to the high density fault arrays proximal to crustal 

scale faults in the Gulf of Corinth, and analogous rifts, regional 

compartmentalisation of aquifers even from sub-seismic scale faults could be 

significant (e.g. Grauch et al., 2004; Caine and Minor 2009) particularly when 

their cumulative effects are considered (e.g. Sternlof et al., 2006). In coastal 

settings such as the Gulf of Corinth rift, aquifer compartmentalisation could prove 

critical for maintaining a partition between marine and freshwater aquifers (e.g. 

Mohamed and Worden, 2006). However, the majority of faults have small throws 
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and therefore probably relatively small extents along strike and dip (e.g. Childs et 

al., 1996a; Shipton et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2009; Torabi and Berg, 2011), 

leading to limited fault connectivity and allowing fluid-flow around fault 

terminations and potentially through the array, albeit on a more tortuous pathway 

(e.g. Micarelli et al., 2006b; Bense and Van Balen, 2004).  

Fault conduit behaviour can encourage the spread of contaminants, even between 

aquifers that would otherwise be hydraulically separated (e.g. Bense and Person, 

2006; Bense et al., 2008). This could explain the marine signature within the 

conglomerate aquifer landward of the main Aigion fault (Figure 2.1) reported by 

Giurgea et al. (2004). In coastal areas of the Gulf of Corinth rift, aquifer 

contamination by saline intrusion along fault zones is a serious concern (e.g. 

Giurgea et al., 2004; Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003). Fluid-flow along fault zones 

from the ground surface may be an important mechanism by which aquifers are 

recharged in arid areas (e.g. Sigda and Wilson, 2003), but it could also lead to the 

transportation of pesticides, fertilisers, and other surficial contaminants into 

aquifers (Sigda and Wilson, 2003; Stamatis and Voudouris, 2003; Voudouris et 

al., 2005). Where sub-vertical fluid-flow occurs in the protosediment adjacent to 

the fault zone, the presence of damage zones comprised of small-faults or 

disaggregation bands with increased porosity (Bense et al., 2003) could act to 

focus up or down-welling fluid. Fault zones can also be sources of upwelling 

groundwaters (Bense et al., 2003). 

In addition to primary fault zone processes, a number of other factors have been 

shown to contribute to the hydraulic impact of faults in poorly lithified sediment. 

Lithostratigraphic configurations and juxtapositions resulting from fault offset 

were found to be as, and in some cases, more, important than changes to sediment 

hydraulic conductivity in fault zones, strongly influencing fluid-flow pathways 

across the fault zone (e.g. Sigda et al., 1999; Bense and Person, 2006; Barnicoat 

et al., 2009; Manzocchi et al., 2010). The occurrence of horizontal beds with 

lower hydraulic properties in protosediment can prevent sub-vertical fluid flow 

adjacent to the fault zone.  

Numerical fluid-flow models presented here have shown that hydraulic boundary 

conditions exert considerable control on the precise hydraulic impact of fault 
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zones (e.g. Haneberg, 1995; Eichhubl and Boles, 2000; Gudmundsson, 2000; 

Eichhubl et al., 2004). Fault zones enhance local flow conditions, particularly 

when they are favourably orientated with fluid-flow pathways (e.g. Gudmundsson, 

2000). Altering hydraulic boundary conditions through excessive groundwater 

abstraction and pumping can therefore impact the fault zone hydraulic behaviour, 

potentially compelling additional cross or along-fault fluid-flow (e.g. Stamatis 

and Voudouris, 2003). Importantly, outcrop evidence of cements in fault zones 

supports the conclusions of Sigda and Wilson (2003) that the decrease in 

sediment porosity that causes fault zones to behave as hydraulic barriers in the 

phreatic zone will cause them to behave as preferential flow paths in the vadose 

zone.  

Hand samples and thin sections have shown that cements preferentially 

precipitated in and around the pores of fault zones will significantly decrease fault 

zone hydraulic conductivity, which will increase the barrier behaviour of fault 

zones over time (e.g. Knipe, 1997; Bense et al., 2003; Micarelli et al., 2006b; 

Eichhubl et al., 2009). Cement precipitation will be enhanced in regions in which 

groundwater is over-saturated in minerals, though this process has proven difficult 

to quantify (Manzocchi et al., 1999). Low hydraulic conductivity structural 

elements in fault zones are the main cause of deflected sub-vertical fluid-flow, 

therefore a decrease in fault zone hydraulic conductivity resulting from 

cementation could also increase this component of sub-vertical fluid-flow over 

time. In addition, deformation in sediment stiffened by cementation can produce 

fractures from brittle deformation processes, resulting in an increase in fault zone 

hydraulic conductivity (Sibson, 1977; Woodcock et al., 2007; Balsamo et al., 

2008).  

Assuming a particular barrier, conduit or conduit-barrier behaviour for all fault 

zones in poorly lithified sediment risks wrongly predicting fault zone hydraulic 

behaviour. This could have profound consequences for groundwater management. 

Consequently, it would be prudent to assess likely fault zone hydraulic behavior 

by taking into account as many controlling factors as possible, including: 

mechanical and hydrogeological properties of the sediment and stratigraphy, fault 

size (throw) and evolution, fault array characteristics and hydraulic boundary 
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conditions. The large numbers of variables and difficulties constraining the 

multitude of fault zone parameters, suggests that deterministic prediction of fault 

zone structure and hydraulic behaviour will remain a challenge (e.g. Childs et al., 

1997; Walsh et al., 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999; Fredman, 2007).  

7.2.3 Limitations of the research 

There are various limitations with this work. The first limitation involves the 

structural data collected from outcrop. The number of faults, and outcrops 

assessed was limited by time and available exposures. Separating fault zone data 

into the three groups (faults in poorly lithified sediment, sediment of contrasting 

competency and those in which fine and coarse-grained sediment is juxtaposed) 

resulted in groups with fewer faults than would be needed for identifying very 

robust trends with which to analyse the fault zone structure and deformation 

processes. This limits confidence in the apparent trends, and may hinder 

identification of additional trends. The geometrical and thickness properties of 

heterogeneities such as fine-grained smears and slip-surface cataclasites were not 

routinely investigated in the field. Subsequent model results indicate that these 

parameters are critical to fault zone hydraulic behaviour therefore these should be 

better quantified for model inputs.   

The second limitation concerns measurements of hydraulic parameters. It would 

have been preferable to conduct direct measurements of fault zone hydraulic 

conductivity using an air permeameter in the field or on core samples in the 

laboratory instead of estimating hydraulic conductivity from thin section image 

analysis and grain-size distributions combined with empirical equations, due to 

the uncertainties that exist with these methods. It was not possible to identify 

clear trends in porosity and hydraulic conductivity with fault throw from the 

number of samples collected from zones of mixed sediment therefore this trend 

remains relatively speculative. In addition, factors such as pore throat size and 

connectivity and 3D variations in hydraulic conductivity variability that will also 

influence fluid-flow were not accounted for.  

The third major limitation concerns the numerical fluid-flow models with 

considerably simplified geometries of fault zone heterogeneities and mixed zone 
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thickness across the strike and dip of the fault zones. In addition, damage zones, 

which previously have been considered an important feature in fault zones in 

poorly lithified sediment (e.g. Rawling et al., 2001), were not included in the 

models which could impact overall fault zone hydraulic behaviour. In general, the 

investigation of fault zone hydrogeological structure in two dimensions neglects 

the potentially important influence of three dimensional fault zone structures that 

have previously been shown to be important for focussing fluid-flow through pipe 

structures for example within fault zones (Eichhubl and Boles, 2004). While 

boundary conditions were designed to represent the regional flow conditions, the 

impact of specific boundary conditions on fault hydraulic behaviour limits the 

predictive capacity of each fault model.  

7.3 Further research  

This work has provided additional insight into the hydraulic behaviour of fault 

zones in poorly lithified sediment but there remain a number of uncertainties that 

would benefit from further investigation. The following list identifies those topics, 

though it is not exhaustive:  

1. Validation of fault zone hydraulic behaviour predicted from numerical 

fluid-flow models with hydrogeological data from the southern flank of 

the Gulf of Corinth rift. Hydrogeological data could include geochemical 

data, tracer tests and pumping tests. An assessment of the regional role of 

faults in poorly lithified sediment, including their contribution to aquifer 

recharge, groundwater sources, aquifer compartmentalisation and 

contamination could aid in management of groundwater resources in Gulf 

of Corinth rift region.  

2. Development of models or algorithms for predicting fault zone hydraulic 

behaviour in poorly lithified sediment. This could entail modification or 

calibration of existing fault seal algorithms to account for the hydraulic 

role of fine-grained smears, specifically their coarser grain-size and lower 

smearing efficiency along the fault zone in comparison to clays. The role 

of zones of mixed sediment should also be included, and the possibility of 

fault hierarchies in faults cutting poorly lithified sediment considered. 
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Such a model or algorithm should be transferable to regional scale models 

and include along-fault fluid-flow. 

3. Continued collection of fault zone structural data in poorly lithified 

sediment. This would enable recognition of hydrogeological fault zone 

structures not yet reported – particularly from a range of different 

geological settings, and further elucidate the most common structural 

elements. Additional geological settings should include locations in which 

faults are locally known to rupture, and areas where crustal stress 

conditions are well established, in order to constrain fault zone structural 

evolution and contributing factors. Investigation of strike-slip or reverse-

fault fault zone structures in poorly lithified sediment should also be 

undertaken and compared with structures of normal faults.  

4. Further characterisation of fault zone structural elements such as slip-

surface cataclasites, fine-grained smears, and lenses and blocks. This 

should include their continuity and extent, geometry, dimensions, numbers 

across the fault zone, connectivity and hydraulic properties. Recognition 

of these properties is likely to be aided by constraint of their evolution 

processes and trends with lithology, stratigraphy and fault size. Further 

investigation into deformation mechanisms, particularly particulate flow 

and the efficiency of mixing between sediments with various rheological 

properties in sediment smears and zones of mixed sediment would also be 

beneficial. 

5. Spatial and temporal variability of fault zone hydraulic conductivity. 

Investigation of the hydraulic implications of three-dimensional fault zone 

structure in poorly lithified sediment, accounting for structural variability 

along-strike and dip. Constraint of changes to fault zone hydraulic 

conductivity with secondary processes such as cementation and 

subsequent fault deformation, and identification of the timescales on 

which these occur.   

6. Improved characterisation of fault array attributes and occurrences in 

poorly lithified sediments to further understand fault interconnectivity and 
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regional hydraulic properties. Attributes should include fault population 

distribution characteristics and vertical and horizontal length and 

orientation of faults. In addition, the spatial distribution of fault arrays in 

relation to crustal scale faults and the geometrical relationships between 

faults in basement rocks and overlying sediment. 

7. Further quantification of fault zone anisotropy resulting from fault zone 

heterogeneities and grain rotation. Development of a method that can 

represent the causes of anisotropy in fault zone fluid-flow models.  

7.4 Concluding statement 

This work has revealed additional diversity of fault zone hydrogeological 

structure in poorly lithified sediment and its dependency on lithology, stratigraphy, 

fault throw and evolution, and burial conditions. Combined outcrop studies and 

numerical fluid-flow models have been presented in poorly lithified sediment for 

the first time in this manner, and have shown that fault zone heterogeneities and 

anisotropies can explain the conduit-barrier behaviour observed from 

hydrogeological data. However, this work has demonstrated that faults in poorly 

lithified sediments can behave as barriers or conduits to fluid flow depending on 

their hydrogeological structure. Additional factors impacting fault zone hydraulic 

behaviour include stratigraphic unit configuration, aquifer saturation state and 

hydraulic boundary conditions. These factors should be taken into consideration 

when assessing the hydraulic impact of faults in poorly lithified rift sediments. 

Faults in poorly lithified rift sediments may thus have the potential to 

significantly compartmentalise aquifers and provide preferential fluid flow 

pathways for recharge or contaminants. This diversity in possible fault zone 

behaviour indicates the importance not only of considering fault zones in regional 

hydrogeological models, but in understanding the relationships between the 

variables controlling fault zone hydraulic structure and hydraulic impacts.  
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Grey boxes indicate locations of hydraulic conductivity estimates from grain-size distributions or thin section image analysis. Av, Max and Min are average (mean), minimum 

and maximum mixed zone thicknesses. PLS is poorly lithified sediment, CC sediment of contrasting competency and J are faults where fine and coarse-grained sediment is 

juxtaposed across the fault zone. Faults highlighted in light grey were discounted from the fault throw/mixed zone thickness and fault population distribution analyses because 

their throw measurements were ambiguous.  

Av Max Min

 F1A 7.00 0.84 1.15 0.63 PLS y y n n n y 3.1a 3.2 5.5

 F1B 5.27 2.05 2.87 1.76 PLS n y y n n y 3.1b

F1C 5.90 1.05 1.05 0.02 CC n y n n y y 3.1c 5.6

F2 1.30 0.38 0.50 0.24 CC n y n n y n

F3 3.90 2.32 3.59 1.63 CC y y y n y y 3.5

F4 1.00 0.42 0.46 0.34 CC y y n n n n 3.6

F5 0.60 0.27 0.40 0.15 PLS y n n n n n 3.7 5.7

F6 1.50 0.203 0.35 0.13 CC n y y n y y 2.3

F1 0.50 0.21 0.22 0.16 PLS y n n n n n Ak F1 MZ

F2a 2.00 0.37 0.45 0.32 CC y n n y n y 4.7 5.8
Ak F2a (S,P,MZ), 

Ak F2b MZ

F2b 0.30 0.16 0.19 0.11 PLS n n n n n n 4.7

F3 7.00 0.26 0.64 0.13 PLS y y n n n y  4.2b  4.3a

Ak F3a FW, Ak F3b 

MZ, Ak F3c MZ 

(Figure 4.2a)

F4 8.00 1.14 1.64 0.95 CC y y n y y y 4.5c

Segmented Fault 0.60 0.51 0.72 0.15 CC n y n y y n

Small Fault 0.01 0.13 0.23 0.01 CC y y y n y y
Ak SF (FW, MZ, 

HW)

Big Fault 1 15.00 1.91 2.37 1.83 PLS y n n n n y

Big Fault 1 23.00 2.60 2.88 2.12 J n y y y y y 4.b

Big Fault 1 

Antithetic
0.70 0.19 0.24 0.15 PLS y n n y n n

Big Fault 2 17.30 0.59 0.76 0.49 J y y n y y n

B-D 2 4.23 0.27 0.48 0.15 PLS n y n n y y

B-D 3 5.00 3.97 4.84 3.00 PLS n n n n n y

Disaggregation 

band fault
0.09 0.28 0.46 0.12 CC y y y n y y 4.8

V DB (FW, DB, 

HW)

Zone of 

mixed 

seidment
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Grey boxes indicate locations of hydraulic conductivity estimates from grain-size distributions or thin section image analysis. Av, Max and Min are average (mean), minimum 

and maximum mixed zone thicknesses. PLS is poorly lithified sediment, CC sediment of contrasting competency and J are faults where fine and coarse-grained sediment is 

juxtaposed across the fault zone. Faults highlighted in light grey were discounted from the fault throw/  mixed zone thickness and fault population distribution analyses 

because their throw measurements were ambiguous.  

Av Max Min

Gravel marl fault 

(C)
40.00 1.18 1.46 0.96 J y y n y n y 4.9c

M GMa SS, M 

GMb SS

West big fault (B) 7.00 1.09 1.66 0.75 PLS y n n n n n

Terrace Fault (E) 80.00 1.31 1.64 0.89 PLS y y n n n y 4.3c  4.3b
M TF MZ (Figure 

4.3b)

An 1.49 0.26 0.49 0.09 PLS y n n n n y 4.1b 4.2a

M An FW (a,b),  M 

An MZ (a,b) 

(Figure 4.2a)

An antithetic 0.42 0.10 0.15 0.08 PLS y n n n n y

Be 4.00 0.62 0.81 0.33 PLS y n n n n n

Ch 1.78 0.38 0.59 0.25 PLS n n n n n n

Cemented fault 1.88 1.30 1.43 1.11 PLS y y n n n y 4.2a

Fault 6 5.00 0.88 1.20 0.62 PLS y n n n n n

Fault 6 antithetic 0.24 0.25 0.44 0.16 PLS y n n n n n

Af2 i 1.70 0.20 0.33 0.14 PLS y n n n n n

AF 3 16.70 0.48 0.64 0.36 PLS y n n n n y

Cemented Fault 2 1.00 0.30 0.59 0.17 PLS y n n n n y  4.3c  4.3c

M CF2a MZ, M 

CF2b MZ (Figure 

4.3c)

Fault 10 5.05 2.78 9.45 0.95 CC n y n n y y

Fault 11 4.79 0.90 1.38 0.66 CC n y n n y y 2.1

Fault 11 

Antithetic
0.01 PLS y n n n n n 2.10

M F11 An (FW, 

HW, MZ, FWb, 

DBb) 

M1 1.20 0.07 0.16 0.04 CC n y n y y n

M2 0.25 0.11 0.24 0.04 CC n n n y y y

M3 1.00 0.11 0.14 0.04 CC n y y y y y 4.5b

M4 1.80 0.03 0.08 0.02 CC n y n y y y

G1 40.00 2.64 3.30 1.57 PLS y y n n n n 4.1c
P G1 SS (Figures 

4.4a and b)
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5. Image adjustments: Remove small holes and sharpen the image: “Process_Smooth” and “Process_Sharpen.” 

 

6. Prepare image for analysis: Make binary image: “Process_Binary_Make Binary”.  Fill holes: Comparison of binary image with original, identification of wrongly 

classified regions. If there are, manually fill the holes in Adobe Illustrator. Import new image into ImageJ and convert to binary again.  

Separate grains: “Process_Binary_Watershed”  

 

 

2. Pre-processing: Add scale to the image: select the line tool from the toolbar, draw a line of known length; “Analyze_Set scale”. Enter parameters into “Known 

distance” and “units”. 

3. Image selection: Select the area to be sampled: select the box tool from the tool bar and draw a box around an area that does not include the edge of the thin section 

“Image_Crop” 

4. Classification of grain and pore space: “Image_Adjust_Colour threshold_RGB”. Select an area of pore space to classify using the box tool. Click “Sample” then 

“Threshold” and select the appropriate “pass” or “stop” for each wavelength. Pores and grains should now be divided.  

 

8. Pore analysis: Set to analyse pores: Open original binary image “Edit_Invert Image”. Choose measurements: “Analyse_Set measurements” tick the measurements 

required.  Run analysis: “Analyse_Analyse particles” and select the image output required leave “exclude on edges” box ticked. Key parameter; Porosity. 

1. Image acquisition: Choose magnification of the images based on grain and pore size in the thin section. Are random images are appropriate or should specific 

areas should be targeted. Images acquired using Leica Software and camera attached to a petrographic microscope  

 

7. Grain analysis: Choose measurements: “Analyse_Set measurements” tick the measurements required.  Run analysis: “Analyse_Analyse particles” and select the 

image output required leave “exclude on edges” box ticked. Key parameter; Feret for distributions:  Analyse_Distributions”. Select parameter (grain-size), number of 

bins, and range.  
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Appendix 3 – Porosity and hydraulic conductivity of thin 

section samples  

 

 

  

Location Fault ID
Hand sample 

ID
Thin section ID

Sample 

number
Porosity (%)

Grain size 

(mm)

Sorting 

(Phi)
K (m s

-1
)

1 25.70 1.46 0.47 2.72E-03

2 23.10 2.19 0.25 4.15E-03

Average 24.40 1.82 0.36 3.44E-03

Range 2.60 0.73 0.22 1.42E-03

1 31.20 1.56 0.33 6.53E-03

2 22.20 1.57 0.34 1.85E-03

Average 26.70 1.56 0.34 4.19E-03

Range 9.00 0.00 0.01 4.68E-03

1 11.90 1.49 0.36 2.00E-04

2 10.50 1.34 0.37 1.08E-04

Average 11.20 1.41 0.37 1.54E-04

Range 1.40 0.14 0.01 9.11E-05

1 22.80 1.20 0.38 1.20E-03

2 31.30 1.43 0.32 5.52E-03

Average 27.05 1.32 0.35 3.36E-03

Range 8.50 0.22 0.06 4.32E-03

1 11.00 0.61 0.32 2.62E-05

2 5.10 0.52 0.31 1.65E-06

Average 8.05 0.57 0.32 1.39E-05

Range 5.90 0.09 0.01 2.46E-05

1 5.10 2.18 0.24 2.91E-05

2 6.40 0.53 0.35 3.49E-06

Average 5.75 1.35 0.30 1.63E-05

Range 4.75 1.65 0.11 2.56E-05

1 25.30 0.66 0.33 5.25E-04

2 14.60 0.72 0.34 9.12E-05

Average 19.95 0.69 0.34 3.08E-04

Range 10.70 0.06 0.01 4.34E-04

1 9.90 1.68 0.33 1.41E-04

2 5.70 1.36 0.39 1.60E-05

Average 7.80 1.52 0.36 7.86E-05

Range 4.20 0.33 0.06 1.25E-04

1 10.10 3.29 0.22 5.74E-04

2 20.40 2.35 0.25 3.07E-03

Average 15.25 2.82 0.24 1.82E-03

Range 10.30 0.94 0.03 2.50E-03

1 3.70 1.89 0.35 8.11E-06

2 13.10 2.62 0.35 8.49E-04

Average 8.40 2.25 0.35 4.29E-04

Range 9.40 0.73 0.00 8.41E-04

1 6.30 1.84 0.16 4.03E-05

2 9.70 1.43 0.34 9.50E-05

Average 8.00 1.64 0.25 6.77E-05

Range 3.40 0.42 0.18 5.47E-05

1 21.70 1.56 0.33 1.70E-03

2 16.70 0.85 0.33 2.00E-04

Average 19.20 1.20 0.33 9.47E-04

Range 5.00 0.72 0.00 0.00

1 39.80 1.49 0.32 1.60E-02

2 45.10 1.34 0.37 2.28E-02

Average 42.45 1.41 0.35 1.94E-02

Range 5.30 0.14 0.05 6.86E-03

1 18.70 1.20 0.38 5.98E-04

2 26.70 1.43 0.32 3.01E-03

Average 22.70 1.32 0.35 1.80E-03

Range 8.00 0.22 0.06 2.41E-03

Ak SF

Ak SF (FW)

Ak SF (MZ)

Ak SF (HW)

Fault 2 (2 m 

throw)
Ak F2a MZ

Ak F2a FZ (S)

Ak F2a MZ (M)

Ak F2a MZ (P)

Voutsimos

Akrata

Disaggregation 

band fault (0.09 

m throw)

V DB

V DB (FW)

V DB (DB)

V DB (HW)

Ak F2b MZ Ak F2b FZ

Fault 3 (7 m 

throw)

Ak F3a FW Ak F3a FW

Ak F3b MZ Ak F3b MZ

Ak F3c MZ Ak F3c FZ

Fault 2 (2 m 

throw)

Fault 1 (0.5 m 

throw)
Ak F1 Ak F1 MZ

Small fault 

(0.01 m throw)
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Location Fault ID
Hand sample 

ID
Thin section ID

Sample 

number
Porosity (%)

Grain size 

(mm)

Sorting 

(Phi)
K (m s

-1
)

1 20.70 1.52 0.38 1.35E-03

2 24.40 3.18 0.18 1.07E-02

Average 22.55 2.35 0.28 6.02E-03

Range 3.70 1.66 0.20 -0.01

1 18.30 2.22 0.25 1.88E-03

2 23.10 2.71 0.43 6.39E-03

Average 20.70 2.47 0.34 4.14E-03

Range 4.80 0.49 0.18 0.00

1 13.70 2.08 0.25 6.24E-04

2 15.70 2.38 0.27 1.28E-03

Average 14.70 2.23 0.26 9.54E-04

Range 2.00 0.29 0.02 0.00

1 20.40 2.82 1.46 4.43E-03

2 25.30 2.00 0.25 4.82E-03

Average 22.85 2.41 0.85 4.62E-03

Range 4.90 0.82 1.21 3.89E-04

1 11.10 1.52 0.38 1.66E-04

2 9.70 3.18 0.24 4.70E-04

Average 10.40 2.35 0.31 3.18E-04

Range 1.40 1.66 0.14 3.04E-04

1 1.20 2.94 0.29 6.38E-07

2 3.70 1.20 0.48 3.30E-06

Average 2.45 2.07 0.39 1.97E-06

Range 2.50 1.74 0.19 2.66E-06

1 8.30 1.48 0.31 6.23E-05

2 6.30 1.49 0.23 2.63E-05

Average 7.30 1.49 0.27 4.43E-05

Range 2.00 0.00 0.08 3.61E-05

1 5.10 4.60 0.22 1.30E-04

2 10.80 1.64 0.28 1.78E-04

Average 7.95 3.12 0.25 1.54E-04

Range 5.70 2.95 0.06 0.00

Whole TS 20.10 8.53 0.22 3.86E-02

1 14.30 2.84 0.19 1.34E-03

2 33.70 1.44 0.22 7.51E-03

Average 22.70 4.27 0.21 1.58E-02

Range 19.40 7.09 0.03 3.72E-02

Whole TS 29.70 3.50 0.32 2.71E-02

1 10.50 2.09 0.36 2.63E-04

2 24.80 2.80 0.29 8.82E-03

Average 21.67 2.80 0.32 1.20E-02

Range 19.20 1.41 0.07 8.56E-03

Whole TS 18.10 10.81 0.28 4.31E-02

1 23.20 2.34 0.34 4.84E-03

2 26.60 2.28 0.32 7.59E-03

Average 22.63 5.15 0.31 1.85E-02

Range 8.50 8.53 0.06 3.82E-02

Whole TS 27.50 10.46 0.24 1.80E-01

1 9.50 2.19 0.29 2.09E-04

2 10.40 2.71 0.34 4.30E-04

Average 15.80 5.12 0.29 6.04E-02

Range 18.00 8.27 0.10 1.80E-01

1 2.40 2.63 0.35 4.17E-06

2 10.50 2.91 0.32 5.11E-04

Average 6.45 2.77 0.34 2.58E-04

Range 8.10 0.29 0.03 5.07E-04

1 0.90 2.49 1.48 1.92E-07

2 0.60 3.77 1.32 1.30E-07

Average 0.75 3.13 1.40 1.61E-07

Range 0.30 1.29 0.17 6.17E-08

1 1.70 0.90 0.39 1.72E-07

2 0.80 0.84 0.26 1.52E-08

Average 1.25 0.87 0.33 9.38E-08

Range 0.90 0.07 0.13 1.57E-07

M TF MZ

An (1.49 m 

throw)

M An FW

M An FW a

M An FW b

M An MZ

M An MZ a

M An MZ b

Mentourgianika

F 11 An (0.1 m) M F11 An

M F11 An (FW)

M F11 An (HW)

M F11 An (FZ)

M F11 An (DB) 

M F11 An (FW B)

Gravel/marl 

fault (40 m 

throw)

M GM SS a M GM SS a

Gravel-marl 

fault (40 m 

throw)

M GM SS b GM SS b

Terrace Fault 1 

(80 m throw)
M TF MZ

Pirgos G1(40 m throw) P G1 SS P G1 SS

Cement fault 2 

(1 m throw)
M CF 2 MZ a M CF 2a MZ

Cement fault 2 

(1 m throw)
M CF 2 MZ b M CF 2b MZ
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Min Av Max Min Av Max

CS No fault 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm  1a 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 1b 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 1c 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 1d 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 1e 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 1f 0 Con A Vec A Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2a 0.1 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2b 0 Con A Vec C Str B 1.6

CS PLG Sm 2c 5.8 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2d 0.1 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2e 0 Con A Vec C Str B 1.2

CS PLG Sm 2f 6.4 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2g 0.05 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2h 0 Con A Vec C Str B 0.6

CS PLG Sm 2i 5 Con B Vec B Str A 0

CS PLG Sm 2j 0.05 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.4

CS PLG Sm 2k 0 Con Ci Vec C Str B 2.1

CS PLG Sm 2l 0.5 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.5

CS PLG Sm 2m 0.05 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.6

CS PLG Sm 2n 0 Con C Vec C Str B 3.2

CS PLG Sm 2o 0.8 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.7

CS PLG Sm 2p 0 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.3

CS PLG Sm 2q 0 Con C Vec C Str B 2

CS PLG Sm 2r 0.6 Con Ci Vec B Str C 0.3

CN PLG Sm 2a 0.1 Con B (rev) Vec B  (rev) Str A (rev) 0

CN PLG Sm 2a N/a Con E Vec G Str G 0

US PLG Sm 2j 0.05 Con Ci (rev) Vec B (rev) Str C (rev) 0.4

US PLG Sm 2j N/a Con F Vec H Str I 0.5

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

Streamtrace 

type

Flow vector 

type

Head 

contour type
Model ID

Fault thickness
Anis

Head drop 

(m)

Zone of mixed 

sediment

Light grey filled boxes indicates parameters that were applied to the model. Min, Av and Max refer to minimum, average and maximum 

values and Anis indicates anisotropy. Dark grey fill indicates parameters not relevant to the model. Con, Vec and Str refer to the head 

contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendices 4.4 to 4.6. CS is confined flow from south to north, CN is confined flow from north 

to south and US is unconfined flow from south to north. Rev is reversed model output.  
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Min Av Max Min Av Max

CS PLG Lg 1a 2.5 Con B Vec B Str C 0.4

CS PLG Lg 1b 0.4 Con Ci Vec B Str C 1.5

CS PLG Lg 1c 0 Con C Vec C Str B 2.2

CS PLG Lg 1d 8.4 Con B Vec B Str C 0.4

CS PLG Lg 1e 0 Con C Vec C Str B 4.5

CS PLG Lg 1f 2 Con Ci Vec B Str C 2

CS PLG Lg 1g 2.8 Con B Vec B Str C 0.7

CS PLG Lg 1h 1 Con Ci Vec B Str C 2.4

CS PLG Lg 1i 0 Con C Vec C Str B 4

CS PLG Lg 1j 8.8 Con B Vec B Str C 0.6

CS PLG Lg 1k 0 Con C Vec C Str B 4.5

CS PLG Lg 1l 2.5 Con Ci Vec B Str C 2.4

CS PLG Lg 1m 1.9 Con B Vec B Str C 0.4

CS PLG Lg 1n 0.4 Con Ci Vec B Str C 1.2

CS PLG Lg 1o 0 Con C Vec B Str B 2.2

CS PLG Lg 1p 6.9 Con B Vec B Str C 0.3

CS PLG Lg 1q 0 Con C Vec C Str B 4.5

CS PLG Lg 1r 1.8 Con Ci Vec B Str C 1.2

CN PLG Lg 1a 2.5 Con B (rev) Vec B (rev) Str C (rev) 0.4

CN PLG Lg 1b 0.4 Con Ci (rev) Vec B (rev) Str C (rev) 1.5

CN PLG Lg 1 a N/a Con E Vec G Str G 0

CN PLG Lg 1b N/a Con F Vec H Str J 2

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled 

(m)

Head 

contour type

Head-drop 

(m)

Flow vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type 
Model ID

Fault thickness Mixed zone
Anis

Light grey filled boxes indicates parameters that were applied to the model. Min, Av and Max refer to minimum, average and maximum 

values and Anis indicates anisotropy. Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendices 4.4 to 4.6. CS 

is confined flow from south to north, CN is confined flow from north to south and US is unconfined flow from south to north. Rev is 

reversed model output.  
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Min Av Max Min Av Max Min Av Max

CS PLG Lg 2a 5.9 Con D Vec D Str D 11*

CS PLG Lg 2b 9.2 Con Bi Vec D Str D 10*

CS  PLG Lg 2c 0.4 Con C Vec D Str B 2.6

CS  PLG Lg 2d 6.2 Con D Vec D Str D 10*

CS  PLG Lg 2e 9.4 Con Bi Vec D Str D 7*

CS  PLG Lg 2f 0.4 Con C Vec D Str B 4

CS  PLG Lg 2g 6.4 Con Di Vec D Str E 1.5

CS  PLG Lg 2h 9.2 Con Bi Vec D Str E 1

CS  PLG Lg 2i 0.4 Con C Vec D Str B 2

CS  PLG Lg 2j 7 Con D Vec D Str G 4.4

CS  PLG Lg 2k 8.8 Con D Vec D Str E 10**

CS  PLG Lg 2l 0 Con C Vec E Str F 4.5

CS  PLG Lg 2m 4.2 Con D Vec D Str D 10 **

CS PLG Lg 2n 8.8 Con D Vec D Str D 13 **

CS  PLG Lg 2o 0 Con C Vec E Str F 8

CS  PLG Lg 2p 6.8 Con Di Vec D Str G 4.8

CS  PLG Lg 2q 8 Con Di Vec D Str G 1.3

CS  PLG Lg 2r 0 Con C Vec E Str F 4.2

CS  PLG Lg 2s 5.9 Con D Vec F Str E 6*

CN PLG Lg 2a 5.9 Con D (rev) Vec D (rev) Str D (rev) 11*

CN PLG Lg 2j 7 Con D (rev) Vec D (rev) Str G (rev) 4.4

 US PLG Lg 2a N/a Con G Vec G Str J 10*

US  PLG Lg 2j N/a Con H Vec I Str K 7.5

Head 

contour 

type

Flow 

vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type 

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

Model ID
Fault thickness

Zone of mixed 

sediment
Anis

Slip surface Head-drop 

(m)

Light grey filled boxes indicates parameters that were applied to the model. Min, Av and Max refer to minimum, average and maximum 

values and Anis indicates anisotropy. Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendices 4.4 to 4.6. 

CS is confined flow from south to north, CN is confined flow from north to south and US is unconfined flow from south to north. * 

indicates deflected sub-vertical fluid flow. Rev is reversed model output.  
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Head contour pattern “types” from PLG models. Con A is the pattern caused by confined flow from the south to north (CS), with no fault 

(Figure 6.1). Pattern types Con B to Di are also found under CS flow boundary conditions but with fault zones. The same boundary 

conditions with flow from north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Con E to H are found under 

unconfined boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Vector pattern “types” patterns from PLG models. Vec A is the pattern caused by confined flow from the south to north (CS), with no fault 

(Figure 6.1). Pattern types Con B to G are also found under CS flow boundary conditions but with fault zones. The same boundary conditions 

with flow from north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Con H and I are found under unconfined 

boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Streamtrace pattern “types” from PLG models. Str A is the pattern caused by confined flow from the south to north (CS), with no fault 

(Figure 6.1). Pattern types Str B to G are also found under CS flow boundary conditions but with fault zones. The same boundary 

conditions with flow from north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Str H to J are found under 

unconfined boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Model ID
Mixed zone 

thickness 
Lens

Zone of 

mixed 

sediment

Fine-grained 

smear

Head-drop 

(m)

Head 

contour type

Flow vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

CC CS 1 average 4.5 Con J Vec K Str O 0.7

CC CS 2 average small 2.4 Con J Vec K Str O 0.6

CC CS 3 minimum 4 Con J Vec K Str O 0.8

CC CS 4 maximum 2.1 Con J Vec K Str O 0.6

CC CS 5 minimum 9.6 Con Jii i Vec L Str P 0.5

CC CS 6 average 9.4 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 1

CC CS 7 maximum 9.2 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.6

CC CS 8 minimum 9.5 Con Ji Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 9 average 9.2 Con Ji Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 10 maximum 8.4 Con Ji Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 11 minimum both 8.4 Con J Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 12 average both 5.6 Con J Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 13 maximum both 7.8 Con Ji Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 14 minimum 5.4 Con Ji Vec M Str O 0.7

CC CS 15 average 5.6 Con Ji Vec M Str O 0.8

CC CS 16 maximum 5.6 Con Ji Vec M Str O 0.7

CC CS 17 minimum 9 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 18 average 9 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 19 maximum 8.8 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.4

CC CS 20 minimum 9.4 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.5

CC CS 21 average 9.7 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.5

CC CS 22 maximum 9.4 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.5

CC CS 23 minimum both 9.2 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 24 average both 6.6 Con Jii Vec L Str O 0.8

CC CS 25 maximum both 9 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.6

CC CS 26 minimum both 9.6 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.8
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Light grey filled boxes indicate parameters that were applied to the model. Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace 

types in Appendices 5.2 to 5.4. CS is confined flow from south to north. Both indicates both coarse and fine-grained sediment lenses and 

small indicates small lenses.  
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Model ID
Mixed zone 

thickness 
Lens

Zone of 

mixed 

sediment

Fine-grained 

smear

Head-drop 

(m)

Head 

contour type

Flow vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

CC CS 28 maximum both 9.8 Con Jiv Vec K Str Q 0

CC CS 29 minimum both 8.4 Con J Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 30 average both 5.4 Con J Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 31 maximum both 7.8 Con J Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 32 minimum thin 6 Con J Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 33 maximum thin 5.6 Con J Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 34 average thin 5.6 Con J Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 35 average thick 9.6 Con Jiv Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 36 average mult 2.4 Con J Vec K Str O 0.7

CC CS 37 average mult 6.2 Con K Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 38 average mult & both 8.4 Con Ji Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 39 average mult & both 9.2 Con Jii i Vec L Str O 0.5

CC CS 40 average mult & both 9.8 Con Jiv Vec K Str O 1.3

CC CS 41 average low K 9.8 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.5

CC CS 42 average high K 5.6 Con J Vec L Str O 0.4

CC CS 43 average low K 10 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.8

CC CS 44 average high K 9.4 Con Ji Vec O Str O 1

CC CS 45 minimum low K 10 Con Jiv Vec N Str O 0.8

CC CS 46 maximum high K 8.8 Con Ji Vec N Str O 0.8

CC CS 47 average small dis 9.8 Con Ki Vec O Str O 5

CC CS 48 average large dis 9.6 Con Ki Vec O Str R 5.4

CC CS 49 average two small dis 8.6 Con Ki Vec O Str R 5

CC CS 50 average two large dis 7.6 Con Ki Vec O Str R 5

CC CS 51 average two small dis 9.4 Con Ki Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 52 average two small dis 9.2 Con Ki Vec O Str R 1
Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendices 5.2 to 5.4. CS is confined flow from south to north. Both indicates 

both coarse and fine-grained sediment lenses. Mult indicates multiple lenses. Thin and thick refer to the thickness of the fine-grained smear, and K the 

hydraulic conductivity. Dis indicates a discontinuity in the fine-grained smear.  
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Model ID
Mixed zone 

thickness 
Lens

Zone of 

mixed 

sediment

Fine-grained 

smear

Head-drop 

(m)

Head 

contour type

Flow vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

CC CS 53 average two small dis 9.4 Con Ki Vec O Str R 3

CC CS 54 average two large dis 9.6 Con Ki Vec O Str O 0.9

CC CS 55 average two large dis 9.4 Con Ki Vec O Str R 2.6

CC CS 56 average two large dis 9.4 Con Ki Vec O Str R 4.2

CC CS 57 average ev oth 6 Con Kii Vec K Str P 0.7

CC CS 58 average ev oth 9.8 Con Jiv Vec N Str P 1

CC CS 59 average ev oth & both 9.4 Con Kii Vec M Str O 1

CC CS 60 average ev oth & both 9.4 Con Jiv Vec L Str O 0.8

CC CS 61 average anisotropic 0 Con J Vec P Str O 0.8

CC CS 62 average anisotropic 9.4 Con Ji Vec P Str O 1

CC CS 63 average both anisotropic 9.6 Con Ji Vec P Str O 1

CC CS 64 average anisotropic 9.5 Con Kii Vec Q Str O 0.7

CC CS 65 average both anisotropic 9.6 Con Jiv Vec M Str O 0.8

CC CS 66 large 0 Con J Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 67 large both 0 Con J Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 68 large 5.6 Con J Vec K Str O 0.8

CC CS 69 large anisotropic 0.6 Con L Vec P Str O 1.5

CC CS 70 large 9.2 Con Jiv Vec L Str O 0.6

CC CS 71 large both 7.2 Con J Vec K Str O 1

CC CS 72 large both 9.4 Con Jiv Vec K Str O 1

CC CN 1 average 4.5 Con J (rev) Vec K (rev) Str O (rev) 0.7

CC CN 6 average 9.4 Con Jii i  (rev) Vec L (rev) Str O (rev) 1

CC CN 61 average anisotropic 0 Con J (rev) Vec P (rev) Str O (rev) 0.8

CC CN 65 average both anisotropic 9.6 Con Jiv (rev) Vec M (rev) Str O (rev) 0.8

CC US 1 average N/a Con M Vec S Str S 5

CC US 6 average N/a Con Mi Vec T Str T 5

CC US 61 average anisotropic N/a Con N Vec U Str U 15

CC US 65 average both anisotropic N/a Con M Vec U Str Ui 0

Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendices 5.2 to 5.4. CS is confined flow from south to north, CN is confined flow 

from north to south and US is unconfined flow from south to north. Both indicates both coarse and fine-grained sediment lenses, ev oth indicates that every other 

lens was included. Anisotropic indicates that anisotropic conditions were used. Dis is discontinuity. Rev indicates reverse model outputs.  
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Head contour “types” for CC models. Con J is the pattern caused by confined flow from the south to north (CS), with no fault zone. Pattern 

types Con Ji to L are also found under CS flow boundary conditions but with fault zones. The same boundary conditions with flow from 

north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Con M to N are found under unconfined boundary conditions 

with from south to north (US).  
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Vector pattern “types” for CC models. Pattern types Vec K to Q are from confined flow boundary conditions from south to north (CS). The 

same boundary conditions with flow from north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Vec R to T are found 

under unconfined boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Streamtrace pattern “types” for CC models. Pattern types Str O to S are from confined flow boundary conditions from south to north (CS). 

The same boundary conditions with flow from north to south (CN) are not shown, but are the reverse of these. Pattern types Str T to Ui are 

found in unconfined boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Model ID
Mixed zone 

thickness (m)

Zone of 

mixed 

sediment

Slip surface
Fine-grained 

smear
Head-drop

Head 

contour type

Flow vector 

type

Streamtrace 

type

Streamtrace 

distance 

travelled (m)

CS J 1 Con a Vec a Str a 2.2*

CS J 2 1 min K Con a Vec b Str a 3*

CS J 3 1 av K Con a Vec b Str a 3*

CS J 4 1 max K Con a Vec c Str b 3* / 6.5

CS J 5 N/a min Con a Vec d Str c 3* / 2

CS J 6 N/a Con a Vec d Str c 3* / 0.8

CS J 7 N/a max K Con a Vec d Str c 3* / 0

CS J 8 N/a segmented Con a Vec e Str d 3* / 2.2 

CS J 9 N/a Con a Vec a Str a 3*

CS J 10 N/a segmented Con a Vec a Str a 3*

CS J 11 1 Con a Vec c Str b 3* / 10

CS J 12 1 Con a Vec c Str b 3* / 9

CS J 13 1 Con a Vec d Str b 3* / 9

CS J 14 1 anisotropic Con a Vec f Str e 0* / 0

CS J 15 1 anisotropic Con a Vec g Str f 0* / 12

CS J 16 1 anisotropic Con a Vec g Str f 0* / 4

CS J 17 1 anisotropic Con a Vec g Str f 0* / 3

CN J 3 1 Con a (rev) Vec b (rev) Str a (rev) 3*

CN J 12 1 Con a (rev) Vec h Str g 2.5

CN J 16 1 anisotropic Con a (rev) Vec i Str h 0

US J 3 1 Con a Vec j Str a 3*

US J 12 1 Con a Vec k Str i 8

US J 16 1 anisotropic Con a Vec l Str j 18

No fault zone

N/a
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Light grey filled boxes indicates parameters that were applied to the model. Min, Av and Max refer to minimum, average and 

maximum values. Con, Vec and Str refer to the head contour, vector and streamtrace types in Appendix 6.2 and 6.3. CS is confined 

flow from south to north, CN is confined flow from north to south and US is unconfined flow from south to north. Segmented 

indicates the structural element was segmented within the model and anisotropic indicates that the zone was assigned anisotropic 

parameters. * indicates deflected sub-vertical fluid flow.  
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Vector pattern “Types” from model set J. Pattern types Vec b to g are from confined flow boundary conditions from south to north 

(CS), Vec h and i are from the same boundary conditions with flow from north to south (CN). Pattern types Vec k to l are found under 

unconfined boundary conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Vector pattern “Types” from model set J. Pattern types Str b to f are from confined flow boundary conditions from south to north (CS), Str 

g and h under the same boundary conditions with flow from north to south (CN). Pattern types Str i and j are from unconfined boundary 

conditions with from south to north (US).  
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Definitions 

Abbreviation Definition 

CSP Clay smear potential 

SSF Shale smear factor 

SGR Shale gouge ratio 

k Intrinsic permeability 

CRL Corinth rift laboratory 

K Hydraulic conductivity 

ρ Density 

  Acceleration due to gravity 

  Fluid viscosity 

D50 Median grain-size 

  Percentage porosity 
σØ Grain-size sorting parameter 
Ng Total number of grains in class fraction 
L Fluid flow path length 
LT Tortuous flow path length 
T Tortuosity 
r Mean pore radius 
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